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Thank you to my parents. 

Tommy and Elsie Rudd. 

Two of the best parents a child ever could have. 

 

Thank you to my wife Joanne for loving her husband. 

To my children, Dakota, Logan, Teyla, Inara and Linclon. 

I hope your dad did some things right occasionally.  

 

All above are the reasons why I try to do good
.

 

Out of genuine love & all their futures.
 

 

“You can’t stop the signal.” 

“Go Browncoats!”  
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“When the world is silent 

Even one voice is powerful ” 
 

Malala Yousafzai 
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Introduction. 
 

Our lives begin to end the day we become silent about things that matter. 
- Martin Luther King 

 

 

 

  This collection of assessments, information and events began being amalgamated into text 
soon after Easter 2015. Ninety-nine years after the 1916 Easter Rising in Ireland which acted 
as a greater catalyst to a new Irish republic country. Ninety-nine years after a time of significant 
effort, a fulcrum point that eventually balanced toward the Irish people and their desire to see 
themselves free from oppression’s, restriction and a system that unfair ruled them.  

Ireland in the year 2015 and more especially, the year preceding it, saw a people rising once 
more in a way that was not expected by many. A few that did expect protest against forth 
coming government plans thought that if there was to be any they would happen in a usual 
small Irish scale and then blow over. They in fact acted or reacted, expecting this to occur. 
"Sure, they will march for one day and that will be the end of it!" Given that many other protests 
had gone the same way, it was a reasonable expectation. 

...But as the nation of Ireland and further knows again was reminded, not all things turn out as 
expected! 

It was hoped in Irish government departments that, like all other previous very short term public 
bouts of street protest and ire expressed previous to 2015, that such protests would occur, 
run out of steam. It was expected that a government of the day would be able to carry on as 
usual and frankly, continue to do whatever the hell they wanted. To a two party government's 
deep shock, this didn't turn out to be the case when it came to the water issue in Ireland. That 
is not to say that the "water battle" (and other issues) is over. It is not. The water issue however 
was the fulcrum point, a last straw that for many in Ireland was the point to say “Enough is 
enough!”    

The Fine Gael and Labour elected representatives of the 2011, which eventually made it into 
a two party government, was possibly right to great extent in thinking that if any public protests 
was to occur, they would just like previous spurts of voiced concern, probably come and go 
as many did before in the preceding years. It was judged by many in Ireland and beyond it 
that the people of the island for some reason were in fact too complacent for quite a while in 
regard to other issues that should have really got them onto the streets of their towns and 
cities if they were further angry enough! There was anger there smouldering away to inspire 
them to do so on many occasion - but it surprisingly to some, un-surprisingly to others, greater 
public shows of acknowledging exploitation and anger never happened. 

Ireland in the preceding years to 2015, even in 2015 under the Enda Kenny government which 
spoke on its first day about going to be different, saw still further cronyism, nepotism, and 
incompetent fools in their jobs rewarded eventually with huge pensions and perks for the rest 
of their days while still employed or retired off handsomely. They continued to do this while 
imposing 45 tax/vat increases upon an already financial walloped Irish nation that had been 
made to suffer by their political dictators since 2008 approximately.  
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The Irish people continuously gained 'tip of an iceberg' media reports about going's on in their 
country. RTE, its national television station wasn't helping at all, to keep their public fairly 
informed without its own government supporting bias creeping in most times and sometimes 
as clear as day. Meanwhile the continuing disreputable antics of Enda Kennys and Eamonn 
Gillmore's (later years replaced by Joan Burton - just as bad) government, continued many a 
questionable action which if it had been any number of other countries in Europe, might have 
faster brought its people out onto the streets in protest far quicker. Sadly through sly media 
miss-information, no information at all a lot of the time or too much complacency from an Irish 
people who were worn down with day in, day out government antics, a lot Irish of people for a 
long time stayed at home instead!   

One example where people stayed at home when they could have justifiably come out in 
protest was when the Irish people were made pay to the tune of many, many millions of Euro 
for an Anglo bank massively screwing up. Its directors screwed up big time, but sickeningly, 
largely were held unaccountable and instead, even worse, amazingly looked after in massive 
payoffs, switched jobs and/or big pensions for life. The country's people were told they would 
be coughing-up in money for bank bailouts that supposedly was necessary - but in which was 
no person in the country actual no legal obligation to do so - nor had the state as collective 
entity. Then again the Fine Gael & Labour government wasn’t exactly working for the people 
of the day – but rather for European heads first many would come to conclude! 

The public instead while being prodded to cough up for someone’s elected complete screw-
ups, suffered sheer open bullying and threats from European heads of state and expensive 
headquarters  in Brussels . Even worse, the Fine Gael and Labour  government  was openly 
doing the same to their own people  – the very people  that had graciously  employed  them. 
Talk about a dog turning on its master! 

Their elected politicians of Fine Gael and Labour did nothing that could be considered a real 
defense  of their people against  such bullying – when not also doing it themselves ! Instead, 
the two party government went along with the EU intimidation and actually took the EU side 
of things rather than take a defensive  stance (like Greece) against  Europe’s cash grab and 
dictates to thus screw people over. As we shall see it would not be the first or last time that 
the Fine Gael and Labour  government  would completely  fail to defend their own people or 
even fellow elected representatives. The capitulation of Fine Gael and Labour toward the EU 
against  their  own people  because  a regular  traitorous  action . In fact it looked  at too many 
times to be their only form of action. 

The Irish people's rights and sovereign integrity, something that should have first been 
protected by their elected before caving to EU threats, was shoved aside and an Enda Kenny 
government (possibly a previous Fianna Fail one too) made sure that its own Irish people were 
further intimidated, prodded in direction and even at time made vote and vote again for the 
same topics till European heads got a decision from a people that had previously rejected 
international treaties they didn't actually like.  

The thoughts of many in Ireland during the previous Fianna Fail and Green Party years of 
government, then in the following Fine Gael and Labour years of being in charge, was that a 
whole bunch of parties had completely sold out its very own people for a price, for personal 
self-interest and/or for later personal gain at business or European political level. With all this 
and far more, still the Irish people by and large stayed at home and didn't come out and protest. 
Frankly, outsiders around the world looking on, were honestly amazed at times. 
 
What the hell was it going to take to get at least some of the Irish people up and progressively 
protesting about? What in god’s name was it going to finally get the Irish people out onto their 
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streets, stay out and not give up in demanding change and accountability? That was a 
question many in Ireland and outside it was asking to themselves and to others repeatedly.  

In the meantime, like a previous government (Fianna Fail and the Green Party) the later 2011 
collation (Fine Gael and Labour) continued to basic do whatever they hell they liked and their 
largely uninformed, worn down and struggling just to survive public, appeared to be in letting 
them in large numbers. A sad joke spoke around was that the Irish would debate such things 
"over their bar stools or in between soap episodes of Eastenders or Coronation Street" then 
again state "Well what's the point in trying to do anything? There's no point!" 

Too many Irish would return to their workplace where they were further more taxed, made 
work longer hours, for lesser pay, their human rights diminished - and this was also allowed 
brought in by also too silent public unions that instead of working to protect them like their 
government should have been doing, saw them further exploited also. In fact at times, some 
unions were just as highly culpable in the exploitation. One, the SIPTU union in particular and 
one individual within it, appearing to lead the exploitation farce it was opinionated! Same 
individual later would try backtracking, when he saw the coming writing 'on the wall' when the 
public did finally mass arise but still he allowed as an enabler – when not direct participating - 
his union to further prop up a bad government that was out to exploit its own. 

 

No Wonder! 

With all the above going on regular, the government parties constantly getting away with it, it 
could be no wonder that politicians of the day thought one more issue, the re-charging again 
of natural water, something the Irish people were already paying for in a number of ways, 
would be like previous times, just eventually happen as easy as possible wanted. To the shock 
of a government soon heading towards an election, roll-over a vast number of people 
thankfully didn't. Finally the Irish people rose more in massive numbers and said "Enough 
was enough!" An Irish government got a massive shock. 

 

Liberty And Tyranny.  

American founder and politician Thomas Jefferson once said “When governments fear the 
people, there is liberty. When the people fear the government, there is tyranny.”  

To many, that is where Ireland is today. While too close to tyranny rather than liberty – 
meanwhile been painted a PR picture as nearing the latter, those with more open eyes fear 
what stunt a Fine Gael & Labour government is going to pull next upon them. At time of writing 
the two party government is winding down its time in office. How it is still there is through sheer 
hard neck, ignoring what the people actually want and abuse of a people that have been 
continuously lied to, massively u-turned on, sold off to Europe for the sake of gaining a federal 
state and for big business there. The TTIP treaty and the continuing ramming of it down the 
throats of the Irish people without their consensual vote continues while a coalition carries on 
in same style doing what the EU wants first – and Ireland actual voters and their wishes come 
further down a line. Fine Gael continues doing what the hell it likes, Labour letting them away 
with it when not participating, each spinning its PR propaganda through RTE state services 
and a huge money donator who also owns still unrestricted massive amounts of private media 
in Ireland. Same private media that spouts the words of a Fine Gael party, a mass share owner 
is using in political favouritism, as a means to an eventual greater profitable end. 
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The people of Ireland have been screwed over for the sake of cronyism and nepotism, big 
time. They have been robbed financially in many open and back door ways. They have had 
their rights reduced quietly, openly and covertly and are being forced, press-ganged and 
intimidated, harassed, into contracts with companies they want nothing to do with or not even 
approached. Many of Ireland’s people fear the government and that stunt they are going to 
pull next. Others thankfully stand their ground bravely, peacefully in defiance, seeking to 
protect their country and their individual rights. Long may the latter continue... 

Anyone that is deluded to think that such an oppressive government, past and present, 
deserves to be back in state office needs to serious reassess their actual ability to judge what 
is good and evil within a country. They need to re-access their voting direction and ask 
themselves why in heavens name are they still voting for the same corrupt organisations that 
at core, is unwilling to change, not grow and still not give to the people what they want. Instead, 
giving them what they don't like - repeatedly! 

I personally think it’s obvious to many that elected politicians are currently (again) letting many 
people down. It’s clear they are up to antics that are simply 'tip of iceberg' detailed in this long 
manuscript. Too many people are too silent at times through been brow-beaten and thus by 
their very own “You can’t win…” complacency, a lot of very bad things have been allowed to 
happen. Right now in Ireland there is no way of really holding them accountable on a more 
regular basis under the present political system. Only every five years upon the instigation of 
a general election is there any semblance of political accountability.  

As we shall see however, this form of political accountability is in fact a farce. Through quiet 
back-door political deals, promises made and collected, personal bargains struck between 
elected and some hope to be elected, a lot of the rot within corrupt political Ireland, still 
manages to slither its way back in under one party name or another. Even as so called, just 
before election time, suddenly jumping ship "Independents" in local communities. 

Further financial and rights denying burdens seem to be coming thick and fast and this is all 
prior to the American pushing TTIP treaty. We now rarely are allowed openly see such new 
dressed up burdens incoming. Additionally, sneaked traitorous antics are arriving by small 
legal print on government acts or documents. New or greater taxes, charges and levies (and 
whatever name/reason else they can invent next), advance at a faster rate than we can hold 
those doing it, accountable for such deeds. Indeed, as we have seen a number of times in the 
last few years, literally overnight through elected representative sittings in an Irish Dail, 
government parties have rammed laws and acts against the people in just a twenty-four period 
with little or no debate allowed if they can help it.  

Is this really a good example of our present Irish democratic system at work, for betterment of 
all? Is our five-year election process system really enough to stop corruption, nepotism, 
cronyism, financial stealing by government parties and more? Has it really stopped it 
previously or is things likely to change in this direction? I say "No" as does many. A lot more 
people are saying "No" while growingly recognise that those that have previously promised 
system change, have really done nothing of the sort except watered down window-dressing. 
Look behind the political curtains, it can be found (although it not meant to be found) that there 
is no substance to their initiatives. Ones that appear on a very rare occasion at all!  
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Intentions. 

Some or a lot of what you might read ahead, could already be known to you. Some of it I hope 
will be informative, more news to you and in final overlook, provide a larger picture which can 
be better seen when all more political jigsaw pieces are brought together under one ‘frame’.  

Some of the information within the following text and chapters you will read is scattered, buried 
and sometimes not thought out to further conclusion or advantage by many people. By 
hopefully helping to bring more strands of what’s going on in Ireland today - but also across 
Europe and further, I hope to assist in providing a visible, educational larger picture. A picture 
which will sometimes be shocking, also open more eyes by enabling greater awareness via 
more supplied verifiable facts and thoughts. 

The intention of the writing ahead is also to give you some details on a subject matter that 
goes beyond lightness but tries not to leave you bogged down in heavy reading either at times 
- to a usual point of being completely turned off. A balance in between two states, hopefully 
more one sided than the other, of more awareness and less intense boredom will tried to be 
maintained. This writer cannot guarantee he will succeed in always doing this but as you read 
further, this notion will have been constantly in the mind of the writer and tried be adhered to 
as best he can. 

 

100 years. 

Ireland is fast approaching its 100-year anniversary of its 1916 political rising. An event that 
helped in obvious and maybe not so obvious ways, greatly to lead to the foundation of the 
country called "Ireland" we have today. Looking at where we are right now and seeing the 
antics of many, the escaping of political and economic culprits from what they should be further 
held accountable for, seeing the current nepotism and cronyism continuing, etc... It is indeed 
very clear we still have a way to go before we can all rest on our laurels more so. 

The writing you are about to read hopefully is a further advancement in that direction. Feel 
free to disagree with that which is written. Question and debate. By doing so you and others 
are, if you're aware of it or not, making one self-more educated through questions raised and 
rebuttal. You are further exercising the human mind. You are helping yourself to increase your 
knowledge. You are learning more about yourself, what you stand for, what you oppose and 
maybe even further why. Such things might be clearer in your minds but when you have to put 
it into words, further clarity in grammar is sometimes helpful.   

As the saying goes "knowledge is power". If power truly is to be genuinely handed back to the 
people, not just in Ireland but elsewhere also, then it’s through such to and fro, through the 
reading and thinking of words said and wrote that too, we can help collectively gain the power 
back that we might wish for. Combined with facts, the opinions of others so all can understand 
where each is coming from at least - even if we disagree - greater awareness and 
understanding is at least also possible - if you are willing to let it happen and be truly open 
minded. I hope you are. 

A more educated people, is a more powerful people. One that is not as easily to be taken 
advantage of - and that in part is my aim. My contribution here however small, I hope, will 
help Ireland go forward in a positive direction for the eventual betterment of all. That is my 
overall goal, I hope I score positively in some small way for the betterment of all.  
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I could have added a hell of a lot more here. A person could quite frankly keep going, keep 
detailing many, many corruptions in the past in Ireland and perhaps still ongoing ones that 
some are aware of but that others, the mass public is left deliberately unaware of. Every 
week, sometimes even every day, I still hear of further goings on that occurring that most are 
not told about. As I mention elsewhere later, some of the stuff really does make the hair 
stand on the back of my neck in bewilderment and astonishment at the levels some of it 
apparently reaches up high, like an octopus with many tentacles raising its parts.  

 

Jeff Rudd. April 2015. 
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Chapter One - Reality. 

 

  Right now we like many world countries, have only 
the power to hold our politicians and very political 
system to account every five years through a 
standard power process. We can only do this as 
legislated in limit though a state constitution. After 
the elected continue public appear to obey its 
government party(s) top brass, they can do 
whatever they want. In fact at times what they get up 
to, that is looked upon with great public disdain, is 
often actually ordered from the top by those that are 
running a political party. 

Presently there is an irony that one of Europe's 
poorest and broke countries is also one that is acting 

the most democratic and thus answerable to its people. …Meanwhile the richer states of 
Europe and elsewhere continue to dictate, use scare tactics and ram laws/treaties down upon 
people without any consensual vote taken. 

The noble idea behind "Representative Democracy" is that people should have the power to 
genuinely control own lives though political chose at all times. This raises the obvious 
immediate question.  

• Do you feel you have genuine political power right now at your fingertips, to use right 
away?  

• Do you feel that if you picked up a phone and tried to make a difference in the lives of 
others, by contacting your local/national politician that they would listen and then act 
upon your words?  

• Do you think you have a direct national or local ability to help formulate local or national 
policy all the time or even once in a while on a regular basis? 

• Is your government giving clear choice in the treaties it’s signing you up to?  
• At election times do same political parties state their position on laws/treaties & thus 

give you a clear choice to say “yes” or No” to it, by thus voting for them in support? 

The just listed is part of the political ideology package that is sold to us in order for us to accept 
the present form of democracy we have – formally known as "Representative Democracy". 
The previous mentioned we are told, is the best possible way under a system we are allowed 
have. We are told that it is the best system in the world, the fairest and nothing better exists 
in someone’s opinion. The fact that “’that opinion’ is often belonging to a rich elite (but you are 
not meant to see that) is indicative of a suspicious agenda, is a possible startling educational 
point every citizen should think over.  Others and I would argue different against the present 
system being the best it can be and in its place or in addition to it, something else, a system 
called "Participatory Democracy" can greater still, make things even better for all. Better for all 
– not just an elite that will of course not wish it to be seen that way. "Participatory Democracy" 
cannot be allowed grow so media private owned with paid political parties will rubbish it openly 
and through covert means. The people must be either kept in the dark further or directed 
towards a controllable, profitable (for some) old alternative that allows greater capitalist profit 
on the back of continuing exploitation.   
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Under a Representative Democracy in Ireland and many countries of the EU/elsewhere, 
people elected representatives’ elite picked by top party heads first then allowed go before 
public, are when elected, then tasked with creating laws, policies and even treaties that in 
essence sees a small percentage in private market gain while the workers are sold a 
questionable package under little or no further real accountability genuinely attached. The 
elected representatives then vote on issues in lieu of the public. The elected representatives 
in theory are supposed to reflect the will of the majority of the people. Majority rules (its sucks 
to be in a minority at times) and if you can sway that majority by PR, which in turn means 
spending money to make more money, an elite win again. This would explain why billions over 
short years in any one term is being spent by lobbing groups to get their way repeatedly under 
the present democratic system and there is thus little accountability on a regular basis to the 
voting public yearly or even monthly. They only get real selective choice every five years on 
average, then under strict conditions and a set-up that’s even dictated by older established 
and often private enterprise bought or backed political parties. 

 
Back To Basics.  

The word “democracy” originates from the Greek: dēmokratía. This originally meant “for the 
rule of the people”. If you go to Dictionary.com you will read that democracy is a type of 
government by the people; a form of government in which the supreme power is vested in the 
people and exercised directly by them or by their elected agents under a free electoral system. 
It can be a state having such a form of government: The United States and Canada are 
democracies. It is a state of society characterised by formal equality of rights and privileges. 
It has political or social equality; a democratic spirit…. And so on… 

In general, democracy supports and promotes the noble notions of freedoms including political 
expressions, of speech and of the media amid also equal rights of the citizen. I would and 
should not be the first person to deny anyone these rights and I still firmly think democracy is 
the way to go – at least till some political genius out there comes up with a better as yet non-
existent system. 

When it comes to democracy there is various types. 

·        Participatory Democracy in which citizens have constant direct input and if wished, 
constant active participation in the decision making of the government at any stage, 
not just every five years. The elected are accountable to the people, add day, all week, 
every month, every years and if their elected stray from the path of the desires of the 
public, are quicker and through clear process accessible freely by the public, to be held 
accountable to every citizen of a country. 

·        Representative Democracy (as Ireland has presently) where citizens remain the 
sovereign power but political power is exercised more indirectly through elected 
representatives who may or may not do what they are told/hold to be true and are less 
accountable to the public. The public only get to re-hire or fire them every five years 
on average. 

·        Parliamentary Democracy – an extension of representative democracy where 
government is appointed by representatives – who themselves are appointed by the 
people every few years. 

·        Presidential Democracy – the public elects the president through free and fair 
elections. The president serves as both the head of state and for some countries, head 
of government controlling most of the executive powers. The president serves for a 
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specific term and cannot exceed that amount of time. The President of Ireland is more 
of a figurehead and is actually more answerable to the Dail and Senate than they are 
to him. Officially for example, the president cannot (in theory) leave the country without 
official permission or cannot state what they wish to state without first seeking approval 
from the government of the day. 

·        Constitutional Democracy – a representative democracy in which the ability of the 
elected representatives to exercise decision-making power is subject to the rule of law, 
and usually moderated by a constitution. 

·        Hybrid Democracies or semi-direct democracies – which combine elements of 
representative democracy and direct democracy. 

As you will read above you will note that Ireland's current system of representation democracy 
encompasses a number of the others mentioned. What Representative Democracy does not 
encompass however is true Participatory Democracy. For reasons that are really obvious 
when one looks, this system is avoided by others like a dose of plague that might exist. An 
avoidance which happens, for reasons that it occurring should be much questioned. Short 
version hint to a longer explainable possible reason? Self-advancement, cronyism and 
nepotism. 

Breakdown.

 

In reality under the present system, it operates something close to the following way:

  

There is an election and a single party (or coalition of parties) gain enough majority numbers 
elected within a single government meeting room (our Dail), to say by law that they represent 
the most within that nation’s borders. The biggest group get to call the shots. They get to form 
a government that will further as we have already experienced, dictate to the rest. Once they 
are in official power they are there for on average, five years of a term. Enough years to allow 
them to settle in and start their policy indicatives rolling or continuing onward from previous 
past parties that once had gained previous power. In theory their period of power limited to 
five years should not (supposedly) to allow them to start an unofficial (or official?) dictatorship. 
Their ability to rule over their employers, the public, is supposedly limited.

  

Constitutional legal established dictates today supposedly does not allow for back-door 
methods of population control, influence. Constitutions

 

weakened by legal deletions or 
weakened by adding poor legislation wording in some cases

 

sadly

 

adds

 

further intimidation 
and bullying to occur. This also happens even when previous elected parties are subsequently 
removed to be replaced by a new ‘other’ who go on to do same. As we shall see later in 
example, others of the past continue to manage to

 

pull stings to still get their way despite being 
elected out of government office. Successive later governments from other parties think they 
are now calling the shots when in fact though well thought out plans and implementation 
carried out, the truth is

 

that this is not the case in many respects.

 

An old guard that has by 
move been moved on, before it left laid ways that it could still have a form of control and still 
get away with such antics. The political system again not having enough accountability and 
validation systems to ensure this does not happen –

 

as they wanted!

 

Equally, each party is run by a number of individuals who have been once a year (at their 
AGM) elected or re-elected to the top table of management. Once there, they,

 

themselves 
decide what policies from there on in the party is going to pursue. Their forthcoming political 
agenda might have been started already by those other political parties in power before them 
or they could reverse those plans and go in another direction. They could in fact also tweak 
earlier plans but still head in the same direction. In theory they are going to pursue the policies 
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that the people of a country they say would like. In practise as many people of Ireland and 
other countries has found out, they pursue policies that they themselves would like more so 
and the public can in fact be damned, like it or lump it! What the people wants goes out the 
proverbial window soon after the elected gain their high paid, perked and pensioned 
parliamentary seats of power. 

If the top leaders of a party decide tomorrow to pursue a policy of painting all the 
streets GREEN (yes, I know it silly but it’s only an example), then the rest of the underling’s in 
the party right down to the man and woman at home, will be subject to the requests (orders?) 
of high above – and if they don’t obey, there is even an official “Whip” to get them to follow 
requests (orders?). If they don’t? Loss of rank, privilege or even party expulsion could be on 
the cards. You do what you are told by party leaders - even if it conflicts with what your actual 
local constituency elected you to do in their name! 

Under this system Mr Smith, party member, might be elected at his local level to carry 
forward by his constituency their ideas of painting the streets RED. However, if the top brass 
of the party has ordered (a decision they have come to for own reasons) that everyone is to 
pursue policy of GREEN, then Mr Smith and his many voters will be quickly ignored 
completely (the usual PR spin will be that their consideration will be taken in to account – but 
the end result will still be the same) and their wishes summarily dismissed. 

• If Mr Smith decides to still stick with his actual voters in his area and advocate their 
wishes, he will be punished in some way by the top heads of the party for not 
capitulating. 

• If Mr Smith decides to U-turn, submit to the dictates of the party heads and do the 
opposite of what he was actually elected to do by local voters, they, his more local 
public will have to wait another five years to even try and remove him! Five years can 
be a long time - and a lot of further antics, u-turning and damage can be done in the 
intervening period. 

Of course a local party branch in theory and practise can say that they are able to remove Mr 
Smith from his position by calling a meeting of the local members. What they can do is remove 
Mr Smith from their party branch, possibly call for the cancelling of his membership (then 
carried out later by top heads at headquarters by a membership administrator) and say that 
he no longer represents the people of the local area. That’s the theory but it rarely happens in 
reality.  

They can ironically do this while not talking prior to their actions, to the very local public 
themselves and getting a voted legal mandate or even indicative consensus. They can do the 
previous mentioned but still Mr Smith will remain elected to an office, local or national, under 
the present laws of election. He can do so an as a sudden "Independent". He will now just be 
forced into a position of being party-less – but still elected none the less until years pass and 
general elections eventually comes around again. 

The government meanwhile can continue its own party policies as they generally see fit for 
the next few years – not consulting and not getting a voted on consensus for controversial 
policies themselves decide in a smaller clique, to adopt or change. Their polices are foisted 
upon the people without greater clarity consent and often are judged to conflict with actual 
common good. An example of this could be the TTIP (Transatlantic Trade and Investment 
Partnership) issue.   

If the party management decide between themselves tomorrow to get its very core members 
to protest about a situation or pursue a policy they decided was of benefit (to whom?), then 
the request (orders) will come down from the top that the lower down would have to follow. By 
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effect the people in their selective areas will become just further subjects – without chance of 
in-depth consultation and/or even a chance to vote on if they agree or disagree. Their own 
inner party ability to technically object and subsequently have a vote taken to see if there is a 
consensus one way or another, has been reduced to just once a year - if they are even that 
lucky if such a vote is allowed to be held at that AGM point! 

The lower down power ladder underlings are far more answerable to the dictates of those at 
the top far more often - than the top brass is actually answerable to either its own inner core 
members or to even the public. What’s more, if the public object local or nationally to 
something, they can of course try lodging a complaint by personal letter, protest in some way 
(hopefully peacefully) – then be generally ignored by their local/national party for a number of 
years if the government party sees fit and this is what happens a lot - well until election time 
comes around every five years and they need those essential public votes again.   

In the meanwhile, it would not be a first time that a local member of a party or local citizen has 
said/or thought words to the effect “Hang on a minute! I signed up to a party to follow ideas 
put forth. I don’t wish to partake in other new sudden or quiet agenda which (a) I had 
no input on or (b) the public locally or nationally has had no input on. Their permission 
and mine was not sought or gained! Why am I being now told what to do, ‘whipped’ into 
order by those that have done neither?” 

…But this is how the vast majority of the present parties operate - under the Representative 
Democracy system. Fianna Fail, Fine Gael, Labour, The Green Party, left wing parties galore 
all follow along the same principles of operation. Once you’re in such an organisation, if a 
member don’t do what is dictates to you - instead in many cases, what your own constituency 
actually wants, you can be sure there will be an open or quiet price to pay! Loss of rank, 
privilege and/or financial amount will come by open method or quiet imposition.   

Requests (orders) come down from above and they must be obeyed – step out of line 
and you’re the bad person – even if you just wish to be more democratic, be accountable to 
your local voters, see through and stand by their wishes and their legal given vote. A mandate 
given based upon their decision to support a notion, a plans or ideology for the betterment of 
the people. 

To be clear and welcoming, I would take our current system of representational democracy 
any day over an official dictatorship of person or party (it could be argued that we at times 
seem to be under an unofficial dictatorship but that’s a discussion for another section/day). 
Representation Democracy is like most things, not perfect. It has its flaws but on the whole is 
the second best of the political systems that is out there. At least under Representational 
Democracy the public does stand some better chance of voicing opinion and complaint even 
if it’s only once a year on very rare occasion or every five years under normal circumstances. 

 
Reality Pt1. 

It was under our present Representation Democracy system that with flaws and all, allowed a 
people to select representatives that would later betray them. The public would become 
victims to political abuse consisting of open lies, U-turns, bullying, private contract extortion. 
More very undemocratic actions would prove costly to the public with 45 tax/vat increases as 
well as public services cut all over the place, when not also allowing private enterprise under 
very questionable circumstance to gain a self-interest foothold into the public sector.  
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It would be under our present democratic system that would see the public’s employees, the 

elected, to continue to look after themselves, family and close friends through continuing 

cronyism, nepotism and other questionable actions. Under our continuing weakening system 

that despite they wording to oppose such wrongs during not only previous election periods but 

as they then stood in a national parliament, our Dail, they would do exactly the same as a 

previous government which they claimed they dis-liked in previous action! The Double-

standards and very costly in some cases, irony of it all. The Fine Gael and Labour government 

beginning in 2011 would not only do exactly the same as the previous much hated government 

– but they would do the same again, just as much - in far less time than the previous existed 

one! What would be different for Fine Gael and Labour in government though, would be a 

public uprising. One that they could have seen coming if they had really been in touch with 

their people – but were not – despite what PR they regular spun to espouse they were! There 

was a lot of issues smouldering away quietly. Ireland had a government considered by many 

to be traitorous to its own people, failing to really do what its public actually wanted them to 

do – which wasn’t line their own pockets, the previous retired elected and their business mates 

- they were complete caught on the hop as an Irish nation finally hit Irish streets in massive 

protest.  A final straw being the selling of their water. 

Ireland would have a new rising. It wouldn’t be of world ground-breaking standards but what 

it would be, would become a clear act of defiance against a two party government that again 

and again, was repeatedly bowing to EU head demands before really listening to their own 

people, their own voters and giving them instead first what they were asking for. That included 

the right not to be further abused and financial exploited for the sake of EU bullies. 

With the centenary of a 1916 rising nearing, Ireland’s people in numbers would once again 

would commit themselves in over one hundred groups around Ireland, to opposing what they 

saw again as a regime of power just out to take advantage the people for the sake of profit. 

The people to some degree and varying rates of success, would utilise modern tools to do so. 

Unlike near 100 years previous where human message carriers, guns, bullets and shells won 

a day, modern objection could be organised and fought though an internet, phones and 

Twitter. All to the very hate of a government unable to control those methods completely. 

 

Reality Pt2 

Ireland’s outdated and sometimes deliberate blind political parties are now in a period of 

transition – if they admit to seeing it or not.  As Irish people and the world has witnessed, the 

use of social media can either make governments or break governments. The silent wise know 

this and thus is why some are trying crackdown in some form or other disguised as “the right 

thing to do” for the publics safety. Ireland however unlike other open dictator-style states, still 

has some semblance of freedom of expression – even if current attempts to weaken it are 

slowly being brought in more and more, sometimes quietly by small print.   

While Ireland people still has time before more real democratic rights are snuffed out or 

weakened like a frog in a pot on slow boil, a more aware public due to social media which 

gives the ability to fast pass information to mass amounts instantly, is proving still to be a 

scourge to those that would oppress them.  The period of time we are currently in now could 

be an ultra-important one for the nation. Because more ways are being sought to control our 

ability to state accurate realities involving our elected and their often questionable antics, 

before the public further loses an effective winning advantage, it must also see system 

changes brought to bear to protect these advantages. If not done, a silent net war is lost! 
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In a later section (The Social Media Catalyst) I shall address a silent internet war that is going 

on not just in Ireland but around our world but at this point, in the back of your mind just start 

to think that your rights and abilities to keep yourselves up to date, quicker and by easier 

access, are under very threat as we speak. There is deliberate government crackdowns being 

done and further coming. All done for supposed good reason but in which ultimately a public 

loses out for the sake of private individuals & enterprise with own agenda. 

The Irish reality is that while old political parties struggle to control their message (or PR) to 

the people, while political parties have a symbiotic relationship with those that also control 

media for profit, while political parties struggle to cope with a public ability to greater educate 

itself faster against political scams and lies told, while political parties try and distract their 

public in to one direction while quietly trying to operate in another, the fact is that while all this 

is going on, a more aware public is watching it all, seeing it all for what is really going on! 

Political parties know under a true democratic system they cannot be seen to be attacking 

abilities that openly curtails their voters’ basic rights. When they do need to do it quietly and 

get caught at it, they need reason/excuses to do so. Thus we see government via state media, 

jumping on any opportunities to utilise any given occurrences to spin them, to later justify their 

actions – some of which are too broad hitting and too deliberate wide open defined in 

legislation. An Irish reality is that while the public think some legislation is being brought in for 

their own good, eventual use of it will be limited to those that favour government agenda and 

individuals pursuing it, using it too for own self profit or power gain. 

 

Quiet Needs. 

An Irish reality is that for a true democratic process to stay that way, Ireland now had more 

also urgent quiet needs. Our laws and processes need to be stronger in regard to media bias. 

Our nation’s constitution needs to make clear that it’s the right of law abiding citizens to have 

access to internet services that while being non-abusive, is equally from being used in 

exploitive terms. A better democratic process is needed to hold our elected more accountable, 

more often. Those that don’t make this happen when they are supposed to, should be 

answerable faster and openly to the public they were meant to be serving also. Those that are 

up to no good of course will oppose such changes using a litany of excuses that they will 

professionally churn out directly or indirectly though friends or friendly media. It is to be 

expected. With a still active and accessible social media however, their task is hard. 

An Irish reality is that Ireland needs to go work NOW to ensure a better future for our next 

generations. We are not just talking about policy changes that is supposed to have cause and 

effect for the next 30 years but fundamental changes that will protect and effect future 

generations for the next one hundred years onwards. If we don’t do this now, we instead laying 

the foundations for civil unrest in times to come. I know that’s not a legacy that I wish to leave 

behind me for my family in times to come. I suspect that many in Ireland would feel the same 

way. Therefore we, like our ancestors that have struggled in some way to make things better 

for a future generation, must do same and not get complacent or be coaxed and distracted 

into such. A new Ireland rising by peaceful means is not always a bad thing!     
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Chapter Two - Further Transparency 

 
  Since the breakdown of the Berlin wall and the Soviet Empire, the word "Transparency" has 
been bantered around like a tennis ball back and forth between the media and elected 
representatives. So much so that the effectiveness of the word when read or heard has 
dwindled away to nothing. We now hear the words today and a lot often take the sentence in 
with little regard to it actually happening. As the saying goes "We'll believe it when we see it." 
Another truth us is that people have grown tired of hearing the word too. It has become a word 
that when used now, could be counter-intuitive to accepting the trust of someone. When said 
in a phrase as a sale PR pitch, mental guards go up more and a number feel even more less 
inclined to trust others words.  

Despite this, the is genuine humans that for them "transparency" is still not just a goal to be 
obtained and left at that, it is still an existing aim that still is possible to achieve and despite 
hurdles that pre-exist and further ones to come, should still be chased after. The thinking is 
that with it, it nonetheless can be a further step towards gaining back a nations trust. There is 
many examples why this is still very important. For example, if we are notwithstanding the 
hurdles, going to get people involved again in higher percentages, we need to get them to 
come out and vote and/or further incentivised into greater peaceful political activity - and past 
of the task to do this is ensure transparency in more that has been all too lacking and it’s been 
noted too many times by a disillusioned ordinary citizen.  

Presently this is not more apparent also than with the current crises a number of individual 
political parties face in regard to female participation within their respective organisations. The 
low percentage of women in the parties is causing great concern. Especially now that there is 
legislation that will see political parties punished for even having in some circumstances, such 
an in-balance between males and females running when elections roll around. There is a good 
number of reasons why there is not more female participation. These reasons while differing 
in apparent 'top-soil' appearance, can be possibly simplified if one is willing to dig deeper, to 
find that once again "transparency" emerges to the mind of the searcher as an additional core 
rationality.  

 

Poor Female Representation. 

In 2015 I was involved in a national forum to find out what today there was not more females 
involved in politics. I could like many, educationally arrive at some reasons but in order to try 
ensure I was greater update, I again when asked to participate, jumped at the opportunity to 
learn what I could be unaware of. The Irish political arena can be easy judged a highly 
masculine realm. Only 91 women have been elected since the foundation of the State. Ireland 
currently has one of the worst gender balances in the democratic world.  

It was again very clear from the start that there’s still a wide gender gap when one thinks about 
the matter, then looks at numbers. Some of the reasons why this is so, is as follows: 

• Women are likely to continue to be reluctant to put themselves forward as candidates 
or consider a political direction due to a continuing “Boys Club” behaviour, visible clique 
appearance and mental outlook exposed through words and attitude. 

• Despite some being very qualified, they still consider themselves as not qualified 
enough! Male counter-parts however jump in at even lower educational levels. 
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• In parental guidance, males are more likely to be assured a political path is a viable 
option rather than females. This applies to formal school guidance also given. 

• Many see their ability to bear children as a further hindrance to enter the field of politics. 
Concerns over their own child’s welfare and time away from them is a greater worry 
for woman today than a male it appears.  

• Many females have witnessed others of their sex rising only on rare occasion, not on 
a regular basis. This imbalance alone further has a mental detrimental effect on the 
willingness of others to then go forward. They are greater reluctant through perceived 
lesser chance of possible opportunity to get ahead. 

• A conceptualisation of women as just child-bearers and homemakers first and foremost 
was rammed home to many Irish generations by agencies of the State and further 
more by the Roman Catholic Church operating in Ireland. For a woman in these dark 
50’s/60’s era’s to come forward and try going forward in a male dominated society, 
was very much looked down upon. This attitude still lingers amid older and out of date 
thinking generations. 

• Timing is a greater critical factor to a chance of higher female participation. According 
to the 2010 Women and Men in Ireland report (CSO, 2011), they represent 
approximately three-quarters of those who worked up to 29 hours per week in paid 
employment in 2010. Many women balance work and family life by taking up part-time 
employment. This is felt greater restricts many when trying also to balance family life 
and all it entails.  

• Funding problems more appear to occur more often. As also there is a balance towards 
greater males in some areas where top management or owners sit, females fear that 
their ability to garnish financial support or create their own is greater hampered. 
Through own lack of resources and possibly non-willingness of others to back a greater 
female participation, they are even before trying to move forward, a mental hurdle that 
sot some is also as persuasive factor not to eventual participate. 

• Ireland not just in politics had been dominated by complete male organisations. For 
example, be it the GAA  or other Irish sporting societies that was the focal point for 
local communities every week or month, selections there were all male orientated. This 
sex dominance chosen amid rural and urban communities would lead to them in turn 
gaining far greater prominence and thus other society roles where females were not 
active participants due to previous lack of participation and high profile. 

• Today even at political party headquarters, secondary roles such a filing clerks and 
secretarial roles are thought to be more likely filled by female workers while top 
positions are likely to be male filled. A visual indicator lingering on of an out of date 
past attitude? As long as the dominance of one sexual persuasion over the other 
continues in imbalanced numbers, females are less likely there alone, not emerge from 
a thinking atmosphere of who really always ‘rises to the top’, …why and not try gain 
prominent place for themselves, for their country and its people also. This too is a great 
pity. I firmly believe that females equally have just as much to give, if not in some case, 
far more at times.  

Of course all these reasons and others that might be found if one looks, should be very 
transparent but the truth – and we know it maybe more so – is that they are not. There has 
been attempts to highlight these matters time and time again. Each time after an initial period 
of sudden created activity by others to show they are trying to address such matters (when 
exposed they previously haven’t been), society and its departments again fall back to old ways 
and systems where unaccountability safeguards don’t exist and/or not be practised.  
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Presently government transparency in action throughout many departments remains the 
rarest of processes actually happening. The reader will have to make up their mind if this is 
because certain people within state departments and/or elected representatives in charge 
wish to keep a status quo for self-known reason (that we might try guessing at), for reasons 
due to the scale of the problem and hurdles in the way or just through sheer unwillingness to 
address this issue.   

When elected do speak about it, its gains much support from all sides of the Dail in voice. It is 
so far mostly an undefined target and procedure on daily basis. It is something all can shout 
and call for but while doing so, don't have to be specific over and sometimes avoid being tied 
down to those specifics on! The reasons for this too can be genuine in nature or they could be 
out of self-interest or self-protection again. Not just in Ireland but around the world, it is a 
common situation. One that is far too allowed to exist! Could it be also said that in part, the 
problem still exists because people want it to exist? In other words, because the problem 
exists, certain people will always be needed, high paid jobs created to supposedly address 
the problem and the last thing such people then employed, is to solve the problem so much 
successfully that they are then later out of a job? We could go even further with our thinking 
on the matter. Replace the problem over "transparency" with any other additional 'problem' we 
always seem to be striving to solve - and can same dilemma surrounding intransigence still 
apply to other areas also? That could be a serious question for the sages of our time? 

Day to day reality is that we all see old way politicians (sometimes in conjunction with big 
business) step beyond closed doors and little detailed information emerging from them as to 
how certain operations are occurring and/or how the decisions of such have come about. The 
latter being in a time of corruption, nepotism and cronyism, just as important as the former. 
We are back to the transparency problem of people, government and business keeping itself 
out of sight for more reasons than we can fathom but we hold at times to be certainly 
questionable.  

In day to day reality as far as the citizen is concerned, little has changed. To even try and find 
a modicum of understanding to why or how a procedure was done, how a decision was made, 
what certain facts are, means that people have to jump through red tape hoops, legal litigation, 
mountain of paperwork and sometimes serious financial cost. Ireland at date of writing, being 
the only European country to be still charging people under the right to freedom of information 
application. Near one hundred years on from 1916 and with tools only those a century ago 
could only dream of, if they were skilful to see hi-tech possibilities, we could it though seriously 
go further in progress and speed towards greater transparency. 

What we have overall is still outdated vestiges of a government and inter-mixed businesses 
that behaves as it did a century previous. We have thinking and modes of operation that are 
still precursors to later secrecy and possible exploitation. Occurrences that it has to be stated, 
are not to a public benefit. They are of course being the opposite. As long as such continues 
and there is intransigence, we are not only witnessing bystanders, we are unknowingly 
participating enablers to those not actually wishing further progress to be made? We can 
always be part of a solution or by just doing nothing, be part of a problem! 

The reality is that between idealistic support for government and state department 
transparency changes and it actually happening, a shortfall of physical in action willingness 
quickly emerges.  Oral and written support not backed up by day to day application in equal 
numbers? The truth in Ireland (and elsewhere) why this shortfall exists incorporates fear, self-
exposure of self, friends and business acquaintances. amid the reasons for slow, little or no 
progressive further steps must include old state civil service thinking and departmental 
procedures conflicting with a new wave of reasoning that clashes with a bureaucracy culture 
that doesn't wish its cart to be overturned, its boat to be rocked etc... The reasons for which 
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again we can only again access and question - this time through non-transparency, getting no 
or little further confirmed answers? Something someone, somewhere would rather keep that 
way?  

Christian Nestell Bovee is on record as stating "We fear things in proportion to our ignorance 
of them". If our ignorance comes from wanting to hide truths for ourselves, keep them hidden 
for state and other reasons or just in fact we don't wish to lift a cover of transparency for fear 
of finding out what's under a cover, is not to our liking - remains to be seen. You in fact can 
only provide the answer, even just to yourself. 

 

"Schrödinger's cat". 

Erwin Schrödinger's cat is a famous invented attempt to explain a scenario. In science it's the 
principle in quantum theory of superposition but we here, we don't need to go down the 
scientific technical route. Suffice to say that Schrödinger's cat scenario serves to demonstrate 
the apparent conflict between what we might know to be true and what unless we look, might 
still be another (in our own minds) a different situation. One we might rather want out of comfort 
and ease of mind! 

The scenario... We place a living cat into a steel chamber, along with a device containing a 
vial of hydrocyanic acid. There is, in the chamber, a very small amount of hydrocyanic acid, 
and a radioactive substance. If even a single atom of the substance decays during the test 
period, a relay mechanism will trip a hammer, which will, in turn, break the vial and kill the cat.  

The observer cannot know whether or not any of the substance has decayed, and 
consequently, cannot know whether the vial has been broken, the acid released, and the cat 
killed. Since we cannot know, from us standing away from the box we cannot see through, the 
cat is both dead and alive, is what is called a superposition of states. It is only when we break 
open the box and learn the condition of the cat that the superposition is lost, and the cat 
becomes one or the other (dead or alive).  

No real living cats (as far as I know - yikes!) was actually involved in such an experiment. It’s 
a theoretical questioning state of mind to explain how two possibilities at one time might be 
concluded to exist at the same location around a single situation. For those that are really 
curious, this situation is sometimes called quantum indeterminacy or the observer's paradox. 

Then we have our transparency problem (or situation). We have state scenarios where we 
perceive certain conditions. Conditions in which could lead to one of two outcomes depending 
on the application (or not) of humans and their search for truth and betterment. The people 
and their desire to seek "Transparency" (further details, truth and maybe aid a better process 
to be advanced) in a new box - along with the department/persons that might be the original 
problem to be resolved. Should the people in the box get to apply their process there might or 
might not be a result created! We might not like one of the results, we might indeed do! The 
point is that till we open the box, we do not really know. 

Our second box maybe is owned by a person called Pandora? Could it be assessed that we 
have people even unwilling to place ‘the people’, a transparency process and ‘where a 
problem might lay’ within a box and fear a reaction of each other? A possibility! People outside 
a possible future second box of chance, might not be willing to go there because of what might 
or might not further occur. If there is indeed a reaction - will it be a good one or a bad one? If 
those outside don't put together the elements in the first place - when what is there to fear? 
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By doing nothing however at all, is anything goes to really change even if some sort of change 
is sought and wanted by a more aware public to a long term problem? 

This is theoretical questioning and something at least we should be aware of as possible 
happening with many a problem that might exist today. While thinking about such things if 
inclined, in reality, we must go to providing further solutions to the problem of lack of 
transparency. In order to start solving a problem, we really must be willing to see and 
acknowledge that there is a problem in the first place. We must be willing to (a) be true to 
ourselves if not to others also and then (b) act upon it. Complacency is never a long term 
solution? 

 

Example Facts You Were NOT Transparent Told About? 

• The country has thirty plus Dail committees. In real quiet reason it’s commented often, 
we have invented more quango-style work so the loyal and friends of political parties 
get some kind of eventual side-kick reward for their efforts. Be it supporting a person 
during an inner party coup attempt, voting with the government when needed, strong-
arming a person that is needed to be persuaded by a bullying government, to do 
something to curry favour or fall in line with a policy - or in some cases, look after a 
friend of a friend. It’s clear here too and on other similar set-ups, 130+ state quango's, 
more drastic needs to become made clearer as to what the hell is going on, by whom 
and why? 

• Ireland has 60 senators costing €200,000 a day. One of them at least (and remember, 
they are not on their own) has decided that in order for them to get to their Dublin 
workplace - the Seanad - they must rather than taking a direct route as the rest of 
Dublin people have to do in similar trip daily, must in theory go instead by alternative 
route. An alternative route (excuse: "to avoid certain traffic that might delay a person") 
that by coincidence takes them completely into another Dail constituted region zone. 
The effect of they supposedly having to travel by an alternative route is that they can 
claim instead €29,000 extra in travel expense versus just €9,000 they would normally 
be able to gain on top of their already big wage and additional perks 

• It’s been 2015 stated that 30,000 people in Ireland are currently diagnosed annually 
with cancer. The number is heading upwards to 40,000 for 2016. Despite this alarming 
possibility, there is still no state inquiry to why this is happening! Is certain Irish parties 
afraid they might upset someone, a business, or even another country? Where is the 
answers, why aren't they forth coming, where is the transparency? 

• Thanks to Fine Gael and Labour speeding up the ability of banks to take homes off 
citizens faster - two months rather than twelve, 50,000+ homes = families, are under 
direct threat of repossession and eviction. At least when the families had twelve 
months, they had time to get their act together, their finances sorted out better, time to 
legal challenge certain points of law. Now it’s is all rammed through a system of extra 
set-up courts that the Fine Gael and Labour government made sure, was brought in to 
facilitate these quickie repossessions. 

• There was a massive €37,000,000+ spent on the design for the now failed Mater 
proposal. 

• You heard all about a Sunday Independent newspaper piece being drastically edited 
within hours when text about how Denis O’Brien allegedly controlled Independent 
News & Media (IDM) was printed a number of editions that hit the streets - only to be 
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hours later, reprinted with the statement chopped out quickly? Transparency in Irish 
media?  

• Last year (2014) 80,000+ emigrated out of Ireland. That made it one every six minutes. 
It also made the numbers per year the most since the last famine the country had to 
suffer. The year before, the number was 70,000+. The year before that? Same. Even 
members of the FG/Labour government was advising our youth to go away! In real 
terms this means splitting loving families up. In real economic terms it means that the 
young were not staying, not finding work, thus in turn by earned income, not returning 
even part of that income into the economy further or even to banking accounts on Irish 
soil that could make a financial institution more stable - thus in turn able to gain lower 
world or European interest rates - while the money they did spend, if they were here, 
would be re-cycled back into further jobs, investments and even the state pension 
system (something that has been used and abused by same governments. Public is 
not supposed to see this it seems). 

• In other words, what we have is a looming economic pension disaster and only now is 
it beginning to dawn on the heads of the out-dated, blind parties of the past. Just what's 
ahead of us all as a country and people so far mishandled! Maybe this could explain 
why consecutive government are desperately trying to screw the Irish people now in 
any way they can to get as much revenue as they can, squeezed left, right and centre 
from its very own citizens? Tax, charge, levy, penalty, fine, fee, the invented items and 
names for them continues... They are soon to be taxing us for something that they 
don't even own or control - the citizens having access to the world internet - and when 
they get that money? Part of it too is going towards a service many are not using or 
don't need. The service is the government biased RTE radio and TV network. The 
government's unofficial back-door voice to the people? Where lies the truth? Where 
lies the transparency in it all? 

• 300,000+ empty houses in Ireland yet the country has a massive homeless problem. 
One being further exacerbated as banks move in and take more homes, while the 
government locally then has to re-house them eventually at cost to state further (yes, 
that you paying again). 

• One in five kids are going to school hungry.  

• The Dail costs the people of Ireland between seven and eight million Euro per year for 
pensions of TD's, once there and still there.  

• €6,200,000 was given to a Rothschild bondholder. What for? To ask for advice on 
burning bondholders - yes, seriously! 

• €6,000,000,000+ interest annually on the €215 Billion+ we supposedly owe - and who 
made us owe it? Two guesses - one for each party! 

• When it comes to Irish Water, the company... No accountability is possible via the 
National Ombudsman. As Irish Water is outside the legal remit of the Ombudsman 
(was openly admitted across national airwaves by the top man himself) and his ability 
only to be able interject with semi-state bodies, the public cannot hold Irish Water to 
account through him or the Ombudsman government department.  

• As a private company, Irish Water IS possibly accountable through the Irish and 
European court systems under private enterprise/company laws and statues.  The Fine 
Gael and Labour government would rather the public not be aware at all (if they can 
help it by keeping silent on the matter - they do!) of these facts should they, the public, 
kop-on and choose to take legal action through at least the latter. 
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• The government of FG & Labour has quietly dropped families’ water allowances - 
anyone note their announcement on this? O' wait - there wasn't one! 

• €80,000,000+ now has been spent/wasted on Irish Water consultants - NOT including 
the FIVE PR agencies that currently hired to do work for them despite the company 
having its own internal staff, hired to do same work.  

• On the 14th of January 2014 the Sunday Times (Irish Edition) ran a story as its main 
head-liner. It read: “Kenny’s ally lets out office to Irish Water” - The headline article 
was smack on its front page, in print that you would be blind to just miss it. It stated in 
the first sentence ;   “IRISH WATER  set up its western  headquarters  in an office 
rented  from a business  part -owned  by a Fine  Gael  councilor  and key ally of 
Enda Kenny without a public tendering process.” The article went into great detail 
describing  many things including The Sunday Times finding out that a space similar 
to that taken by Irish Water would command rent of €25,000-€30,000 per year alone. 
It also when  on to describe  how the connections  between  the Fine Gael  councillor 
and Enda Kenny was indeed close (it would try doing this anyway some might debate 
in order  to sell  ink – true …). The  facts  pointed  out  in the story  though  front -page 
headlines as they were and the facts contained within in actual detail, were too close 
to the mark  just  to be sensationalism  only . If that  was the case , there  would  have 
been  a good  chance  that  a liable /defamation  case  could  have  been  pursued  by 
parties  named  - there  wasn ’t - as that  would  have  further  highlighted  certain 
facts?

 
That was a Sunday. The next day knowing how some papers like to jump on 

others  leads (of stories ) and run with them – adding  their own new found additional 
details  -

  
many  expected  to hear  this  story  and  more  on it in the more  Irish  based 

newspapers  such as the daily Irish Independent , The Irish Times or the Herald and 
more. After all, this was – should be, still is – a big thing! No. There was not a word. 
Not a sentence , not even a hint of what the Times on Sunday  had uncovered . That 
story and more, remains  across  Ireland  unpublished , away from the public 's eyes. 
Where is the truth to the Irish people? Where is the transparency? 

• Then there was Enda Kenny’s decision to claim a mortgage tax perk for second home 
– despite previously announcing to the Irish people in a pledge that he would abolish 
the perk, which lets Cabinet ministers with constituencies outside Dublin claim for 
homes in the city, once in power. Once he got in power though that pledge quickly 
vanished and what’s more, refused to give further details! The tax break allows 
ministers with a second home in Dublin to write off 100% of their mortgage interest and 
also claim for utility bills, repairs, and routine maintenance. 

• The former Minister for Small Business, John Perry, was reportedly found to actually 
be in debt himself with Danske bank to the little amount of €2.5 million. It was reported 
(like other Irish political antics) yet again in another English publication, this time 
Stubbs Gazette. No surprise however to find that certain controlled and owned Irish 
media didn’t inform the people of Ireland or even those close to Perry's own voting 
area about such ironic facts. Where is he now? Pensioned and perked? Where is he 
working?  

• Given that TD’s are not allowed to remain TD’s if they are soon found/declared 
bankrupt, it would be safe to assume Mr Perry is working hard to keep his head away 
from that chopping block of consequences? This might explain why Mr Perry has sold 
lands at Ballybrennan – to his brother.  That or fear of seizure? 

• Thanks to a secret tax deal also highlighted by an Australia Senate Inquiry, Apple 
Australasia is a subsidiary of Apple Ireland and through this Apple USA uses the 
“Double Irish” tax system to aggressively minimise its Aussie tax while getting out of 
paying millions to the Irish government yearly. 
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• If you trust the re-jigged numbers, Ireland has 11% unemployment rate & but the 
government then pays €2.6 million to a private recruitment firms to fill 443 jobs at its 
Irish Water. 

• GMC Sierra in Ireland was awarded the national water meter contract by Phil Hogan 
even though it didn’t legally exist (to begin with) until 15 days after closing date for bids 
- and still they won! One law for them and the rest for others? 

• Loans for purchase of Siteserv were provided by state owned AIB in 2012. Two senior 
members of AIB appointed to Siteserv shortly afterwards! Make of that what you can! 

 

Starting Points. 

This writer is not the oracle of all knowledge - or even 10% of it! There are some situations 
and places where is obvious that transparency is still very much needed. Some of these places 
include the need for clearer and more transparency in:  

• The area of government awarded contracts. 
• The submission of tenders for state contracts. 
• The reasons why some tenders are rejected despite they being lower but still of high 

quality result just as equally possible 
• Digital surveillance 
• Data collection on citizens, how it is managed and transferred - under what conditions 

and still applicable safe guards? 
• The methodology in which certain answers/scenarios are arrived at. 
• Legislation wording. 
• Elected representative agenda. 
• Elected representative background. 
• Elected representative conflict of interests. 
• What is being done in the republic’s name, where, why and when?  
• The finding of errors and what's being done to correct them - are they not being done? 

If not, why not and who is accountable one way or the other? 
• Matters related to elections. 
• How a government can increase taxation, charges and levies while its expenditure is 

being reduced on state services (rubbish, medical, transport, etc). 
• The role of a military force and home security services. 
• Party finances. 
• The laws governing companies and person creating and/or controlling increasing 

monopoly's that are based in, and effect Ireland. 
• State department personnel, their work record, wages, pensions and perks. 
• The deciding of work contracts to staff personnel - how their wages/remuneration are 

assessed prior to said contracts and subsequent additional payments. 
• The hiding of state secrets and inquiry findings. 
• The blocking of state enquiries and the reasons of the people behind such blocking. 
• The struggle to combat poverty, lack of education and medical care. 
• Ethics combined with behaviour within public office.     

There is much more... 

No one could rightly say that more don’t need to be done. If recent history is anything to go 
by, there is enough reasons to do more in making things clearer to an exasperated public. In 
the last few years - and this is probably tip of the ice-berg stuff - for example, an official in 
Mayo County Council intentionally secured the use of public funds to improve access to 
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property which he owned. Another SIPOC inquiry found that a Donegal councillor broke the 
law by claiming unwarranted expenses. In both cases it appears that it was left to the 
respective county councils to decide what, if any sanctions or disciplinary procedures should 
be applied. Such cases only goes to show that further transparency could be additionally 
advantageous to the circumvention of nefarious actions carried out by elected officials, state 
civil servant with or without additional participation of private business involvement as well. 

In real financial cost and also detrimental trust terms, Ireland has since its foundation, its fair 
share of problems and scandals. The people have had to suffer through two economic 
disasters in the last few decades alone. The antics of many having caused it all or contributed 
to the fiascos, further giving the media more ability to press-roll from one matter to another. At 
times a nation of people through weeks expanding into months finally too late heard about 
previous under-exposed shenanigans. It could be very debated that all came about through 
the lack of one element in Irish society, transparency, which even on its own could have acted 
even in part as a deterrent, if not at times, also in full.  It all came about due to the actions of 
others, a few we are allowed know of and possibly many more we are not still being informed 
about and not likely to under the present system.  

Their individual or joined actions carried out behind closed doors, were able to happen with 
the assurance previously of little chance of exposure and just as worse, subsequent no-fear 
of punitive penalty imposed.  With little or no way to check upon them regular by legal means 
- thus be used as legal evidence within a court of law, this helped maintain a regular status 
quo that where seen to pre-exist, facilitated them feeling more relaxed about getting away with 
inappropriate actions/inaction’s. Not conductive to an Irish society that was supposed to be 
improving, the processes the corrupt utilised for their own ends behind the backs of others, 
included ineffective department watchdogs as well as other staff and public. It was all done for 
self-gain in profit, personal status gain and business market position.  

Greater transparency at all stages of occurrences, might have better help stop past on goings 
and further greater counter-act present ones. Transparency combined with additional easier 
processes to facilitate public and government official overseers, could have helped possible 
early exposure. The opportunity of this happening - as a real action or just as deterrent, still 
can be enough to create a difference. Add to the mix, a serious genuine penalty upon a 
conclusion of "guilty" and the state and public would be better off in short/long gain. 

For clarity, such things however cannot happen because (a) lack of access (b) stronger legal 
powers not there for those meant to be watching and those that want to occasionally do so (c) 
an obvious and not so obvious deterring of public administration and civilian participation into 
ensuring ongoing more transparent processes.  

There is what this writer sees as a "Transparent Cycle of Success" (TCS) which might create 
or assist in making a difference. The initial problem is the willingness (or not) of those to climb 
aboard it and use it. On the TCS perhaps the first place to jump on would be under the area 
of "Personal Responsibility". This combined with others doing same could lead to "Collective 
Accountability" of each and all. With better results created by effect of such actions we get 
"Improved Success" in all that is completed or even in planning for completion. Combined 
success should, if done right too, lead to "Increased Awareness" of others - which in turn could 
lead to "Higher Engagement" be it with public and/or department administrations. With "Higher 
Engagement" of more people, comes better possible problem solving and thus opportunities 
- all of which leads back to "Personal Responsibility" to which all those solutions must come 
from.    
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Chapter Three – Democracy Failing  

 

  Ireland, like the rest of Europe, is experiencing a participation decline in its democratic 
system. This has been noted by many political experts across the world. A simple google of 
"democracy" and "failing" will produce some results to start with, exposing this. Before we go 
forward however, in brief, it would best to describe the various types of democracy there 
actually is. Have a read of the following graphic...  

 

You have five defined forms of democracy that could be used. The sixth is a mish-mash of 
some or all of them. Currently Ireland is based around the Representative Democracy system. 
How has that really worked out for Ireland! 

 

Larry Diamond (Bonn: German Development Institute), “Is Democracy In Decline?”: 

“Beyond the stagnation or modest erosion of democracy and freedom globally, there have been several 
other causes for concern. 

• One has been a significant and accelerating rate of democratic breakdown. 

• Second, the quality or stability of democracy has been declining in some large and important 
emerging-market countries, like South Africa, Thailand, and Bangladesh. 

• Third, authoritarianism has been deepening. 
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• And fourth, the advanced democracies have been performing rather poorly and seem to lack 
the will and self-confidence to promote democracy effectively abroad. 

Since 2000, I count 25 breakdowns of democracy in the world – not only through blatant military 
or executive coups, but also through incremental degradations of democratic rights and 
procedures that finally push democracy over the threshold into authoritarianism…” 

 

Last nine years, more countries declined in democratic freedoms than have improved. 

Factor of two to one or more. Since 2005, 29 of the 49 sub-Saharan African states declined in 
freedom, while only fifteen countries improved. A number Arabic states unrest and 
overthrowing their governments, religious systems of government or dictatorships have kicked 
in. Democracy has been seen to fail, be undermined or considered very ineffective. 

Russia – China – North Korea – Cuba- Saudi Arabia – Vietnam – Bahrain – Morocco – Syria 
= states of other systems that people are more looking toward and wondering about. 

In short, to add to the above, people in Europe and beyond it has seen just how good 
Representative Democracy in particular has not only been weakened by business and lobby 
groups but also by its undermining even from our own political representatives. 

Some countries have started to look at other ways to run a state. Some have already 
alternative ways such as China, Russia etc. Some have religious based governments, equally 
bad as others (not all), are in no rush to adopt the democratic way when they look and see 
how ours alone is still turning out corruption and more! 

 

The way things have gone on in Ireland this last twenty to thirty years, could anyone blame 

others from not rushing into seeking a Representative Democracy way elsewhere? Be truthful! 
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The antics that has gone on in Ireland (that we even know of) is the stuff of soap operas which, 

if put into a TV script, would be then left out as it might be considered too far-fetched! Yet, the 

people of Ireland are living through it still. 

• The bullying, government legal threatening that had been done to the people has been 

judged my many as unfair and often very undemocratic.  

• The antics of many from the usual round of (outdated) parties has been non-ending 

and there has been no will to hold their elected to account. PR talk about doing it - but 

when it comes down to it? Nothing.  

• The Standards in Public Office (SIPO) department cannot independently investigate 

matters they might catch wind of. Political parties will not pass legislation to allow them 

to do so. 

• Irish Water (yes, that fiasco) is not answerable to the National Ombudsman and the 

political parties set-it up (deliberately?) that way. Parties are in no hurry to change that 

either. One wonders why?  

• The public has been bullied into contracts, forced into monopoly operations, threatened 

and repeatedly only told half-truth - and sometimes a lot of lies to boot! 

• Government has ordered that secrets surrounding abuses be state buried for decades. 

• Big tax cheats (Ansbacher for one example) have been quietly let off. Named? Not a 

single one seen an Irish court room? If you are a much smaller tax owing person - you 

will be in there in flash or media exposed! ...Or if don't pay your TV licence? 

• Dodgy politicians from all sides have never been held to account. Won all the money 

on the horses - seriously? What colour was the winning envelopes? 

• Complete fairy stories invented for home and away ears - repeatedly.  

• Complete refusals by elected to talk and debate with their very own voters in genuine 

live debates. Undemocratic? Only when they want your vote - then they cry "democracy 

in action". Before and after that however? 

• Private business individuals getting loads of state contracts - giving money to politicians 

prior to contracts, giving money to parties, reaping by coincidence, many rewards later 

and then hiring those that earlier could have been helpful? 

• Telling the people to "obey the law" but they themselves breaking it? (European 

monopoly laws, competition laws, VRT tax laws, etc...) 

      

The incidents go on further. See next page. 
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The Present. 

To add to the past antics, political parties are now setting the legislative stage so that more is 

going to be forced upon the people. Through bodies set-up that already are ineffectual in 

addressing the non-trickle down of supposed economy wealth, others are setting up Ireland 

for a further invasion from outside of legislative uncertainty. 

The TTIP Treaty is a trade agreement that has many aspects in it that will weaken Irish 

democratic ability to further legislate. The treaty will undermine national and local ability to 

challenge those with bigger wealth behind them from beyond Irish borders and and the 

people's safety will be but at risk by lower quality standards and GMO imported foodstuff. 

Farming, industrial and even ability to govern all under quiet legal attack. 

More and more national government, county and local council contracts are being farmed out 

to private enterprise. Where once the state ran thing, has the employed manpower to carry 

out duties from own employed workers, now those people are being let go from councils and 

even government departments. They are being replaced by the hiring of private companies to 

take over where others have been let go. 

Its privatisation of state services by the quiet back legislative door - and the nations people 

are not supposed to notice - but many have. 

• Council work - contracted out. 

• Social services work - contracted out. 

• County management services - contracted out. 

• Hospital services - contracted out. 

• Housing of homeless - contracted out. 

• Maintaining our road networks - contracted out. 

         It goes on and on... 

In all of this happening, your local or national politician is appearing to have a lesser say, 

sometimes lesser to be responsible for - but their basic pay, their expenses and their 

(multiple?) pensions seem to be ever growing in contradiction. Their ability to be accountable 

to the people they are supposed to be working for and answerable to, has become more 

volatile and unreliable. They appear with each year to be every more able to ignore even what 

their own elected are telling them is wanted, ignore what is needed, ignore what has been 

asked of them to produce and then furthermore, able to dictate to them downwards while in 

term of office. 

The elected, answerable to the people once in really only five years, seem to gaining in pocket 

(in office or rewarded after for previous favours done?), giving away more not to the people 
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they are supposed to really serve and the people are often unable to hold them to account for 

it all. Those still elected won't hold Garda investigations where many is needed and instead 

hold PR expensive useless inquires where even there, the remits of what can be said, who 

can be named and what evidence can be produced, is deliberately limited. That's on top of a 

government deliberately stacking an inquiry board in its numeric favour to aid they getting their 

agenda way! The public has seen this and more! 

It is no wonder then a new democratic practise has been thought needed for Ireland. Other 

people than those in the Dail, have seen a not just a possible way to stop the further decline 

of the democratic process.  They are urging for a way that goes beyond fortifying Ireland and 

Europe's democracy from outside ideology attack. They are seeking the instigation of an 

improved form of democracy. One that will address the needs of the people to have a greater 

say - one that can operate faster to faster social and economic factors and one that allows 

greater public ability to hold the poor quality elected, more accountable before they can bring 

more damage to nation and individuals.   

 

Representative Democracy not just in Ireland is being seen to be failing but it is being seen in 

same light elsewhere in Europe. The solution it seems, is to improve it - and that improvement 

to many is called "Participatory Democracy". Instigated now in Switzerland 150 years, starting 

in Iceland, Greece and more, the desire for it is growing. 
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Participatory Democracy 

This is where citizens have constant direct input and if wished, constant active participation in 

the decision making of the government at any stage, not just every five years. The elected are 

accountable to the people, constantly more for every month, every year and if their local and 

national elected stray from the path of needed or desires of their voting public, they are quicker, 

through clear defined process, far more accountable to every citizen of a country. 

This system of democracy is one of course that present day ageing politicians don't like. The 

fear of them being more accountable to their actual voters must strike quiet fear in their hearts. 

All their lined up possible antics and previous ones too could be under threat of being stopped, 

exposed or unable to further carry out. The excuses for declining its instigation of course won't 

mention anything of this. Other reasons will be tried sold to the public as to why it’s should not 

be instigated. If they cannot think of a good reason to decline Participatory Democracy, they 

instead with favouring media, decline to give Participatory Democracy further publicity as a 

topic to be debated or mentioned. 

If it’s not mentioned - they public don't know about it. If the public don't know about it - the 

public cannot call further in mass numbers for its instigation. 

This might explain why Participatory Democracy, being a top item (83%) called for at an 

Ireland National Constitution Convention, was buried as a topic within an eventual state end 

report on the convention. Instead of the Fine Gael and Labour government giving the people 

the top thing they asked for - the coalition instead completely ducked it quietly and gave the 

people a wasteful referendum on the age of presidential candidates. Important to note also 

that a president position is a lot ceremonial in Ireland - so only comes with occasional power. 

Even there, the people can't have anything which might affect more regular political antics, 

stopping them or exposing them? 

So with even RTE aiding the non-mentioning of the call for Participatory Democracy, with 

government elected aiding the non-mentioning of Participatory Democracy, with an equal 

biased newspaper media doing the same, the vast majority of the people stood less chance 

of finding out about it, asking questions and then possible thinking "We actually need that right 

now!" State censorship by deliberate omission. Still is? 

Some of the people of Ireland however are not unaware of what poor quality elected are doing 

or in some cases, not doing! They have joined together in a number of groups to carry a new 

message forth - that there is a better way. 

Some, like UnitedPeople, have even gone and registered with the Dail as a new party, to try 

bring in the needed legislative change required. 
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Other groups too are calling for Participatory Democracy. Other new political parties like the 

Irish Democratic Party (LINK) are also seeking the top most item asked by citizens. The idea 

that there is a better way to stop the current political rot has taken hold within an already large 

amount of people. The notion of Participatory Democracy is not going to be easily put back 

into its quiet box. many Irish people have awakened to its advantages. 

Current out of date, corrupt, pocket filling politicians will try continue deny the idea of 

Participatory Democracy any further oxygen to grow. Thankfully there is more and more out 

there daily learning of it in other ways. 

The truth is also that politicians are supposed to give the people that which they seek. Are 

current elected politicians doing that? Including the instigation of Participatory Democracy? If 

they are not doing that but keeping quiet - are they really working for the people or against 

them undemocratic? Should they then be re-elected for their ways? 

One thing is sure. Presently the Representative Democracy system is failing. It is not just I 

saying it. It has been said and still is being said in political think-tanks, observing bodies and 

high education establishments in Europe and beyond it. 

If those that are involved in the democratic way wish for it to longer survive, they must stop 

weakening it. They must re-enforce it and let the people better govern it. 

  

REMEMBER: A chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Think of the people as those links 

in a united democratic chain. If they decide to more opt out from something they think is not 

working for them, the democratic chain - or system breaks. Many 'links' are weakening already. 

Some have already decided to opt out and our active democracy participants are lessening 

across Europe Ireland. Each cannot afford much more loss? 

Look at the bigger picture. The world is experiencing a new wave of other ideology terrorism. 

We can either sit back, do nothing and pay an eventual price at home and possibly away. Our 

own democratic system must be made better to survive the faults within and the attacks from 

outside. We simply cannot do nothing. Our children's future will be decided by our present 

actions - or in-actions. 

 Choose wisely in all things. What we do or don't do, will have ripples towards tomorrow.   
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Chapter Four - Second Best? 

 

I might have stated an opinion that Representational Democracy was “second best". What I 
consider to be "first" was just mentioned in previous chapter and will shortly come back to it. 

The current Representational Democracy system with its flaws has allowed maverick world 
politicians at their local and national level to survive in continued existence, to do at times 
whatever the hell they want. That’s putting it bluntly. They knowing that because of the very 
flaws in the representational system, do what they want, when they want and know they might 
be (if their forced apology, excuses or PR spin fails) only accountable in a number of years - 
if the public is lucky – if in the intervening years they and their party’s PR machine has not 
done also a whitewash job (backed by friends in media) or PR spun their antics as ironically 
actually good for the people! 

The current Representational Democracy system as it exists in legal detail allows 
management in a political party to dictate downwards to lower members and they have (let’s 
be honest here) little or no chance of kicking out such dictator action management that are 
demanding their own notions be followed. Like the Italian/American Mafia, once you’re in, you 
are in deep. You follow requests (orders) from up high or else (a) your whipped into 
submission, (b) told where the party exit is or (c) take the exit door oneself. 

Now we can totally expect members of previous mentioned parties to espouse that there is 
democracy in their organisation – and there absolutely is – but it is currently few and far 
between in daily or even weekly operation for the general public to access or even take part 
in and have a successful effect. The consultation process with the public, seeking their 
updated mandate, their permission vote upon matters and then sticking to that mandate within 
the party and/or government happens very rarely indeed. The only times the public get to vote 
is at (a) local elections (b) general elections and (c) at times of very are referendums – and as 
Ireland has seen, if a bullying top brass doesn’t get its way, it eventually under the 
representative democratic system, get the public to vote again and again in referendums till it 
gets the answer those select at the top heads actually wants! 

When it comes to policy initiatives and what the public really wants on a regular 
weekly/monthly basis and gaining their authorisation/permission, this only happens very 
rarely, happens with the local members of a political organisation deciding to adopt an idea 
maybe one individual (with own agenda and has pulled in a few mates to back it) wishes to 
pursue. 

Present parties will of course say that anyone can join their party at local level and that way 
have a democratic ability to influence future policies. This also would be true in general too - 
but in day to day reality right now, if you have an issue with an ongoing concern, the ability to 
effect change on that particular matter today, tomorrow or next month is very limited indeed 
given actual party allowed ability, in going through more time consuming party procedures 
from local level upwards - to effect such desired change that you and others might actually 
seek and very much need is delayed beyond a point where something could be reversed but 
its then too late!  
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Local Level Politics. 

Regarding your present locality questions could be - should be – asked:  "Do you, your family 
or neighbour know right now who at local level is in your village, town or city party cumman or 
group? Can you easy access that information?" If not - why not? After all, these are the people 
that even at local level, are deciding you and your families present and future.  
 
Is there full disclosure of who is putting forth party ideology, why they are doing do and if they 
have any possible connections that additionally might be preconceived to conflict with common 
good? Let’s put it another way. Most towns and cities at least have a branch of (for example) 
Fianna Fail, Fine Gael, Labour Party and Sinn Fein. Its members operate behind closed door 
on a regular basis. You are not generally at all times even allowed attend, sit by and watch 
their own supposed democratic process operate even at local level. Why? What have they got 
to hide? These are genuine questions. Some parties might respond of course, in time with 
some very polished answers that have been prepared for stating upon such questions 
emerging. They will sound justifiable and more than likely practised. In the meanwhile, at local 
level, reality continues to be like the following:   

• They don’t regular advertise by free/paid social or press media when or where their 
meetings are. 

• They don’t say what’s going to be discussed or what’s been rejected. They don’t make 
it generally known why ideas have been adopted or rejected. 

• They don’t have an open-door drop-by policy so that the public can without being a 
member; have an input into the decisions that ultimately will affect their very own lives 
(and future generations). 

• The parties don’t make it known at these regular meetings who has put forth a policy 
that might or might not have been adopted (This is very important as an individual 
might have connections to other quiet interested parties/business which is not wishing 
exposure – but wishes to use a branch and/or some members for their own short/long 
term means) 

• They don’t let the public know who in full is making decisions by vote for them in their 
name. 

• They don’t make accessible to the public where their funds have been collected, spent 
and/or who has donated amounts – or indeed why? 

• They don’t give you a democratic right to come along and vote on matters of 
importance - not unless you firstly enrol in their organisation and thus are subject to 
their strict rules of top table obedience and demands that the previous adopted notions 
of the main party leaders are automatic followed behind like a good soldier doing their 
unquestioning duty.     

One of their retorts is that they wish not to make known to opposition too early, their own 
intentions, their new ideas and further political demands. They wish to keep their inner secrets, 
their 'ace cards' as such covered up till an optimal time to play them. These can be genuine 
reasons and understandable. The down-side to all this however is that more secrecy is 
created, smaller numbers are seen or thought to "be in the know" and feelings of exclusion 
can be created even within party org's themselves between members. All this and more can 
fester over in speed till something later breaks and the organisation finds itself in greater inner 
turmoil. When this happens, it’s both not good for the party and certainly not good for the 
people that it’s supposed to be representing alone - as well as for the rest of the country and 
its citizens. 

Meanwhile, if individuals are willing to join a peaceful democratic political group or 
organisation, why should there be also genuine fear of others knowing that they in fact are 
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willing to step forward for the betterment of all and try make progressive change for the 
betterment of all?  

Reality not just in Ireland but across many countries is however that such noble sentiments 
are kept hidden even at local level from one another as such involvement disclosures are often 
gone unnoticed or recorded. Local decision making meetings are not made generally regular 
known and those attending keep to themselves the supposed democratic processes that has 
taken place at such quiet gatherings. Things don't have to be this way. 

By extension, the same problem lies within higher up levels of government meeting 
management. Once in a while we, if very lucky, manage to see an occasional press released 
static picture of a government cabinet sitting around a long table. We are told in additional 
writing with said photo that they have come to decide their latest edicts to which the public 
must adhere to or at least allow to pass. Their decisions, the process in which they came to 
such, the rejections of tweaks, counter-proposals, from whom and more, going un-accounted, 
un-detailed for the pubic to assess if such decisions were the right ones and/or taken without 
undue influence from structured lobby's or individual people with own agenda based around 
personal profit for self or company. The public once again is very much in the dark about how 
decisions are, who exactly by, who was denied input and more. Decisions made quietly behind 
closed doors what however all will have to live with as they are eventually imposed upon the 
public. 

Things don't have to be this way. There could be a better way. 

 

First Choice. 

No present political system is perfect. Let’s get that clear from the start. Anyone that says 
theirs is the perfect system, run a great distance from them. Even in doing so you still will 
probably be able to still see/hear their ego or outrageous proclamations from such a far point. 
My own first choice which I should be willing to be open to be wrong about, for current best 
democratic political direction, lies in what's titled and further defined as Participatory 
Democracy. This is something mentioned in the last chapter. Here I shall expand further. 

What is Participatory Democracy? Wikipedia amid many sources describes Participatory 
Democracy in the current following terms:  

"...A process emphasising the broad participation of constituents in the direction and operation 
of political systems. ...participatory democracy tends to advocate more involved forms of 
citizen participation and greater political representation than traditional representative 
democracy. Participatory democracy strives to create opportunities for all members of a 
population to make meaningful contributions to decision-making, and seeks to broaden the 
range of people who have access to such opportunities. ...Effectively increasing the scale of 
participation, and translating small but effective participation groups into small world networks, 
are areas currently being studied. Other advocates have emphasised the importance of face 
to face meetings, warning that an over-reliance on technology can be harmful." 
 
Again, let us be honest - that could be read as a lot of waffle by some - and they could be 
right! In shorter terms, it means greater participation at all levels as to how decisions are made, 
by whom and by inclusion of all - not just one majority of the hour, day, month or year of any 
particular group. It means that there is greater accountability and hopefully more openness in 
order to have this happen.  
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To quote part of the Irish "UnitedPeople" group's initial constitution:  

 
"Participatory democracy is an exchange of ideas which hears all voices and 
diverse perspectives without discrimination to enact meaningful change in 
general society and law.  

Participatory democracy is inclusive, requires practise and reflection, accepts 
and absorbs conflict, actively addresses dissent, and pays attention to those 
who speak softly and/or those who are also on the margins of society. 

Participatory democracy includes the process formally known as “recall” by 
which citizens can end an elected official’s period of office before the next 
scheduled election for the office by having a recall ballot. UnitedPeople seeks 
to additionally return power to the people of Ireland through the instigation of 
public called for and/or created referendum.  

The public ability to create a referendum on matters of concern at local and 
national level, is also a core principle of UnitedPeople." 

/End quote...   

It is generally accepted by heavy political thinkers that representative democracy is not 
considered participatory since it tends to assume a lack of time, knowledge or will by individual 
populations to contribute to policy making, will not take place - that further lifestyle conditions 
and/or adopted ideas hamper the more participatory process. Looking at the way a lot of 
countries operate, they could be right.  

From this however rises yet another question. Would a political party with its own inner people 
with quieter intentions, rather have a lesser form of democracy that meant there was less 
public participation in the decision making process and thus accountability factors? After all - 
if you as an elected local or national representative wanted to pursue a quiet own agenda - 
maybe one instigated from a point of self-interest or friendship of others - would you rather 
have Representative Democracy where you are allowed get away with more quietly or 
Participatory Democracy where you are far more accountable through greater clarity 
procedures to the people for your wrong actions? 

The answer to the above might lead you to think that certain people and parties deliberately 
are constantly deaf to the further notion of instigating a better form of democracy, one of which 
being Participatory Democracy. You could be right! Of course they are not going to come out 
and say that Participatory Democracy is ultimate bad - that would be vote foolish. They have 
to be seen advocating that people power is also something that they want. They will however 
though practised reason and PR conclude to the public that Representative Democracy is 
enough to keep the people happy, that it’s the right way, that its working good for a country 
and that they should be left alone to get on with things. Free to do as they wish for five years... 

• Is representative democracy presently within your country working for you favourably? 
• Is it operating the right way? 
• Is it operating for the betterment of all - or even just a majority? 
• Do you feel you are part of the local or national decision process on even a regular 

basis? 
• Should they be left alone more so to get on with things and if so, is that alone working 

in your favour or is your country suffering from their antics? 
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Only you can truthfully answer, even to yourself the above questions. After doing so - ask then 
why then can't we have a possible better way? That being as others and this writer see it, 
Participatory Democracy. 

In answering the above - and IF you are really honest even with yourself - will indicate clearer 
if you are truly happy with the current Representative Democracy process system. If you are 
not - what are you going to do about it? Procrastinate by excuse, allow reason to hinder you 
or even in some small way, try help make a difference in any way you can to contribute to 
further progression? 

 

Background To Participatory Democracy. 

Participatory Democracy is based in short around a number of principles. Greater participation 
(or at least, the ability to have greater input when and where wanted), greater referendum 
ability and the process known as "Recall". Before we get to those areas and maybe others, 
it’s best to lay some foundation thoughts on which they rest.  

One crucial factor encroaching upon many issues today that have to be either resolved, 
planned for or eradicated completely, is based around the noted inclusion of those judged to 
be seen as "elite", the far small percentage of rich and the general masses as regards general 
public decision making. Whatever outcomes have happened in the past, present or future, will 
greatly take into account the balance between these factors, how decisions are arrived at and 
applied according to which has the most input and subsequent winning sway.  

In the past and present the notion of greater participatory actions by a countries citizens found 
support in many groups from those supporting the saving of land including forestry in Ireland 
(and elsewhere), to bodies of people trying to save hospital services and/or buildings, to 
student groups fighting increasing fees, to presently as in Ireland as I write, with those also 
fighting peacefully against an Irish Water racket being bullied upon the people of Ireland and 
their mass objection to it. The very latter of opposition happening against those that’s 
supposed to be working actually for them but in fact is appearing to completely side with big 
business, politician personal known financial contributors and in the end, for the sake of private 
enterprise profit. 

Whatever the cause, participatory actions are greater being called for more often than ever 
before, from people seeking further support from their fellow citizens. Many across Ireland and 
other countries have heard such callings, have risen up, to be counted, relied upon for further 
assistance and back to back support. As this has more often happened in the recent years 
amid local communities and nations as a whole, greater participatory actions have occurred 
even if the recognising of the activities themselves have gone mostly un-thought about by the 
participants who are kept distracted chasing a cause that has got them so further invigorated. 

As many news networks have increasingly seen what amounts to millions of people striding 
down capital cities, towns, etc., around the world in protest and peaceful objection, organised 
and carried out through groups that have used greater participatory structured abilities, the 
calling for participatory action to others still on the side-lines, has become more frequent. 
People and thus groups have become more aware of their own very existence, their united 
ability to instigate change more so than perhaps in a long time of what could be seen, debated 
as slumbered democratic inactivity since World War Two or even before it, on such a mass 
scale. It appears now that the masses in many countries including Iceland, Ireland and Greece 
have awoken.  
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The door of joint participatory actions has greater opened and elected representatives that 
previously were and still are maybe up to no good, fear that the door will no longer be able to 
be re-closed. That notion however is not stopping them from trying - and trying, let’s have no 
doubts, they are! 

Indeed as per one major example, the TTIP issue, joint participatory actions have unified not 
just individual people within any one nation. Joint participatory actions have extended to whole 
countries around the world coming together as the "Stop TTIP Day" which took place on April 
18Th, 2015 right around the world.  

With this possible re-awakening occurring some political theorists and questionable active 
elected representatives would like to espouse that participatory actions by citizens should be 
kept to a minimum as possible. Their reasons for this to many are obvious of course. They are 
however not going to admit to a lot of them. They come up instead with other arguments 
against Participatory Democracy - and it’s to those arguments that you will find addressed 
here soon. In attempting to answer some of those front arguments, its hoped also to strip away 
their excuses for its non-implementation and leave them exposed further for what they are 
really up to and have people really ask "Why?" they are doing such! 

When it comes to democratic theory and eventual instigation, from America and other 
countries already elected political representatives comes their dismissal of greater public 
participation taking place in decision-making and they try to already sell it as something that 
is unattainable. Someone had better tell the Swiss this alone as they have been using such a 
process for over one hundred and fifty years. It will come as news to them that such a system 
in unworkable! It will also come as surprising news to Ireland and even California in the USA 
where same participatory style democracy has brought down one highly questionable state 
governor only to be replaced by a major film star that to his credit, took on the role of an elected 
official in order to correct mistakes made of a previous elected statesman. The precious 
elected statesman having been removed from his elected office through a participatory action 
called "Recall" - something we will get to explaining soon also.   

It’s no wonder then to find that those that are doing either poor in their jobs, out to seek quiet 
self-advancement in financial recourse for themselves or family, that are out to seek 
betterment for themselves first and their nation last, advocate and try paint a picture for the 
public that participatory democracy is in fact supposedly undesirable or even dangerous. Their 
reasons for attack being mainly hidden form the public, while once again they espouse another 
reason that they will try upon their public and hopefully get away with. 

One political thinker, Joseph Schumpeter, once penned a piece of lengthy writing called 
"Capitalism, Socialism and Democracy". In it he summed up the present most used system of 
democracy as "Democracy means only that the people have the opportunity of accepting 
or refusing the men who are to rule them".  

That in fact is the way a lot of elected representatives would have things in their political world. 
They even grudgingly would have it that way only so that they could personally gain their much 
prized positions - then they could hope in thought that they might hopefully carry on thereafter, 
regardless of what the people of their nation might or might not want beyond a successful 
election point. The people's major decision making ability largely taken away for full term of 
political office. Sure they could protest by street march or by letter writing - all methods usually 
than not, ignored by the elected - but the actual legal decision making ability of further 
subsequent vote? No, that must be postponed as much as possible till the end of (as much as 
possible) a lengthy political term. Referendums of course being the exception. One that is 
called usually because a government of the day has its own agenda and a result in which they 
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seek to fulfil their own also quiet ends - which a lot of the time is additionally not exposed, thus 
not made further known to the public? 

A contemporary liberal theorist, Robert Dahl, noted that "the key political, economic, and 
social decisions" of Western liberal societies are made by "tiny minorities." In the case 
of Ireland in the final years of a Fine Gael and Labour party government, it’s speculated that 
those decisions for a whole nation actually came right down to a "gang of four" around a 
government table often! 

Political theorists attribute this phenomenon of "tiny minorities" in large part, to the nature of 
contemporary mass democracy. A big majority of people previously being politically 
unorganised, fragmented (kept that way deliberately?) and passive on the whole. The reality 
of a mainstream democratic system and even others being that political systems are just boiled 
down to elite rule, and according to Dahl as he says with good merit?  
 
"It is difficult -nay, impossible - to see how it could be otherwise in large political systems." 
 
Again, someone ought to have told him too about fore mentioned participatory democracy 
ideology counties practising such a system. Maybe his outlook might have widened just a little 
bit to account for their abilities also! 

Either way, actual elected representatives across the world previously and even today might 
rather have it that the amount of citizen involvement in Western liberal democracies should be 
kept to a minimum amount as possible. The current amount just about being tolerated 
(sometimes stifled when need really be) but generally just about the right amount for a stable 
and effective system of democracy. The nay-sayers of Participatory Democracy again 
espousing that any significant increase in citizen participation would bring with it, the likelihood 
of disturbing a political peace - one they wished for in hushed chambers and against decisions 
they were perhaps quietly chasing after for their own again agenda. An agenda that could 
have a public face in PR spin and a silent more real hidden one that was/is never talked about 
in open circles. 

Real democracy should be about directness and participatory in all aspects. A system where 
citizens of the world have the equal chance and legal right to partake in decisions that affect 
their daily lives and of those around them as a community - regardless of size. While the 
corrupt and bought elected, sometimes along with biased media daft espouse that such a 
citizen-based democracy is not possible, there exists right under their faces a range of new 
institutions along with old ones, that show that a direct and participatory democracy is not only 
both possible but in reality practise, is feasible and in operation to this day. 
Of course, such innovative participatory systems are not perfect either. Like any countries 
constitution which is always a growing entity according to economic and social changes which 
happen hourly and daily, it needs to be constantly adjusted to accommodate such changes. 
When speaking truths, this too is probably also a game of catch-up as life often is found to 
move faster than a political process running behind trying to stay as close as possible to 
today’s reality. The participatory democratic examples, however scattered and limited, could 
with a bit of work be made more powerful, effective and the spreading of them be increased - 
if allowed! They could become a modern better example for a democratic system that 
otherwise is starting to show cracks in its previous structure. It is that previous structure that I 
will now briefly address. 
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If There Was More Honesty? 

If there was more real honesty in the democratic world, political representatives under the 
"Representative" system they were elected under, would admit that it’s deeply in trouble. 
Democracy as it is normally witnessed by numbers of citizens around the world is mostly 
equated with representative government, a system based on free elections of mostly political 
elites that rule on the citizens’ behalf. This system, referred to as “representative democracy”, 
has been by far the main one in the West for the last two hundred years. It is being PR sold 
to the masses as the only possible alternative to outright dictatorship. If there was more 
honestly in the world however and politicians didn't hide full truths or even lie, they would, 
should say that their representative system is now in a deep crisis. 

In already established Representative Democracies, the trust in political circles is failing very 
badly. Public participation in elections has been falling in numbers for some time and political 
parties are losing their members - even amid new groups that have tried to start up only to 
come crashing back downward in numbers.  

It can be witnessed on European streets for example, the temper boiling’s of people as they 
in their millions protest against unpopular and brutal austerity policies imposed on them from 
above - all through such a system they now judge to be poor - but that again, is only one latest 
reason. The numbers have grown for some time previously that have noticed big time in 
realisation, that their elected representatives do not actually represent them but are more so 
following an agenda coming from the demands of big business or from unknown faces within 
a Brussels grey building. One that has become itself unofficial rules by two to three main 
countries in influence. 

Governments not just of Europe but of the world, on the left and right of the political ideology 
divide are being seen to bow to the dictates of big banks, financial institutions and the 
multinational corporations with their huge money backed powerful lobbies. Again with TTIP, 
96% of those involved with that secret deal alone is big multinational lobby groups and 
corporations. Only 6% out of 5000+ of those involved are actual elected representatives. Big 
business once again is been massively seen to be just as massive deciding the political directs 
of now entire continents.  

With this in the public mind, the ballot box and the way it’s currently viewed, has seen its 
meaning or value dropped huge in terms of true democracy and it working for the betterment 
of its people. Citizens across the world have grown seriously tired and weary of representative 
democracy - even if they didn't know its actual classification by name - because they consider 
it to really no longer have ability to control real choices in a lot of matters it touches. 

 

Participatory Democracy Defined. 

With the failing of Representative Democracy across Europe alone, it’s clear to many that still 
have the people in their best interest that an alternative has to be found. If they seek out an 
alternative to solve a rising problem around Representative Democracy or just if they seek out 
Participatory Democracy on its own as just a way forward, to help try give power back to a 
people they see has been taken from, the end is still the same. Democracy wins - the people 
win. Countries are made re-stabilised under a continuing system where official dictators 
continue to be a thing of the past.  

For those that believe in the notion of Participatory Democracy, they don't need much 
explanation as to its inner workings. For those new to the notion, the phrase or for those that 
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wish to seek rebuttal fortification of the arguments trying to knock it, we shall continue here 
and explain the basis of Participatory Democracy. 

Short repeat: Participatory Democracy is where citizens have constant direct input and if 
wished, constant active participation in the decision making of the government at any stage, 
not just every five years. The elected are accountable to the people, add day, all week, every 
month, every years and if their elected stray from the path of the desires of the public, are 
quicker and through clear process accessible freely by the public, to be held accountable to 
every citizen of a country. 

Participatory Democracy is where all citizens are actively involved in all important decisions. 
Previously such decisions have been more publicity found in movements based around Civil 
Rights or Women’s Suffrage, etc. All that gather together a group of people who in trying to 
better one’s selves and society, democratically make decisions about the direction of the group 
and the future of society that surrounds them. All for the common good as they perceive it.  

The term “Participatory (or Participation) Democracy” has come to mean the right of citizens 
in a fair, real democracy to participate. Some argue that it means in fact a possible moral 
obligation of citizens to participate in conclusions eventually reached by their governmental 
representatives that impact the lives of all citizens.  

It can be an organisational form of political system where decision making is decentralised, 
non-hierarchical, and consensus-oriented. In opposition to this, the current form of 
Representative Democracy is seen to be at times heavy bureaucratic, far more decision 
making centralisation, hierarchical and formulated on an often unbalanced formal division of 
labour, as well as with majority vote - in other words, the biggest group, the big guys and gals 
of the 'school yard’ gets their way more so. 

 

History 

In the past Participatory Democratic reached back into the annals of history to include an 
assorted lineage that included ancient Athenian democracy, New England town hall Quaker 
meetings and even American post-WWII pacifist movements. The term "Participatory 
Democracy" itself again was partly re-birth upon the world in 1962 by a new left group, 
Students for a Democratic Society (SDS). It would be completely wrong however for anyone 
to espouse that it just of a left wing leaning. Those that would try espousing that, have been 
found to be doing so for self-political gain and at same time, trying to tarnish the very people 
behind the noble ideology. Their claims in trying to run down Participatory Democratic would 
be a falsehood based upon not telling a full greater truth to the people they might wish to gain 
a vote from. 

In one situation, the rise of the anti-nuclear movement in Europe and the United States in the 
late 1970s, political activists put Participatory Democracy to use once again with its collective 
of people in order to challenge what they saw to be perceived wrongs. Participatory democratic 
parties and groups have emerged more recently in a number of ways including those 
circulating around the anti-corporate globalisation and global justice movements. 

In the past some political scholars in their own opinion have seen Participatory Democracies 
as just fragile and have attempted to paint them as just such. This is not to say their words are 
without merit. We are however living in a far more educated world of existence where through 
faster communication methods including social media and standard mobile electronic oral and 
writing interactively, we also have far improved educational abilities with additional stronger 
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legislative resources to in total, create a stronger, less open to knock, democratic system that 
can far longer hopefully last a test of time. It is on even part of this basis alone for example 
that Switzerland for one hundred and fifty years has not only survived under a Participatory 
Democracy system but has flourished from it far better in many ways than other government 
that have come and gone under the Representative Democratic system.  You are not 
supposed to know this or further acknowledge it. Those that wish to keep their Representative 
system don't like the idea that a people learn of possible alternatives that challenges their 
espousing Representative Democracy is the only way forward. Their own opinion coming with 
an attached personal and/or party agenda you also too are not meant to see in full? 

Participatory Democracy in recent years and previously, has helped greatly foster innovation 
and leadership development amid nations and small communities. It has with a further better 
educated people become intertwined within formal bureaucratic structures. The combining of 
the two greater facilitating more positive outcomes again for the betterment of all.   

Today there greater exists institutions based on a foundation of Participatory Democracy. 
From the Zapatistas’ Councils of Good Government in Greece to Kurdish general assemblies 
and councils. The world has seen the birth of neighbourhood assemblies and committees 
making decisions on cultural policies and urban planning in Grottamare, Italy; a participatory 
municipal administration in Camaragibe, Brazil; and worker-owned cooperatives in Argentina 
and elsewhere. The ideology torch of Participatory Democracy has rekindled again and this 
time it looks like it will be a hell of a job by opposition, to put it out. To be sure, they will try of 
course. The notion of Participatory Democracy however has been around since the early 
foundation of democracy centuries ago and long after this writer is long gone, he suspects that 
the idea of Participatory Democracy will still be around, hopefully surviving in the minds of 
those that wish to see a better way of a democratic system improved.  

Let us be very clear. Participatory Democracy can and has been used as an underlying 
method to gather opinions and voted decisions, from left, centre and right sided political 
directions. It’s an underlying system that can be used by all, by any ideology in general that 
wishes to greater respect its very members and allow their opinions, their wanted mandate, 
etc to go forward. It can be applied by left or right, to give to their core member’s very real 
direct power input about eventual outgoing decisions from themselves as a positive moving 
forward unit. What Participatory Democracy is not - but tried to be tainted as by those that 
wish to knock it for their own agenda - is not a political proposal like offering up a solution to a 
financial crises or way to resolve an issue on under staffing regarding a hospital service.  

Participatory Democracy is a democratic system that can be used by all sides in allowing 
organisation very core members to genuinely get to decide their collective direction - not just 
be told one from top-table barking down on them. Those of the core membership be they left, 
centre or right-wing, are the bosses of the representatives that sit at a top table, there to carry 
out their very core group awarded mandate. The power genuinely lies with the people - not 
with an elitist greater few. 

Participating in a democracy by more personal direct voting is one part of a larger freedom 
that allows the citizens of a community, and our nation, to create change. A freer press that 
has been legislated to allowed greater independent choice and freedom from interference - 
even from their own owners at times, is also an important part of that larger freedom. Through 
such freer, less ordered bias agenda articles and features, it can give citizens the right to be 
far better informed upon a provided greater educated basis. The media aspect of that larger 
freedom that is often overlooked, or underappreciated not by elected politicians who lie and 
twist themselves and their agenda(s) in same media but by an inward looking public on the 
material that’s provided to them. If Participatory Democracy is to better succeed, the laws of 
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Ireland in regards to media output and those controlling it need to be better adjusted through 
re-addressed legislation in this area. A further topic to come! 

 

The Irish Core of Participatory Democracy. 

Those in Ireland that are seeking Participatory Democracy to be re-instigated within the 
counties constitution based their goal around the fact that under two previous Irish 
constitutions, the seeds of it meant to happen were already sown in the writing of the state. 
The 1919 and 1922 Irish constitution had within it, a stated direction that was meant to be 
expanded by those that originally put it together. Sadly, later governments, political parties 
who frankly didn't like the idea of being more accountable to the people and didn't like the idea 
that people power could actually happen, made sure the once planted seeds withered down 
to little or nothing - as they could help it.  

While the ideology of Participatory Democracy died down for a long while, two world wars and 
a lot more happening in the intervening decades, the notion of Participatory Democracy still 
existed smouldering away in the minds of the old and of later new generations that became 
more aware of it through visual travel, scholastic education and communication to others at 
home and away. In the last few decades especially as Representative Democracy was seen 
to start running into its own problems, Participatory Democracy once again gained the 
opportunity through a new breed of generation speaking up, to be brought to the fore once 
again. This has happened now in Ireland and across the world.  

In Ireland when you hear people speak about Participatory Democracy, you will hear them 
speak around a number of items connected within it. They are (a) the ability of citizens to great 
be able to call again, public referendums (b) the instigation of "Recall", the ability of calling an 
elected representative or even an inner party member to a questioning session where done 
through laid out, prior defined proper procedures, the whole called for internal or public inquiry 
can be managed fairly and with respect to all participants. The basis of "innocent until found 
guilty" still being an underlying starting point understanding. (c) There is in Participatory 
Democracy also the calling within and the society that it’s applied to, the understanding of 
general real accountability. Not just in regard to persons but also by extent, to the departments 
they work in, known government open pubic services and even more closed services that 
come under the remit of a government such as (within state borders) public security and 
military accountability also.  

 

Public Referendums. 

Presently under the modern Irish constitution we are living under, the government of the day 
has the ability to call a referendum for (in theory) the benefit of the people. If all the time they 
are really doing such a call, is and has been questioned. Either way, in the past with earlier 
Irish constitutions, there was an original ability given to the public, to call for and then hopefully 
create a national referendum as they saw fit to address a matter that concern them. This ability 
was worded as follows via Article XXVIII of the 1919 constitution: 

"The people may themselves initiate legislation, either through the National Economic Council, 
or by a direct vote of fifty thousand voters, expressed through machinery to be set up by Dail 
Eireann within three years after the passing of this constitution." 
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Further detail emerged in the 1922 version as regard the people themselves being legislators 
at times. There under article 47 and 48 of the later 1922 constitution was a slight bit more 
detail as regards giving power back to the people. This all sounded fine and dandy at first, to 
those that was even aware of those sections existence and their possible importance. The 
people that drew up the legislation however were not without a clue either though! They were 
not just going to hand the public real reins of power in total. It was a possible illusion. 

In re-reading Article 47 and 48 there lay within it the procedure in which public demands, 
opinion, thus proposed legislation might be avoided by those actually elected to a formed Dail. 
As one section of 47 stated "...provisions shall not apply to Money Bills or to such Bills 
as shall be declared by both Houses to be necessary for the immediate preservation of 
the public peace, health or safety." Furthermore, after that in article 48 it states "...if the 
Oireachtas rejects a proposal so initiated, it shall be submitted to the people for 
decision in accordance with the ordinary regulations governing the referendum..." - 
followed up thereafter by "...if the Oireachtas enacts a proposal so initiated such an 
enactment shall be subject to the provisions respecting ordinary legislation and 
amendments of the constitution..." 

What it came down to was that if the actual elected representatives centred in a Dublin Dail 
saw fit, they could for "preservation peace, health or safety” through ability backed by legal 
provisions even then, reject any public proposal via their referendum sought, through vague 
non-exact detail, constitutional wording. The inclusion of "...or to such bills..." gave an elected 
power a way out of something they might not possibly like. To be clear, they could if they 
desired, argue a suggested referendum proposal be rejected for public peace, health and 
safety. If they had the human voting numbers in both houses (gained one way or another), 
they could using those conditions argue and win in the Dail, the ability by representative vote 
to reject any proposed referendum whatsoever!   

Later Irish governments still fearing the power of public referendum contained within article 47 
- even the suggestion of it and what it might lead to - saw to it that section was again clever 
watered down into a form what still looked good on paper, has to this day has proved to be 
ineffective as regards real public ability. The changed later legislation, something taken away 
from them, went far unnoticed by the public. It was never further indicated what was there 
previous and what was the original intention. It could be commented that one of the last things 
consecutive Irish governments wanted later, was (a) for the sections of the constitution to be 
seen watered and further denying them a previous 1918 right while also (b) that it should be 
even noted that they made this happen in later action. Examination by the public as regards 
their own constitution and the actions of those that was meant to protect it, not weaken it, was 
not something they wanted to be seen or talked about. So what was done, was done quietly 
and hoped it would forever more not be an issue to interfere with their desire to run the country 
as they saw further fit - without a once possibility of more interjections from the public, backed 
by constitutional right. 

Today, the public right to raise political related questions and have them put forward to the 
people, is something that new organisation are seeking to have reinstated. Organisations such 
as "UnitedPeople" (UP) and "The Irish Democratic Party" (IDP) have a clear desire to try make 
this happen. So much so that it is for example, enshrined within the constitution of 
"UnitedPeople" itself and thus cannot be easily thrown away by even members of an inner 
insidious cabal should try and do so. 
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How Would It Work - Greater Public Referendum Ability? 

The following is being deliberately kept simplistic not for avoiding for questions but rather for 
the reader to initially understand without having to get too bogged down in too fast, heavy 
detail - which is always a turn off! The numbers used also are just example numbers.  

Let us supposed that we have a country of five million people first of all. Let us supposed that 
we have legislation enshrined that says if one million people (or 20% of a population) sign a 
petition then it has a legal strength to go forward further and cannot be denied (most 
important). Let us suppose that a Mr/Mrs Smith who has the right to vote, would like a question 
put forth to the people. How would they then go about practically do it?  

Firstly, they would collect the signatures necessary from registered voters to the amount of 
one million (20%). This one million signing a petition calling for a certain defined (in the petition) 
question to be further put to the rest of the nation. Should Mr/Mrs Smith succeed in collecting 
the necessary number for the matter to go legally forward and not be denied - then the 
government of the day has no choice but to then set a date for a national referendum - and 
their question they wish to see asked, be put before the whole people for an answer.  
 
What can that question be?  

• Should we continue to pay banking gamblers? 
• Should Mr Joe Soap remain in his job in light of either previous actions, inability to do 

a job, corruption exposed, etc...? 
• Should we remain within the EU? 
• Should we legislate that our natural resources be better protected by the following 

provided legislation...? 
• Should we see that school education is genuinely free? 
• Should an earlier general election be called? 

The above is just further examples. Furthermore, through public referendum ability - it doesn’t 
have to be a question as such. The topic contained within the referendum can be itself a piece 
of legal legislation - one that will of course be great debated in detail by the public and elected 
representatives prior to the actual referendum day. The basis of public referendum ability is 
that the people themselves where they see a gap in a matter that needs addressing, where 
they see that a person needs to be raised up or chucked out, where they see that legal writing 
needs to be invented or improved... they, the public can instigate the needed changes directly 
from their very own homes and have a direct line within a faster timescale, to powerfully do 
what they, with the public backing, needs to be done. That is real people power.  

They don't have to wait for an election five years away, in hope that a single elected 
representative that might or might not pursue their worrying matter, will actually do the task 
once in power. They, the public don't have to pray that a government might also address the 
public issue at some stage, duck the matter - or backtrack completely! ...And if they do, they 
can be held to account! Yes, held to account - through "Recall". 
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The Recall Ability. 

Another basic cornerstone of Participatory Democracy sought in Ireland is "Recall". This is a 
public or inner organisation member ability to hold institutions and/or individual people(s) to 
question over matters, followed up by if found necessary, further punitive or reward to be 
instigated. Recall can be also used to call into question legislation or a direction a department 
has decided to take - possibly one that’s perceived to be against the public good. There are 
any number of reasons why Recall could be instigated. Each time it is, it can be done so (like 
referendum ability) by ordinary citizens as any time, any month or year.  

Like the process for public referendum ability, the Recall ability works along the same "going 
to the public for consent" authority seeking mandate to do so. Additionally, what which is 
recalled, is entitled to the same protection-isms as you would find a person called before a 
court of justice or into an interview situation with an officer of the law. In Recall, while offering 
more power to the people, in order to ensure it is not abused, legislation systems will also be 
in place to see that fairness is conducted at all times, proper stages are gone through and the 
rights of an individual are just as protected and enacted as those that are allowing others to 
commence a Recall procedure in the first place. 

The above explanations of Public Referendum and Recall ability are again light on detail here. 
The describing of them in a small way above, serves only to start an indication of greater 
possibilities for the public. There's more that can be added to the above but at this point, it's 
only an introduction that is necessary to begin with here. The finer detail and legislative 
safeguards all can be gone into at a later stage. Much of this work has been done already in 
other countries and looking at Switzerland as a case, they have had one hundred and fifty 
years to knock the kinks out of such a legal process. To date, like governments under a more 
failing Representation Democracy, they too are still at it. They just happen to be surviving 
better in many ways - not that you're supposed to notice this! Some of those that would rather 
keep you in a Representation Democracy for their own ends, would rather you be kept that 
way! 

  

People Power. 

The basis of Participatory Democracy is that more of the people, more of the time, get to 
decide more so their own fate. Be it in direction, statue legal policy personally 
designed/tweaked regarding economic, judicial or social factors, etc, the people by more 
available ability to greater contribute, could have greater control of more of the aspects that 
surrounds their daily lives. That ability under Representative Democracy, they, the Irish people 
and many others in Europe, etc, by extension, seems to have been felt lost as big business 
with their private secret agendas and treaties are designed and signed - by many a faceless, 
unknown person! The basis also of Participatory Democracy is that the people who have felt 
they have lost power, want it back and in detailed, fair democratic legislation that just doesn't 
account for the largest of groups in "Might is right" for the biggest percentage winner - but also 
for others in smaller numbers, in lesser of the hour/day/year groups within a community or 
nation.  

The numbers of people across the world and thus countries that are now looking at a possible 
better way, are increasing. Iceland, England, Australia, Greece, Switzerland, inner states of 
America, Ghana, Ecuador, Bolivia and more. The light of Participatory Democracy has been 
rekindled and it’s going to be hard for others with their greed and secret agendas, to put it 
back out. A quiet watching, mindful, sometimes slumbering people has re-invigorated 
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themselves and they have come to a point where they want their say back stronger in 
legislative powers. 

 
In Defence Of Participatory Democracy. 

For financial reasons alone as well as political ones including those that are based around an 
opposition party losing votes, there will be those who will attack the idea of using and/or 
progressing the ideology of Participatory Democracy. This is to be expected. Where people 
fear not being able to get away more also with antics they previously did, they will too attempt 
to knock any methods that might be tried introduced to stem their once corrupt ways. 
 
With that in mind, they will upon seeing Participatory Democracy tried introduced today, throw 
up some arguments against it. Some we can already see coming to some degree and it’s to 
these that we now address in rebuttal. They will of course see the following answers too and 
change their attacks in wording and direction but the political aware will see hopefully what 
they are up to and in turn again put up and equal if not better defence. 
 
 

“Participatory Democracy would be anti-state!” Participatory Democracy could 

work for a state and it could work in any situation if a group of people is willing to 

generally abide by laws and a constitution that holds at the end of a 24-hour period, its 

selected representatives accountable. What is a “state” after all but a collection of 

people, property, engrained values and social methods of practised living to which all 

generally abides by! Participatory Democracy while working with the individual as and 

when they chose to use it, would also combines such numbers to form a unified state. 

If this is not the case, explain how Switzerland has survived using a Participatory 

Democracy system this last 150 years with great stability within… 

 

“Participatory Democracy would lead to anarchy!” This is a wild notion often 

espoused by the very blind as they try to knock the ideology while also trying to 

scaremonger a public. The defence again this daft notion is simple. Anarchists are 

opposed to all forms of structure. This of course includes any type of rules and 

guidelines that Participatory Democracy would of course upon use, further instigate to 

actually hold more people accountable in legislation effecting law abiding citizens lives. 

Participatory Democracy would mean better defined rules for the people – not the 

abolishment of rules and structures as sought in the ideology of anarchy. 

 

“Participatory Democracy just doesn’t work!” Quick reply? One word 

“Switzerland”. Tell the Swiss that Participatory Democracy won’t work. A country that 

for the last 150 years their system of government has clearly possible worked and kept 

its people safe. Participatory Democracy looked after all to some good degree and all 

within a parliamentary, public structure system of constitution and additional laws. All 

that of course having an additional effect of leading to maintaining stronger economic 

structures, better education systems, greater visible constructs – all while maintaining 

a good balance between man-made and natural environment. Participatory 

Democracy while there too might not have been perfect, sure did a hell of a job alone 

in keeping its people governed, economic strong and safe. Compare the Swiss state 

to the United States of America. The home of the democratic free under a 

Reprehensive Democracy. A state which since its foundation, has been at war 97%+ 

of its existence at massive cost in finances and lives lost sadly.   
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“Participatory Democracy Means Decision Difficulties!” This one is usually thrown 

out by people willing to see one thing but at same time unwilling to see another. Their 

argument is usually based around the notion that since Participatory Democracy 

means greater involvement of the people, decision difficulties might occur. This is 

supposedly evident when claimed instances occur - that a government might have 

used decisions made by the public which came about partly from its least information 

equipped citizens. Citizens that didn’t even supposedly know what the issue is about! 

Those that trot “decision difficulties” are possible, clearly are also willing to 

conveniently forget that under many, many a Representative Democracy decision 

came to by public vote, has also been far more resulting in bad eventual public effect.  

On this one, Ireland has already suffered from lack of people information being 

provided to its people by a government wishing that it vote one way rather than 

another. Older established parties have deliberate miss-informed its people many a 

time in order to sway a ballot box vote. With stronger laws = greater accountability to 

ensure those that carry out such inaccurate methods are open to more public 

termination and possible legal personal prosecution, the public in fact stand a better 

chance of being better informed. Those that are not actually doing their job to the best 

of their ability or if they have no ability that’s good enough, would be quicker ‘out on 

their ear’, hopefully to be replaced by a far better public servant willing to be good. 

 

“Participatory Democracy Don’t Mean Greater Transparency!” The improvement 

and progress of any democratic society lies within the hands of its people, meaning 

that with a Participatory Democracy people are given greater responsibility dealing with 

equitable laws which are fairly implemented. People given the opportunity to acquire 

necessary information in order to understand issues, can do so because they 

themselves have also decided where, when, how and to what limit (taking into account 

state security – and they writing the restrictions there too) such information can be 

made available.  Participatory Democracy brings transparency to a respective 

government since a public can already deal on discussing government issues because 

of their involvement. Add to this again that those who don’t live up to their task of being 

fully informative (for whatever reason, political or self-interest) can be held then later 

quicker and greater accountable to a watching or participating public.  

“Participatory Democracy Means Manipulation and Corruption!” The immediate 

reply to this is the obvious one – that faster answering to the people with even stronger 

laws introduced by them or further highlighted to be improved quicker, will see that 

even tried on manipulation and corruption, when spotted, can be exposed and people 

demanded to be held to account through a fair court system of innocent until proven 

guilty. 

There is a justifiable argument that given the complexity of some issues, it might easy 

for people, business or parties to flood the airways with promotional materials trying to 

influence how people decide to vote. This is why on top of a Participatory Democracy 

system, it’s just as important that stronger media laws regarding truth, balance and 

strict fairness is just as paramount. UNITEDPEOPLE is currently aiming for this also 

as a basic cornerstone of greater change desired. Like Canada that has great media 

laws making sure greater more accurate truths are only allowed stated, other countries 

can learn from such examples and not just copy but also improve! 
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There are a number of arguments that will always be put up against Participatory Democracy 

as an ideology – for at the end of the day, people and/or their businesses who wish for a start 

get up to no good, who wish to seek advancement over others they wish to walk on to get 

there, will rise and use any twisting excuse possible to see that no better laws and underlying 

system is introduced (or re-introduced back) that would affect their ability to operate and get 

away with what they want to. Big money, business, cartels and powerful individuals thus will 

openly and covertly instigate others, utilise all purchasable people with finance and promise 

of future personal prospect, so that they can further buy, scare and lie over situations. Situation 

that in the end means more money eventual in their pockets and Cayman Island style hidden 

tax free bank accounts. Any of this sound familiar? If so – who then is supporting these 

individuals’ and businesses? Why then vote for such people?   

 

 

To Be Clear… 

I am NOT here to espouse that Participatory Democracy is the perfect solution to all our 

questions and problems. The truth is however, that (if you check) Representative Democracy 

is sadly indeed  failing Ireland  (and further ). This has been noted, documented  and people 

now worldwide  are seeking a new, better way. In the case of Ireland, people are seeking a 

return to it, where once it had a brief opportunity to grow before it was later watered down.  

 

What we have presently is not working as well as it should be. There is too much window 

dressing going on by out of date, out of touch, out of willing decent political representatives, 

to do what’s really needs to be done.  What needs to be really done? A better way introduced 

at deep foundation system level which insures the people are prioritised as first concern for a 

nation of improved and legal enshrined values!  

Participatory Democracy might not be the perfect answer but with a present Representation 

Democracy system failing at home again and again – with a present system continuing to fail 

on the European level - Participatory Democracy could be the very kick-start that is needed to 

get back not only what we have lost but to build a greater future for generations to come. 

If we don’t do the work now to build a stronger future, we should at least remember that no 

empire or its equivalent so far has lasted for ever. When all else fails – when businesses fall, 

when people fall – when walls fall – all that is left is basic rules that most people try to live by 

in decency. Make those rules the best they can be by beginning again at basic system level.  
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Chapter Five - The Creighton Conflict. 

 

  In reading the title of this section you would understandably think that the direction of this 
section was based around a Lucinda Creighton and another, Enda Kenny. In fact through no 
fault of your own, you would be wrong if you look at a larger picture I hope to frame.  
 
There is another conflict going on that overall might be – should be considered in the long 
term more important. One that is taking place mostly unacknowledged by the mass public and 
even by elected representatives who even they might not be aware of certain aspects.  
It is the aim of this section while explaining a former conflict surrounding Lucinda Creighton 
and Mr Kenny, that the latter conflict is hoped to be greater expanded upon here and stated 
why it’s just, if not more, as important to be addressed at some future date - if only for a 
stronger clearer democracy to be progressed! 

What you won't be reading here is the writer taking pot-shots at the lady in regards to policies 
or political direction. She once stated and it’s on record so it can be verified, that she "…is 
Fine Gael to the core" - fair enough. Her political registered party "Renua" is new to the Irish 
political scene and questions surrounding it is not why this writer is typing away. The reason 
for the text you are currently reading surrounds another previous issue that has really not been 
resolved but within political parties old and possibly new, sooner or later stands a good chance 
of causing internal again risen conflict if the matter is not properly addressed, broken down 
and then legislated for! 

 

Painting A Light Background. 

Whatever you think of Lucinda Creighton, good or bad, it would be completely wrong to think 
that the lady does not know her own mind or that she is just flowing with a flock at all times! 
Far from it. Credit should go, even if it’s begrudgingly, to where it is due. The lady can be on 
occasion as she so chooses, a very independent thinking woman. She is not going to be 
pushed around - and when she possibly is, she is very aware of it and takes such behaviour 
into account when further progressing her own later plans and personal ideology. She is a 
very shrewd woman and whatever else she is, she is a person that can stand her ground on 
matters she feels strong about. An example of this was in May 2011 when she berated 
European leaders with the words "European leaders have gone from contributing to the 
development of the Union to identifying what they can take from it and parade in front of their 
own electorates." When its suits her and her agenda, she calls things publicly as she sees 
them. We won't detail here her work history or entire words. There is probably many of both 
to still come so it would be like to trying in full to describe a painting that actually is not finished. 
Even if we wished to try, it’s not the reason why we are here. 

What we can do however is look at something, a situation she came across like others before 
her, that again brings up a situation within democracy, be it representative or participatory in 
nature that should be further addressed and dealt with. The situation involves the leader of 
the 2011 Irish government, Mr Enda Kenny. 
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Contention. 
 
Lucinda Creighton was formally expelled from the Fine Gael parliamentary party on the 11th of 
July, 2013 when she defied openly her Fine Gael party whip by voting against something they 
were promoting and trying to push through the Irish parliamentary Dail system. The Protection 
of Life During Pregnancy Bill 2013 and her personal feelings on the matter led to her eventual 
party expulsion. This meant that also she had to relinquish the previous Fine Gael awarded 
position of Minister of State. 

  

Democracy Challenged. 

As detailed somewhat in the section previous called "Reality" (sub-section "Breakdown"), our 
present democratic system still has its flaws and need to be addressed and resolved. No more 
was this evident than over the later incident involving Enda Kenny’s and Lucinda Creighton.  

If you decide to run for election tomorrow, sooner or later you have to say to your potential 
voters what you stand for, find out what they are seeking and if there is a conflict also, try find 
a middle ground on which ye can agree so that you can then gain their support - thus vote.  On 
voting day the people of your electoral area place their mark upon a ballot paper indicating 
who they think will best carry forward their desired mandate, who best appears to represent 
their feelings and opinions on matters close to them and more. Democracy allows that elected 
people get selected based upon the idea that they are picked according to the instructions of 
the electorate and that while the now new elected representative is then later in official office, 
they stick by the mandate of their voters, especially the ones that put them there in the first 
place. Their local community. That’s the theory. That’s the supposed plan! 

In practise, once you are signed up to a Representative Democracy system, you immediate 
can find a possible conflict. Whatever else, this is what also occurred between Enda Kenny 
and Lucinda Creighton.  Lucinda had been elected by her local constituency. She in turn had 
been given by legal vote, their mandate and permission to act in their stead. She was their 
representative and their wishes was hers to carry out. ...Then later came The Protection of 
Life During Pregnancy Bill.  Due to Enda Kenny and the Fine Gael party having its own 
agenda, they as such pursued a voting direction of the Bill the way they wanted as a unit. This 
directly meant that individual mandates given to individual elected representatives 
automatically took lower precedence. If there was actual conflict, because of what Mr Kenny 
himself wanted as leader and what he ordered his party whip to gain, the FG members to 
agree with the leader and vote with him, their constituency awarded mandates were in reality, 
overridden if they conflicted, shoved quickly aside and were to be ignored if they didn't agree 
with a top table of Fine Gael and what they themselves wanted.  

In practise, what happened next was that Lucinda decided that she had an issue with the way 
she was told to vote. Whatever her additional reasons were for defiance, it became very clear 
that she was refusing to vote in the direction that Enda Kenny and co wanted her to vote. On 
one hand it was brave of her to stand up for what she personally believed and stand her ground 
regardless of the consequences - but on the other, she also allowed her own personal opinion 
on the matter, also to possibly override the actual mandate of the people of her own 
constituency on the matter too. Like Enda Kenny and his handed down dictates, 
she too decided to pursue what she thought was right according to her own personal agenda 
and moral feelings on a matter. There was irony around her too, as she chose also to go by 
her personal chosen path – not her voters? -  while she defied Mr Kenny who wanted her 
demandingly to follow his?  
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Her action by real effect also possibly overrode the actual thoughts and mandate her 
constituency, might have actually wanted her to pursue by later submission of vote! She didn't 
go back to her people that actually selected her and clarified by clear verifiable indication what 
way they wanted her to vote on the matter. Lucinda instead just went ahead and decided that 
because she, herself, with her good conscience and personal moral outlook, could not support 
the passing of the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill, through the Dail by adding her 
consenting vote. Again, credit to her for standing up for what she believed in - but we must 
also take into account that she like others was elected to represent the voters of her actual 
constituency and this she possibly didn't do due to non-confirming of what way they (a) wanted 
her to actually vote and (b) by possibly overriding their possible majority wishes by choosing 
to vote in first preference, by her own personal regard on the matter. This is not what 
democracy is all about? 

Let's be VERY clear at this point. The bringing up of this matter is NOT to be perceived as a 
direct attack upon Lucinda Creighton as such. That certainly is not the intention. The point is 
to expose that on one hand while many things was going on in the forefront that was written 
more about in the media of the day, in the background, the fundamentals of which 
Representation Democracy was built, was being shook and tested. It was again found to be 
wanting by quiet observers. 

There is many people in the world that think, when they elected a public representative, that 
person is supposed to be carrying out the mandate of those that put them into office in the first 
place. Representative Democracy is supposed to also work this way. In the events 
surrounding the Protection of Life During Pregnancy Bill, all this was apparently forgotten 
about and thrown out the window as a noble idea and actual designed ideology. 

The matter that arose between Enda Kenny, his whip, Fine Gael acting also in the way they 
wanted as a whipped unit, not as their individual members actually wanted to vote (via local 
constituency mandates), in the way that Lucinda also voted and why... It all exposes that a 
number of things have to be looked at again and addressed. This will take serious work. If the 
majority of political parties are willing to do this, is very questionable.  
 
We can say this because (a) because of the sheer work that will be involved in having to re-
address the Representative Democracy system, in order to allow for such conflicts to be 
legally redesigned and such situations better professionally managed, (b) because certain 
parties do not want to 'rock the boat' of Representative Democracy as it currently suits them 
to still have an ability openly or by quiet method, to bully and intimidate inner party members, 
in order to get them fall into line and (c) lets be also truthful, they possibly don't in part of full 
understand the matter that occurred in the background - and if they did, they were willing to 
overlook it, ignore it as to (a) not fall out of grace with their leader and whip and (b) fear 
subsequently a loss of elected (higher-up) office privilege and/or cold-shouldering by also too 
acting in defiance standing up for their actual constituency mandate. 

One thing we can say for certainty is that such conflicts will happen again. They have before 
and unless a better way is found, nothing underlying is going to change. Is this really the best 
way that democracy works and is allowed to yet again work? Democracy is a living thing that 
as it grows and should adapt to various situations, should be at all times peacefully aiming to 
improve itself for the betterment and fairness of all. If no change is going to happen, if elected 
representatives are unwilling to improve things, then democracy once again, in this case 
Representative Democracy, becomes yet again weaker at its very foundations. Should this be 
allowed to happen or should we be improving our political system so that it’s better for all, less 
prone to attack from inside and from outside factors that too might have an agenda to see it 
weakened to suit requirements? 
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The answer is yours to access and come to. Then depending on an answer, what are we 
and your local/national elected representatives going to do about it? 

 

So What's One Possible Solution? 

Lucinda could have gained FAR more credibility immediately had she (or anyone else in a 
similar situation) returned to a constituency of voters and sought clarity as to which way they 
wanted a vote to go. Before the nay-sayers rise and say this was/is impossible to do - that it 
would be cost-ineffective, that it would be logistically impossible, that it would be too much for 
one person to organise, let’s address those possible thrown up-arguments. 

If a Participatory or Representative Democracy elected person decided in one night to notify 
by local paper or immediately by local radio station that a public meeting was being called for 
within a day or two (prior to Dail vote – and remember Greece held a national referendum for 
millions of people within days!), then those that were informed of such a meeting - hold it in a 
small building, hold it in a massive church -  and willing to turn up, the topic and if they too was 
really invested in providing a clear mandate to their elected representative on a singular 
matter, they would of course one way or another by secret vote or show of hands, give clarity 
to their elected representative.  

They would be immediately giving further credibility to their elected in order to battle the likes 
of Enda Kenny dictates by giving them the defence ability to state "This is what my actual 
voters want - are you going to deny them their constitutional right to have myself carry 
their mandate forward?" The Enda Kenny's of this world do not wish to be confronted with 
further un-democratic exposures, being seen to be even clearer caught overriding people's 
very mandates. The Enda Kenny's of this world might rather this happened in quiet 
background and it mostly going unnoticed as to what possibly does often happen as party 
whips do their job of getting everyone in line behind a leaders dictates?  

The elected representative by simply being seen to clarify a risen matter with their 
constituency, trying to seek a mandate from them on the issue, could also have gained greater 
credibility for the effort in itself of appearing to further listen to their local constituency voters - 
then give them what they exact want. A further vote winner in itself at home? 

"Aaa..." We can hear the cry! "What if the public vote went a way that an elected public 
representative actually didn't want it to go?" 

Here further exposes immediate weaknesses in the Representative Democracy system but in 
the Participatory Democracy system, the matter might be easier and quicker addressed. What 
indeed if the public vote went a way that an elected public representative actually didn't want 
it to go? With a continuing underlying Representative Democratic system, straight away an 
elected public representative could go along with their voters or they could choose to ignore 
them and using some excuse, just still vote the way they pleased fit in their own mind. Should 
they pick the latter option, five years down the line they could be then held accountable for 
their betrayal – if in the intervening time, they haven’t heaped upon their voters other 
distracting issues, PR and additional local issues that might curry them support greater over 
a matter previous that by the passage of time, the sting would have gone out of. 

If the public even remembered in mass numbers enough to care, their own lives would 
probably have moved on, they would vote on nearer issues of the day and think about what’s 
the point of dwelling on the past? Some could of course begin to even doubt themselves as 
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to their own positions and of course “There must have been some factor for the opposite voting 
that we, the public was unaware of but that the representative knew of?”  

What it would boil down to would be that an elected representative would stand a high chance 
of getting their way initially and later get their way in escaping possible penalty of their previous 
actions. Is this democracy the best it can be in action? Has any elected with the passage of 
time, gotten away with previous matters a public has perceived previously, to be traitorous, 
detrimental to the state via economy or other public matter?  

In a Participatory Democracy system a person betraying those that they are supposed to 
election represent, would be faster held accountable. Their ability to drag out time and water 
down their betrayal by using rising other issues would be far lessened. Instead of them 
continuing in their own possible selfish ways, they would be up for Recall within weeks and 
out of a possible position within months – not years. Their antics then or later, an indication of 
course where their true loyalties lie, could be quicker stopped and further more incoming ones 
under a Representational Democracy system, could be cut off before they even get a chance 
to occur. This in turn might save local or national economies, lives if it’s a health related matter 
such as closing of hospitals or services or other many issues that relate to politics and the 
average life of a citizen. In a Participatory Democracy system their backsides would be out 
the door before more conflicts of personal feelings over what their public actually wanted, 
could be avoided. The public would at least stand a better chance of greater getting what it 
actually might have supported or avoidance of what it didn’t. 

The Creighton conflict has exposed areas where again, there is matters that so far haven’t 
been really addressed. Instead of fixing an underlying problem, all we have been doing is 
sticking on a temporary Band-Aid plaster and passing an unresolved system issues onward. 
It has again exposed weaknesses in our democratic system where a person’s single opinion 
on matter could undemocratic override those they are supposed to be representing.  The 
Creighton conflict has shown again that five years is too long a period for an elected 
representative to be held accountable by its public. The damage that could be done through 
personal agenda, lies, miss-direction and more in the intervening years could be catastrophic 
for some or many. All of which could be curtained quicker on the exposure of a bad political 
representation and then removed faster.  

Our overall inability to address these core system issues will ensure that Ireland will still for 
some time continue to exist in the style it has this last four governments alone. Governments 
filled with continuing questionable representatives that have operated in ways that short term 
and long, detrimental to its employers, the people and the state they are supposed to be 
protecting. There is of course an additional factor to consider – that being that these core 
issues deliberate remain unresolved by elected representatives simply because if they are 
addressed then they now or in the future, cannot get away with what they wish to personally!  

If we knew a legal change could be brought in which would curtail our own activities, present 
or possible future ones, we would of course in looking out for self (or profiting friend who 
returns favours?), not rush to support such a change. While not actively speaking up to support 
such a change and not visibly or orally opposing either, we might choose also instead to 
remain deliberate temporary blind or pacifist, doing nothing by avoiding the matter. 

Would this thinking then explain why some parties are still unwilling to address fundamental 
system change and ‘passing the buck’ - while others continue to remain strangely blind and 
silent on also issues they must know needs addressing but because to do so conflicts with 
their nefarious agenda’s? We can only guess but we can do so recognising they are still failing 
the people they are supposed to be helping – not hindering and just aiding themselves. The 
Creighton conflict serves as an eye-opener to many things still unresolved! 
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Lost Opportunities. 

When the Creighton conflict occurred, Ireland had a clash of two people, each wanting their 
own way according to each’s personal notions or agenda. Democratic imposed aims by voters 
could be judged to be placed further down the list in the minds of those unwilling to stick to 
what the actual people might have wanted – had they been asked on the very issue a party 
leader and a minster was fighting over! That wasn’t allowed happen of course. Why? 

Unlike Greece who in 2015 called a referendum within days to get the people’s very feelings 
on a matter, no one in Ireland bothered to actually return to the people they are supposed to 
be serving and get their majority feelings on matter and then consensual backing vote. Why? 

In PR terms alone, Lucinda could have scored big time in carrying out such an action even if 
a vote went against her very own ideology or cultivated faith of what is morally right and wrong. 
She would have been seen to be more democratic in the face of a person that could be 
considered dictatorial in his demands and acting frankly as an undemocratic bully.  When he 
didn’t get his way punishment was dished out. Removal from office became the price for 
standing by one’s own values – even if those values were not checked with the public, to see 
if they agree or not. The Irish way of handling those not willing to cave to demands continued. 
In the scheme of things, the Irish public really lost out as their actual views on the matter got 
lost in all the clashing of heads, agenda and possible ego’s.  

Had Lucinda sought a public backing vote of any description amid her own constituents that 
put her in office, Enda Kenny would have been even further clear exposed as being 
undemocratic as he chased his own agenda. Even if her voters decision was one that Lucinda 
didn’t agree with, she would have been seen to (a) be more democratic and (b) absolute fairer 
by seeking clarity on the matter. She would have been seen to be a walking, talking symbol of 
democratic values and standing by them. Sadly this was not to happen.  

Had her local publics vote gone against her, she could have (a) said “Even thought I personally 
have an alternative view, I stand by their decision and defend fairer democracy” or (b) heard 

their decision, not agreed with it, stepped away and allowed someone else to continue in her 
stead, to uphold what the voters in her area wanted. The latter way being also fair to her as 
she would have been seen to be again (c) practising democracy in action while (d) maintaining 
her own values and been seen to stand firm on them, with possible others who she could have 
represented also, that might agree with her issue stance. Sadly none of this was not to happen 
either. What Ireland got was a poorer way of doing things one again…   

What Ireland got was a dose of possible bullying from one man or party! What Ireland got was 
the people themselves not consulted on the issue from either side! What Ireland got was 
democratic principles lost while sides battled it out over what they personally wanted and not 
actually what the people, the voters, their employers, wanted! Was this really a good example 
in which our Representational Democratic system was working for the people? No. 
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Status-Quo. 
 
These conflicts have occurred before and they will sadly happen again. Why? Because we 
still won’t address the underlying changes that need to be carried out. Why? Because to a few 
or many, the present broken way suits that wish to get away with what they personally want 
to do – unhindered and without fear of paying a possible penalty from the public. In the 
meantime, Irish democracy loses out yet again – and if that loses out, then the people lose! 
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Chapter Six - The O'Brien Factor. 

 
 
  When “Irish Water” as a legal business entity is mentioned, the name Denis O’Brien is not 
far behind in speech or writing. One has become infamous at the same time as the other for 
connected matters. To a complete stranger this might come as a surprise but to the political 
aware, they are clued better into a number of aspects surrounding Fine Gael and Labour’s 
government contract bullying, financial extortion fiasco that is “Irish Water” and Mr Denis 
O’Brien’s eventual part and role in connected business matters also.  
 
What is hoped here to do is (a) inform a wider public to some greater degree, to update those 
that know something but not a lot as they might like and (b) to those that know already some 
of the details and facts, it’s an attempt to join up some further pieces of a larger business and 
political jigsaw that the Fine Gael and Labour party (with Fianna Fail and Green party 
previously) has helped to create within a Denis O’Brien picture frame. It’s hoped to show a 
bigger picture. Not one balkanised that political parties would rather you only see. 
 
If there is one thing you can be sure of, it’s that Denis O’Brien most of the time always has a 
plan. In fact he probably has had many plans. Some being long term and some short term. 
Some intersect and some are running separate. Some are running parallel alongside others 
so that they can conjoin sometime later. Mr Denis O’Brien didn’t build up a massive collection 
of businesses and become one of Ireland’s wealthiest sons by just playing hit, miss and 
chance without some sort of workable strategy. He hasn’t made political connections just for 
the hell of it. He’s a shrewd man that invests time and money for profit. 
 
Now it has to be stated from the start here, that Mr Denis O’Brien like other business people, 
uses standard business practises that many others in industry and enterprise do so also. Mr 
O’Brien by his rapid rise in personal wealth and corporate reach clearly is operating well within 
those strictures legally as far as it can be seen. Some do ask “Has he gone further?” 
 
What is worrying for many Irish people as you will read on, is that in general, power and 
influence over a lot of Irish areas, services and even land regions, is being more confined 
down to fewer individuals – and one of these is Mr Denis O’Brien. His odd ability to step into 
many state profitable areas that non-coincidently are government department connected 
alone, is very worrying to a lot of people in Ireland – and maybe even further? 
 
What citizens of Ireland have been particular witnessing this last few years is in essence, a 
small number of non-elected people in Ireland and beyond it having growing greater control 
over everything from state health care, media broadcasting, natural resources and more which 
affects the daily lives of those that reside within Ireland’s defined borders! 
 
Their growing control, one that seems to be allowed by too many government representatives 
not stepping in and doing anything – and been seen NOT to be doing anything - is worrying 
also. This state utility, media and natural resource grab is also clearly too giving them further 
greater political ‘clout’ beyond that which an ordinary average citizen has in his or her hands. 
Ireland is seeing a small group of powerful individuals with their media, resource and financial 
reach, make calls (ones an ordinary citizen probably not get to make successfully), on state 
elected and government department officials that might complete sway political decisions or 
at least alter it to some degree, for self-profit end-game! 
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Introducing Denis O’Brien. 
 
Master Denis O’Brien was born on the 19th of April, 1958 in 
County Cork. He grew up in a family consisting of two boys and 
two girls. He was raised to start with in Ballsbridge, Dublin and 
was educated at a fee paying school at Rathgar. As he grew up 
he was able to take experience timeouts with his father, and 
learn how to conduct business directly right from his dad’s own 
time and experience. His father was in the business of selling 
equine drugs which his company made. Denis’s dad was also 
a champion high diver so fear-factor and the control of one 
under pressure, was something his dad was used too. His son 
of course looking on might have noted this and additionally 
learned from it. Denis would accompany his father on many 

business trips when possible. These trips were not just confined to Ireland so the pair of them 
got to travel together many a time and on such occasions, life lessons were learned, words 
spoken and much learned by not just watching/listening how his dad worked but by doing 
same with others too with his father. Denis learned that he didn’t just have to limit a business 
scope to just his own locality and within Irish borders. He could go further. As he himself said 
years later about his father;  
 
  “He instilled in me that the market is not Ireland, you’ve got to get out into the world.” 

 
As a boy Denis was not afraid of hard work or grafting even then. By fourteen tender he was 
getting paid IR£7 a week to work as a bell boy in the Central Hotel in Dublin. By fifteen years 
of age he was spending his school holidays power-hosing buildings in England and even by 
eighteen while studying for his Leaving Certificate qualification, he was cleaning the very 
school he had been previously learning from. He won that £18 a week work contract from the 
school in his spare time having had acumen even then to go to the school with a plan.  In 1982 
he graduated from Irelands UCD (University College Dublin) with a BA in History and Politics. 
His study of politics there was something some could speculate, would pay him dividends later 
also. He was already planning ahead there too? After that through connections and the 
obtaining of a favourable letter from a former Fine Gael senator (Maurice Manning, who once 
said of Denis, he had “infectious enthusiasm”) he secured a scholarship for the prestigious 
Boston College. When he finally exited there afterwards, he did so with an additional MBA in 
Corporate Finance also. His deepening pockets of learning and experience was still massively 
growing. Years later he would also be given an additional honorary doctorate by UCD back 
home but by that stage he could have probably passed any official exam on the topic easily 
had he just sat it! 
 
Mr O’Brien’s first job after leaving education would be as assistant manager of Trinity Bank, a 
small merchant bank position that came with a then salary of IR£10,000 a year. At the time, 
already not an amount to be sniffed at. His bones didn’t rest there for long however for with 
his eye for looking into next stages of advancement, short while later he moved to become a 
PA for Dr Tony Ryan, the founder of Shannon-based aircraft leasing group GPA (years later 
this aviation business experience alone would also benefit him again).  GPA at the time as the 
biggest owners of large commercial aircraft in the world. It was Denis’s first real taste of a 
larger world of international business transacting also by aircraft movement and goods within 
each flight. This type of business also was something he got a flavour for. 
 
Looking ahead again and learning of more opportunities, seeing the future and having 
contacts, he merged all this with his own education and experience by then deciding also to 
set out on his own. He attempted to do this by biding for a national radio slot under the then 
1988 Broadcasting Act. In this attempt he failed (his luck in the radio arena would change 
later). He turned his mind to the area of television. In 1989, Denis entered TV land with the 
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Home Shopping Television Network Ireland, a satellite shopping channel modelled on a similar 
U.S. channel which had begun seven years earlier. The business however despite strong 
efforts, didn’t work out as planned and it ‘closed shop’ after 18 months. 
 

“You need a good failure early on,” Mr O’Brien once told Bloomberg News in a 

telephone interview.  

In open frankness he admitted that the failure was “a whopping one.” Failure though was not 

going to stop him. From his father and others previously, he obviously learned how to handle 

it and what he had learned, would help him to move onto greater success even more. 

 

World Opportunities. 

In 2001 O’Brien founded Digicel and his company launched a GSM cellular phone service in 

the Caribbean, Central America and Pacific regions. Digicel, would grow in operation to extend 

itself into 32 markets. It would gain 11 Million subscribers. Ten years later in that venture, 

March 2011 financial revenues headed towards a still rise of 27%. This in real terms equating 

to a tidy sum of $2.23 Billion. On the back of this coming, O’Brien timely netted $693 Million 

from the sale of his Digicel Pacific Limited (DPL) business to the Digicel group. O’Brien with 

hands on, was making more money. Staying with the company overall, he indeed showed that 

no task was unsurmountable or at least shouldn’t be tried to be tackled. Never was there an 

opportunity to be missed it seemed… 

Hiking on the Kokoda Trail in remote eastern Papua New Guinea in 2012, Denis O’Brien found 

himself without a mobile phone signal. The now experienced Irish telecommunications tycoon 

knew that if he had this problem then others surely would have too. He also know he knew 

something else - that he could be the man to resolve this problem. He could do it! 

There is a story spoken that he took himself down into the local office of Digicel Group, the 

wireless operator he’d founded in 2001, and insisted that extra phone towers be erected along 

the route. The United Nations classified the South Pacific nation as one of the world’s least 

developed, a tough area to work in. O’Brien said about it;  

“Think of building a network in a country the size of France, with hundreds of islands, no roads 

and cerebral malaria! I’ve lost nine colleagues in Papua New Guinea building our network - 

from plane crashes, accidents, car crashes. It is the toughest of tough places.” 

This didn’t stop him however and once again there too, he plunged his years of training, 

experience and resources to getting ahead where others had yet to venture. 

 

While one venture previously in a same year went 

down the finance drain, another he established in 

the same time period was to have better luck. 

“Communicorp” made its presence upon the world 

stage including Ireland. Communicorp now has 

managed to grow from strength to strength. The enterprise today owns over forty radio stations 

in eight countries around the world. In Ireland this included Dublin’s 98FM, Newstalk, Spin 

1038, Spin South West as well as holdings in East Coast FM (till 2008), TXFM (30% 

ownership). Outside of Ireland Denis O’Briens Communicorp entity presently has a major 

financial concern in the following: 
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United Kingdom 
Capital South Wales 

Capital Scotland 
Heart North Wales 

Heart Yorkshire 
Real Radio XS 

Smooth East Midlands 
Smooth North East 
Smooth North West 

 
Czech Republic 

Kiss 98 
Kiss Hady 

Kiss Morava 
Kiss Publikum 

Kiss Jizni Cechy 
Kiss Delta 

Kiss Proton 
Country Radio 

Radio Beat 
Radio Jizera 
Radio Spin 

Radio 1 
 

Hungary 
Juventus Radio 

 
Latvia 

Radio SWH 
Radio SWH+ 

Radio SWH Rock 
 

Estonia 
Radio Elmar 
Raadio Uuno 
Radio Kuku 

Radio 100fm 
Dinamit FM (Radio DFM) 

Radio U-Pop 
SPIN FM 

 
Finland 

Radio SuomiPop 
Groove FM 

Classic Radio 
Metro FM 

 
Ukraine 

Nashe Radio Network 
NRJ 
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Bulgaria 
BG Radio 
Radio 1 

Radio 1 Rock 
NRJ 

Radio Nova 
City Radio 

Radio Veronika 
 

Jordan 
Spin FM 

Ayyam FM    
 

Radio stations however was not to remain Denis’s only media or mass communication interest. 
In January 2006, Denis O'Brien took a stake in Tony O'Reilly's Independent News & Media 
(INM). This was his first purchase of shares in INM but it was not to be his last.  
 
To say INM is a major player in the Irish media world is an understatement. INM titles still 
account easily for over 40% of all national newspaper sales alone. Its reach alone with Mr. 
O’Brien also at the helm, is vast. Its collection of newspaper, magazines and news network 
alone, reaches right across the country from provincial newspapers right to the Sunday and 
national dallies. These include: 
 

The Evening Herald 
The Irish Independent 

The Sunday Independent 
The Sunday World 
The Irish Daily Star 

Metro Herald 
 

14 regional titles including:  
Drogheda Independent 

Bray People 
Carlow People 

Enniscorthy Guardian 
Fingal Independent 

Gorey Guardian 
Kerryman 

New Ross Standard 
The Argus 

The Corkman 
The Sligo Champion 

 
Buy and Sell 

 
Dublin’s 98FM, 

Newstalk,  
Spin 1038, 

Spin South West 
TXFM (30% ownership). 
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Newstalk (via Communicorp, then INM, all under Mr. O’Brien control) interestingly now also 
provides vital news services to: 
 

Limerick 95FM 
LMFM (Louth) 

Cork 96FM 
C103FM 
FM104 
Q102 

 
 
Newstalk which already provided broadcast services to 25 independent local and regional 
radio stations across the Ireland, with a new addition of a UTV group, was to bring the total 
number to 31, which is the entire independent radio network. A total audience of 1.7 million 
listeners daily across the breath of Ireland. 
 
It should come as no surprise then to find that Séamus Dooley, Irish Secretary, of the NUJ 

said at one stage the union was “gravely concerned” with the development a man’s reach. 

 
His reach and thus possible influence however does not end there as regards media. Even in 
the online world of the internet, the grabbing of net assets extends there from Mr. O’Brien. 
Amid the purchasing of items on the internet, he has in ownership the following: 

 
Independent.ie 
YourLocal.ie 

Loadza 
Loadzacars 
Loadzajobs 

LoadzaTravel 
PlaceMyAd 
Globrix.ie 

TheMeetingPoint 
Findajob.ie 

Buyandsell.ie 
 

 
It business rumours were true, Mr O’Brien is said to be interested in gaining a foothold either 
in TV3, an Irish news station and/or Ireland UTV. It was reported that at one stage his business 
enterprises was funding programmes for the latter station as soon as it emerged on the Irish 
media world in early 2015. Never one to miss an opportunity to extent his hands into Irish 
business and by each purchase, possible extend his power of influence – thus in turn able to 
extent his change of turning a profit – which in turn extends his change of buying more to then 
extend his power of influence again… Mr. O’Brien is often seen to jump at any golden 
opportunity to go where it suits himself for own reasons. 
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Esat Contract.

In 1995 under circumstances  that some still question

 

deeply , 
Mr Denis O’Brien

 

emerged  winner in a state tender challenge 
to gain Ireland’s second mobile phone licence. He did this with 
the  backing  of  international  investors . This  one  victory  in 
money  terms  would  later  additionally  massive  catapult  him 
financial  into  other  areas . The  winning  of the mobile  phone 
contract  with  the  state  would  later  come  back  to bite  him 
however  when  during  a second  and  final  report  of  the 
Moriarty Tribunal, 

established in 1997 to investigate the dealings of former Taoiseach Charles Haughey and 
former communications minister Michael Lowry, it stated a number of things that would cause 
further trouble.

 

The Moriarty Tribunal

 

report stated that Denis O'Brien in trying to win the Esat 
contracts, at some point made payments to communications minister Michael Lowry

 

amounting to £447,000

 

sterling and also a support for a loan of an additional £420,000 sterling. 
Denis responded to the tribunal report with the following statement;

 
 

  

"I wish to state in the most categoric terms once again that I never made any payment 
to Michael Lowry in his capacity as a government minister, as a public representative 
or as a private citizen."

 
 

The Moriarty Report went on to say that it was "beyond doubt" that the then minister in the 

mid-1990s provided substantive information to Mr Denis O'Brien which was "of significant 
value and assistance to him in securing the licence." It added Mr Lowry displayed "an 
appreciable interest" in the licence competition, had "irregular interactions with interested 
parties at its most sensitive stages, sought and received substantive information on emerging 
trends (and) made his preference as between the leading candidates known." It followed the 

previous up by stating that the then minister Lowry "ultimately brought a guillotine down" on 

the work of a Departmental project group overseeing the competition, and "proceeded to 
bypass consideration by his Cabinet colleagues."

 

All this, the tribunal concluded that “thereby 
not only influenced, but delivered, the result."

 

 

The devastating report found that connected Mr Denis O’Brien

 

to Lowry,

 

relayed this to the 

then elected Taoiseach John Bruton in striving to convince him there was "no room for 
Government discretion on his recommendation" that Esat Digifone should be awarded the 

contract. The Moriarty report continued also saying Michael Lowry used a "groundless rumour" 
relating to rival bidder, the Persona consortium, to his advantage

 

(the rumour related to the 
assertion that if Persona won the contract it would lead to a 'nest egg' for a former prominent 
Fianna Fáil politician).

 
 

The Moriarty Report though supposed previous investigation and information received also 
reported that Denis O'Brien's companies contributed £22,140 in donations to Fine Gael 
between 1995 and 1996 that was known about and it said Lowry and O'Brien had at least two 

meetings during the bid process at which the then minister "imparted substantive information 
to Mr O'Brien of significant value and assistance to him in securing the licence." If it happened, 

it would have of course been akin to insider trading between business and political close door, 
interested, much to each gain, parties?

 
 

During a first meeting referred to by the tribunal, Lowry supposedly proposed France Telecom 
to O'Brien as a potential partner, knowing that the telecoms firm had an interest in forming a 
consortium to bid for the licence. The tribunal said that even though this did not ultimately bear 
fruition, it showed Lowry to be "indiscreet and less cautious in dealings with interested parties 
than might have been expected."
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At an alleged second meeting between the two men, in September 1995, Lowry was reported 
to have told Denis O'Brien that Esat Digifone was in top position in the competition but 
cautioned him over concerns about the company's financial position. These discussions 
reportedly allowed O'Brien to continue negotiating with Dermot Desmond about joining Esat 
Digifone though his investment vehicle IIU. The report compared Lowry to Charles Haughey. 

It did this by saying each had their motivations to "show favour" to wealthy or prominent 

individuals, and in recompense obtain payments or other benefits. According to the report 

Lowry himself had cast a "further shadow" over country's public life for what it termed his 

"cynical and venal abuse of office." 

 
Amid the Moriarty Tribunal conclusions in its later report, it stated that documentation which 

contained "sensitive information" was found in files in the possession of Esat Digifone and it 

referred to systemic failures in the then Department of Communications with regard to Michael 
Lowry's breaching of confidentiality but it says responsibility for that rested with Lowry himself. 
 
Mr Denis O'Brien released another statement. 
 

“My initial reaction to the final report from the Moriarty Tribunal is that is 
fundamentally flawed for the simple reason that it is based on the opinions and 
theories of Mr. Justice Michael Moriarty and his legal team. 
It is extremely disturbing that the Chairman of this Tribunal would choose to ignore 
the sworn evidence of the Department of Communication, Department of Finance, 17 
civil servants, five Government Ministers, two barristers from the Office of the Attorney 
General, one former Taoiseach, one Senior Counsel to the Irish State and Professor 
Michael Andersen, Principal of AMI – the internationally-renowned world experts in 
this field. 
 
It is also of great concern to the reputation of this country that the Civil Service which 
is unique for the respect it has earned over many decades has been impugned and 
discredited by the findings which are without foundation. 
 
I wish to state in the most categoric terms once again that I never made any payment 
to Michael Lowry in his capacity as a government minister, as a public representative 
or as a private citizen. 
 
It is worth noting that the Chairman of the Tribunal, a High Court Judge of many years, 
admitted last year to making “two not insignificant errors”, both of which had been 
used to substantiate false theories. I believe it is unprecedented in the history of this 
country that a High Court judge would make such fundamental errors which went to 
the heart of the credibility and integrity of a Tribunal process. 
 
The reason these errors were admitted was only because they had been uncovered by 
the diligent work of members of the legal profession.  Furthermore, it is noteworthy 
that the Chairman makes no reference to the concealment of crucial correspondence 
by the Tribunal from the office of the Attorney General over an 8-year period. 
 
It has been evident from the outset to me and to many other witnesses before this 
Tribunal that the final report would be designed to damage the reputations of many 
reputable people. 
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I believe it is now incumbent on the judiciary to investigate the conduct of Mr Justice 
Michael Moriarty and the Tribunal legal team for the manner in which they conducted 
themselves. 
 
It is my intention to study the report in detail today and I will deal with specific issues 
comprehensively later today.” 

 
To date Mr Denis O’Brien has not been charged with any crime or tried to be held further 
accountable on the matter by any court, judge or politician in the previous Fianna Fail/Green 
Party government or the present one of Fine Gael/Labour. The tribunal and its findings seem 
to have quietly faded into silence. No one with political courage in Fianna Fail, Fine Gael or 
Labour willing to do what many see as right, a greater holding to account of people possible 
involved in the matter that might have broken state or international business and government 
secrecy laws. The legal presumption of ‘innocent until found guilty’ applies still to many till 
greater truths are more exposed – if they ever will! 
 
 
Still Going. 
 
In year 2000 Denis sold his share accumulation of Esat to England’s BT.  The deal that went 
through saw Denis sell a €5.7 million holding in Esat to BT for €285 million. With this now 
collateral finance Denis was quickly on his way further into the business world. Ironically the 
sale of his shares also led to a long court battle with the Irish inspector of Taxes. The tax 
department men and women claimed that Mr Denis O’Brien owed the state €57 Million in tax 
from the sale. Denis O’ Brien objected on grounds that he was living in Portugal when he sold 
up. The bill was argued over because after Denis bought a mansion in one of the most 
exclusive parts of Dublin, Raglan Road, Ballsbridge, in February 2000, around the same time 
he sold the shares. 
 
The claim was that a company called Parteney Limited, which was controlled by Mr O'Brien, 
had bought Raglan Road - a seven bedroom, detached house - in 2000 and that made him 
tax liable. Judge Mary Laffoy, who heard the case, stated the company was a separate and 
distinct legal entity from Mr O'Brien. She ruled that the Dublin mansion was not a permanent 
home at the time of the share sale. The judge added: 
 

"At the risk of unnecessary repetition, the respondent has failed to recognise that the 
'permanent home available' test involves two conditions, in addition to the 'available' 
for use condition, namely, that the place of abode should be permanent and that it 
should meet the concept of a 'home'."  

 
Mr O’Brien argued that the Dublin mansion was uninhabitable when it was bought (a claim 
disputed by the people they bought it from, Peter and Letitia White). Mr O'Brien moved to his 
house in Quinta de Lago, Almanscil, Portugal, in February 2000 after it had been planned and 
actually built two years earlier and did not move into Raglan Road until 2003. Judge Laffoy 
also noted that an Appeal Commissioner, who originally ruled in favour of Mr O'Brien (to which 
the tax office lodged an objection), found that he was tax resident in Portugal for the 2000/2001 
and that the Portuguese authorities have always accepted his residence status. Denis O’Brien 
won his case in the end to the tune of saving a nice €57 million. This was just as well as he 
would need it soon thereafter! 
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While Mr O’Brien was battling with Esat matters on a 
personal and Irish level in damage to his name and 
reputation as well as a professional one through legal 
means, his other business interests continued and were 
growing.  As mentioned already, in January 2006 Denis 

dipped his financial toe into INM spending £40 million on 22 million shares in the group. This 
gave him around 5% of INM total available shares. In May 2007 he once again upped his 
share quota to 8%. This cost £150 million extra. In August 2007 he raised his state to 9% and 
then increased his share of INM stock to 14.5% by the end of the year. In January 2008 he 
raised it once again to 16.4%. This increase made him the second biggest shareholder at the 
time. The primary biggest then being earlier investor (in 1973) Tony O’Reilly.  By May 2008 
his share holdings had risen to 25%. This had an immediate legal effect of him having the 
power to block special resolutions made by a board of INM. He could now not only try call 
‘shots’, he could stop others if he wanted to. 
 
It was during this time of INM share buying that friction began between Mr O’Brien and Mr 
O’Reilly. Mr O’Reilly who once sent a message of congratulations on O’Brien’s winning of the 
Esat/state opportunity, sharp fell out of favour with his fellow businessman. O’Brien wrote to 
members of the INM board with 42 questions regarding O’Reilly and things like his use of the 
company jet, right down to donations to universities in the O’Reilly name. A report (written by 
Dr Stephen Davis of Yale School of management) then emerged that was commissioned by 
O’Brien. It concentrated on INM’s corporate governance. It apparently spoke of a “crony” board 
and pointed to a lack of independent directors (O’Reilly was not impressed at all and 
apparently threatened to sue).   
 
Friday 13 March 2009 there came an announcement that on O'Reilly's 73rd birthday, 7 May, 
Tony O’Reilly would resign as both CEO and a member of the Board of INM. He was to be 
succeeded by his son, Gavin. Furthermore, the often-criticised large size of the board would 
be reduced from 17 to 10 - and would include three nominees of Denis O'Brien. These 
declarations were carried out. The stock markets reacted in positive vibes to the news, 
especially to the explicit truce between the O'Reilly and O'Brien shareholder blocs, with Denis 
O'Brien turning around from criticising Tony O’Reilly previous and then voicing public support 
for his son, Gavin O'Reilly as CEO-designate.  
Speculation has floated around as to how board changes might have come about and 
how/why later there was a clear show of support for Tony’s son. Regardless, INM continued 
overall to from strength which is what really is important to all involved. Denis O’Brien’s 
shareholding in INM has now increased to 29.9%. Upon it hitting a 30% mark he would be 
legal compelled to bid for the entire company it’s been observed. 
At one stage in late 2013, early 2014, sources close to O’Brien spoke to The Observer and 
mentioned that he planned to indeed buy INM – and then supposedly months later, sell to a 
London based Independent paper. He apparently lacked the support of other shareholders 
and others on the board and this fell though.   
 
 
Media Antics. 
 
Over time the media (the ones that Denis O’Brien doesn’t actually have a direct or indirect 
interest in) has semi-vilified the businessman and at other times, praised him as a great 
benefactor to charity. There can be no denying that the man has done some great good in the 
world of charitable causes.  The list of charities and organisations he has become involved 
with, sometimes controversy, is long. These include The Iris O’Brien Foundation (named after 
his mother) to identify projects in Ireland and internationally which seek to help disadvantaged 
communities. He also from a person background in sport, has contributed at times to the 
payment of wages for Irelands sporting managers. He is also the Chairman and Co-Founder 
of Frontline, an international foundation for the protection of human rights defenders which 
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“works to ensure that the standards set out in the UN declaration on Human Rights, adopted 
in 1998, are known, respected and adhered to worldwide.”  
 
This position is somewhat ironic to Irish Water protesters as they have human rights issues 
with his Siteserv company which is today putting in questionable water meters amid supposed 
law breaking or at least bullying and scare-mongering by the Irish government – who in turn 
is ignoring the moral rights of the Irish people in regard to property and personal legal rights! 
A government that would be very friendly too much to Mr Denis O’Brien? 
 
Mr O’Brien took exceptional anger to The Mirror newspaper which published a story that he – 
as they alleged – paid £30,000 to Lowry to secure a radio broadcasting licence.  For the 
printing of this story in their papers, they were made to pay the highest libel award in Irish 
history. Threats of libel was something Mr O’Brien’s legal team would try use on others.  Even 
one of his own papers have had their own run in’s with the man and his ready and waiting 
legal team.  
 
On Saturday late evening (19th of July) the print presses running off copies of the next day 
Sunday Independent newspaper were ordered to be stopped immediately. The Sunday 

Independent is a major part of INM’s assets. What caused the cry of “Stop the presses!” (or 

words to that effect) was a column within the next day’s paper which expressed that… 
 

“Denis O’Brien is the majority shareholder in INM. In theory, with 29% of the shares, 
he does not control it. In practise, he does.”  

 
  The above was written by columnist Anne Harris while responding to a story by the Phoenix 
magazine which regular reports on matters of the press and politicians – sometimes both 
mixed together. 
 

 
 

  The apparent offending wording was quickly edited and the words “In practise, he does” 

disappeared. This was not the only vanishing text within the Anne Harris article.  The next 
paragraph was also changed... 
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In the early edition Harris had written:  
 

"The question is whether he understands newspapers. In order to confront the truths 
in our society, we must have a free press. With the restrictive charter for journalists 
proposed last year, and some garrotive (sic) new structures, Denis O'Brien does not 
make this easy." 

 
The later edition chopped version that was to re-emerge after emergency review was:   
 

"The question is whether he understands newspapers. In order to confront the truths 
in our society, we must have a free press. If the restrictive charter for journalists 
proposed last year, along with some other structural changes, are anything to go by, 
it might be instructive for him to listen to journalists, troublesome and all as they are." 

 
It was reported in the Sunday Times that the order to stop the presses was made by Stephen 

Rae, a group editor of INM's titles. This apparent decision led to "a heated discussion in the 
newsroom". The loser was freedom of the press. As the English Guardian printed soon after 

in a report (Greenslade Blog): 
 

“While the enforced changes did not undermine Harris's personal stance, they did 
prove that press freedom is indeed circumscribed in her newspaper.” 
 

The problem was that between Denis O’Brien and another person, Dermot Desmond who at 
times had also shared financial interests in INM and other Denis O’Brien interests (Esat 
Digifone for example) were able if they ever felt like it, might combine their INM share stock 
and thus have a stronger say in the controlling of INM - if that was what they might wish to try 
at any stage! Dermot Desmond had at the time of printing (and might still have) 15% of INM 
share stock. Combined with a possible 29.9% of O’Brien’s, it would at any stage be a strong 
factor which might sway decisions made within the company and also give some more that 
others greater power? You have to remember that officially if anyone one shareholder was to 
go over the 29.9% make individually, they would be legally forced to apply to buy the company. 
As neither Dermot Desmond nor Denis O’Brien had officially gone over this crucial number, 
legal obligations and complications – even scrutiny of finances, etc. was avoided. Still there 
was certain elements there which some might have had raised eyebrows about. Was this or 
something else that Anne Harris was hinting towards? She has never said. What was evident 
was that the Sunday Independent, an INM paper, had been clearly censored? Why was 
someone afraid of with the previous version?  
 
The previous version of the Anne Harris article, the un-censored edition, had actually made it 
to the pavements and shops around Ireland in small numbers before the presses could later 
be stopped. Had this not have happened the world might not have known about what was 
going on in the Sunday Independent offices and paper.  
 
 
Feeling The Heat  
 
Others too gained the wrath of the Denis O’Brian status. Sam Symth was under contract with 
a O’Brien radio station, Today FM. Symth was apparently one of the best informed 
commentators during the Moriarty Tribunal which accused O’Brien and Lowry of questionable 
activities. Whatever his reporting on the matter – he soon found himself sacked for some 
reason!  
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The National Union of Journalists secretary Seamus Dooley stated at the time: 
 

"This decision to terminate Mr Smyth's contract with Today FM raises fundamental 
questions about the editorial independence of the station and would again bring into 
sharp focus issues relating to the ownership and control of the media, print and 
broadcasting in Ireland.  
 
  The decision to terminate Sam Smyth's contract will inevitably be viewed against the 
backdrop of Mr O'Brien's legal action and the actions of those close to him in seeking 
to influence his work as a journalist covering the Moriarty Tribunal.  
  Mr O'Brien is a well-known supporter of a number of human rights organisations, 
including Amnesty International and Front Line Defenders. His commitment to human 
rights abroad is not always matched by a similar commitment to freedom of expression 
or trade union rights in Ireland."  

 
A quote which appeared on journal.ie, from a former Minister for Justice, Michael McDowell: 
 

Sam Smyth and the Moriarty Tribunal 
 
“I want to finish by expressing my admiration for the bravery of those who speak truth 
to power and wealth. 
  Many journalists, editors and commentators put their professional duties and 
convictions before their own self-interest. Some alas do not. 
 
  Elaine Byrne is brave in her commentary and research. 
 
So also is my good friend, Sam Smyth. Sam has paid a heavy price for standing up for 
decency in journalism. Some of you will recall that his radio show was closed down to 
make way for something else in a programme that doesn’t immediately spring to mind. 
We were assured, of course, that it had “nothing to do” with his coverage of the 
Moriarty Tribunal. 
 
  But those of you who care to Google broadsheet.ie and the words “smoking gun” and 
“editorial interference” may form a different view of the real agendas already at work.     
 
  Strange too that Sam personally (and not his paper or the broadcasters) is being 
sued* in the courts. Those cases are obviously not about compensation – they are 
about silencing an investigative journalist without whose work we would never have 
known the truth about the former Minister and the coming Oligarch in the first place.” 

 

Sam Smyth would later say: “Today FM’s CEO  told me that Mr O’Brien’s people had been 
angry when the Moriarty tribunal was raised as a topic on the Sam Smyth on Sunday 
programme”. 
 

 
================== 
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SIDE NOTE: Sam Smyth was being sued by Michael Lowry over allegedly defamatory 
comments made against him. High Court president Justice Nicholas Kearns rejected Lowry’s 
application for a summary order under the Defamation Act 2009, after Lowry had claimed 
Smyth had no arguable defence for statements made. Lowry had argued that words used by 
Smyth on an episode of TV3′s Tonight with Vincent Browne on June 24, 2010 might be 
construed that Lowry was a thief, corrupt, dishonest and an untrustworthy politician unfit to be 
a TD or minister. 
 

In that TV3 exchange, Smyth said Lowry had been caught “with hand in till” and that he had 

“allowed the biggest business in the country to pay for the refurbishment of his home”. 
He also claimed that an article published in the Irish Independent the previous month (a Denis 

O’Brien asset!) – which included the line, “the total value of all the property transactions 
involving Mr Lowry was around stg£5 million” – could be interpreted as saying Lowry had 

unlawfully benefited from property transactions by awarding a mobile phone licence to Esat 
while Lowry had served as Minister for Communications. 
 
Lowry wanted a court declaration that the statements were false and defamatory, and sought 
corrections in respect of both publications and an order prohibiting those statements from 
being published again, as well as summary relief against Smyth. The court was informed that 
Lowry had written to Smyth on July 30, 2010 to seek an apology and correction from him, but 
that Smyth had (bravely sticking to his ‘guns’) declined to do so. 
 
Smyth claimed, in response, that the words he used were a fair and reasonable publication 
on a matter of public interest. His Irish Independent article needed to be read in conjunction 
with the proceeding paragraphs which he said referred to the investigations of the Moriarty 
Tribunal and its findings of September 2005. 
 
In respect of the broadcast on TV3, Smyth said his words related to the fact that the lengthy 
trail of investigations into Lowry’s affairs – culminating in the Moriarty Tribunal – emanated 
from the fact that Lowry was found to have engaged in tax evasion and to have lied about his 
business and financial affairs. 
 
Justice Kearns ruling stated that although the wording of the Act – which provides for a 
correction to be broadcast or carried – appeared to be addressed to newspapers or TV, Lowry 
had not joined either Independent Newspapers or TV3 in his application. He recognised 
Lowry’s argument that Smyth’s arguments relied on the findings of the Tribunals, which 
themselves are inadmissible in other proceedings, and Smyth’s defence that Lowry’s inferred 
meanings were incorrect, as well as his claim that the statements were true, and also that 
Smyth was entitled to express an honest opinion on matters of public importance. 
 
Justice Kearns added the fact that tribunal findings were inadmissible in other courts did not 
mean that could not provide a “roadmap” for other persons with an interest in its inquiries. He 
stated that Lowry himself had admitted that he had not paid tax on Dunnes Stores’ €395,000 
refurbishment of his home, the actual subject of the original TV3 remarks, and that Smyth did 
not need to rely on Tribunal findings to argue this point. 
 
In regards to the Irish Independent article, Judge Kearns said Sam Smyth could have argued 
that pointing out a tribunal’s investigations into a possible link between the property 
transactions and Lowry’s awarding of the phone licence. 
The words “hand in till” could have referred to the bills inappropriately picked up for Lowry’s 
benefit by his business interests, and his failure to pay tax on that amount, Kearns said. 
 

“It seems clear that the defendant has a good arguable case in respect of both publications,” 

Justice Kearns said. 
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Lowry’s case was thrown out of court. 
 

================== 
 
 
The Best Form Of Defence Is Attack? 
 
Denis O’Brien himself on occasion steps up to the spotlight himself and retorts to others who 
might speak words Mr O’Brien could object to. Eamon Dunphy is one such person to get the 
tongue lashings of Denis O’Brien. He hit back at comments said by Eamon Dunphy when it 
was said that Denis had too much editorial influence over media outlets he owns in Ireland. 
 
Mr O’Brien went on to describe the comments as “malicious” and “simply not true”. He 
threatened Dunphy and Sam Smyth (poor Sam again!) at one stage with further legal action 
and criticised reporting in Ireland for its “nastiness and cynicism”. 
 
Mr O’Brien also responded to Eamon Dunphy after his final Newstalk radio show where he 
said O’Brien “hates journalism” (somewhat ironic as Mr O’Brien would go on to own so much 
media). Dunphy had apparently resigned from the O’Brien-owned station after the removal of 
Sam Smyth from his Sunday morning talk show on Today FM, a station also under the financial 
sphere of Mr O’Brien. 
 
In a piece that was put into the Irish Independent O’Brien argued with Dunphy’s claim that he 
left Newstalk in solidarity with other workers, saying: 
 

“Dunphy left because of money. Because Today FM decided to drop a presenter of a 
programme that had been running for 14 years and had falling audience numbers, 
suddenly there is an eagerness to depict me as a pariah among journalists, columnists 
and broadcasters,” 

 
Mr O’Brien went on to reject Dunphy’s suggestion that he, Deins O’Brien, “hates journalism”, 
stating that despite he being the largest shareholder in INM for the past four years, he had to 

endure a “prolonged, nasty, well-orchestrated campaign against me across a range of issues” 

from several of the group’s newspaper titles.  
 

“The hostile reaction to my shareholding in IN&M has been seamlessly executed 
through the editorial pages of all their publications. The editorial pages reflect the 
views of senior management faultlessly”. 

 

  …Someone mention that last bit to Anne Harris? If the editorial pages reflect the views of 
senior management FAULTLESSLY – a question arises! Why were prints presses stopped 
and her words edited? A good question? 
 

 
Mr O’Brien in the Independent piece spoke about repercussions if Sam Smyth and Eamon 
Dunphy if they were to publish or utter defamatory falsehoods about him. Mr O’Brien also 

questioned the validity of the paper’s regular opinion polls, describing them as being “of 
questionable provenance”. Why might he say this? Was it because that a Sunday Independent 

poll had found that 87 per cent of respondents apparently did not believe Denis O’Brien’s 
attack on the Moriarty Tribunal and its findings? If a man of much business, numbers, media 
experience and political reach doesn’t trust his own papers numbers – should really the public 
also have stock in them? Now there’s a question? 
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Eamon Dunphy wasn’t the only one to resign over “influence”. In 2013 Vincent Browne left the 
Sunday Business Post (NOT an INM asset) where he wrote regular column pieces, in part 
because the Post refused to print a piece Mr Browne had written about Mr O’Brien’s alleged 
persuasive media influence.  
In June 2013 last year O’Brien contacted Mr. Browne. According to the Village magazine 
(October 9th issue)  
 

“…I am putting you on good notice that if you continue to libel [sic] me that I will be 
left with no other avenue but to sue you personally”.  

 
Browne replied that the threat was an abuse of money and power. Further insight could be 
gained from the period by reading one of Mr. Browne’s articles which did manage to get 
printed. It was critical of Denis O’Brien and speaking of INM and Newstalk/Today FM together. 
It stated: 
 

“I do not believe Denis O’Brien is a fit person to be allowed control the country’s 
second most powerful media enterprise”. 

 
 
Prior to this in 2004, a former editor, Ted Harding, also left the same paper after he too was 
apparently forbidden to print material about Denis O’Brien that his bosses opposed to 
appearing! A history of fearing an O’Brien wrath already in the minds of those not even under 
the stable of INM? 
 
The reputation of O’Brien or possible the fear of him also reached out to academic Elaine 

Byrne who wrote a piece in an issue of the Sunday Independent. The piece was entitled “So 
Who’s Afraid of Denis O’Brien? Enda Kenny”. 

 
A response from Mr. O’Brien was soon forthcoming via his legal team… 
 

“The article is characterised by an appalling lack of objectivity. This is demonstrated in 
Ms Byrne’s repeated references to the Moriarty Tribunal report in support of criticisms 
of our client…[and her] sneering and sarcastic description of him as a patriot  
…It is also obvious from … an avalanche of commentary via her Twitter account that 
Ms Byrne has a personal animus against our client and is clearly pursuing an agenda…. 
Her snide and uninformed comments in relation to our client’s tax affairs are further 
evidence of this…  
We hereby call upon you to publish, in a prominent position, a full retraction, an 
apology in the next edition of the Sunday Independent. And let us have your proposals 
to address this grave wrong in terms to be agreed with this office”. 

 
Elaine Byrne has subsequently migrated to Australia as a consequence. She told Village 

magazine in 2013 that “the Sword of Damocles has a marginalising effect on your career”. The 

Village also stated that Anne Harris said 17 journalists had gained legal letters from Denis 
O’Brien in the last ten years. 
 
In 2013 O’Brien obtained an injunction stopping the Sunday Times publishing confidential 
details of his business relationship with a Paddy McKillen and Mr. O’Brien was reported suing 
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his own cousin Donald MacAllister also for self-publishing an incendiary book containing 
allegations about the death of his mother in a car crash in 1972.  
 
It appears that Sam Smyth was not the only INM employee who had their job terminated. 
August 2012, the Sunday Independent with Editor Anne Harris at the helm, interviewed former 
INM chairman, James Osborne. He claimed he was “definitely stabbed in the back” by Mr. 

O’Brien who looked to suppress an article which was eventually published in April 2012.  
The article mentioned Anglo Irish Bank’s largest borrowers as at March 2009, and included 

O’Brien who was “listed as owing Anglo Irish Bank €833.8m on foot of personal and corporate 
loans just after the bank was nationalised in 2009” but “has over the past three years reduced 
his borrowings to under €500m using cash generated by his Caribbean and Pacific-based 
mobile phone empire”.    

 
Osborne would claim that on one o’clock, one Saturday: 
 

“I got a call from Denis. He said ‘they’ve been on to me, there’s an article in 
tomorrow’s paper and I want it withdrawn’ – and I said ‘I’m sorry, not me. I’m an 
independent non-executive chairman and I’m not doing that”.  

 
  …True or not, not long afterwards Osborne was voted off the board with O’Brien votes. 
 
 
 
On The Move. 
 
In 2005 O’Brien became the Deputy Governor of the Bank of Ireland. Around the same time 
he was moving from a residence in Portugal to his next one in Malta (later he would admit in 
a high court that his new place was primarily an office block). The reasons again for this move 
were commented by others including press, to do with tax issues once more. O’Brien denies 
this. He says that it’s easier for him to run Digicel from his base there. 
 

“I pay all my taxes in Ireland - on my income in Ireland, on my dividends, but the 
money I earn around the world, I pay taxes in each of those countries.” 

 
In 2006 he resigned as Deputy Governor and as a fellow member of the banks ‘court’.  The 
Bank of Ireland soon released a statement saying his resignation was due to:  
 

"…his growing international business interests together with the demands of an 
extensive travel schedule, meant that he could no longer devote the time required to 
the ever increasing workload of the court."  

 
Mr. O'Brien has also left the Norkom Group and the UCD Smurfit School of Business. His 
spokesman at the time said the resignations were unconnected with the work of the Moriarty 
Tribunal around the same period. Maximising what money, reputation and capital he had, he 
continued onward with his phone business and see that those ventures would continue to 
grow substantially. Using those and other business interests he had dipped his toe into, 
eventually led his to make another major investment based in Ireland. 
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Topaz. 
 
Topaz was a company formed in 2005. It was to be used in part to manage part of the Irish 
operations of Royal Dutch Shell plc (the filling station and home heating operation, Irish Shell 
Limited) as well as the Irish operations of Statoil. This operation itself was and still is 
questionable as the then Competition Authority, which had to approve large mergers and 
acquisitions, failed to take a decision on the takeover of Statoil's assets within the time frame 
allowed, thus automatically approving the deal. This was reportedly the first time this had 
happened in the Authority's history. 
 
Before any later rebranding took place, it continued to operate under the names Shell, Statoil, 
and Fareplay brands. From 2008 onward, the re-branding commenced and Topaz by name 
would come to the public fore. Mr O’Brien having made some shred moves bought €300 Million 
in loans from a government set-up called the Irish Bank Resolution (IBRC). The circumstances 
around this purchase too remain to be questioned by people. However despite this deal made 
by the IBRC with Mr. O‘Brien, the outcome was that he got to own Topaz as his reported own. 
In May 2014, Mr. O'Brien hired former Taoiseach Brian Cowen to the management board of 
Topaz to join himself, his nephew (who is also CEO of Smiles Dental), Sean Corkey (CEO of 
O'Brien's SiteServ), Lucy Gaffney (chairperson of O'Brien's Communicorp) and Colm Doherty 
(former managing director of Allied Irish Banks). 
 

Topaz today operates right across the Irish country in over 
350 locations. At some of these locations, there would be 
later Irish Water connected protests. The way also in which 
some operate also has raised a few eyebrows and maybe 
angered people. 
 
For example, one café called “Safeway” on the Irish N2 
motorway is currently reported as restricted from selling its 
eatable goods for takeaway after an apparent legal action 
was taken by Topaz, to restrict their business from 
competing with a nearest location of the chain. Topaz, now 
has added to its forecourts their own food service entitled 

”Re.Store”. Its slogan being used is “We're starting a Re.volution”. Sadly judging by the way 

they are apparently oppressing other business owners in trade restriction within same area 
and furthermore, allowed do it, they are starting a lot of ire too aimed at them. 330 of those 
Topaz connected “Re.Store” forecourt outlets can also be found right across Ireland. The 
management of the operation has been stated as handed over to his nephew. 

 
Denis O’Brien now with Topaz, hold refilling vehicle 
contracts when it comes to Ireland Ambulance 
emergency services, Army transports and even the 
national Garda vehicles. Aer Lingus also is said to 
make use of its refilling services. This however appears 
to be a bone of contention. All road vehicles have to 
reportedly go to his garages in preference, to be refilled. 

How this deal came about if true, has never been explain by Irish government nor have they 
told what they are getting out of the deal either for the nation! It like other cross path deals 
with state departments, has been done quietly and behind closed doors. 
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Siteserv 

Mr O’Brien in Irish society has never managed to fade away from public attention for long 

periods. With the emergence of the “Irish Water” business set-up and then used to strong-arm 

a nation of people into contracts they wouldn’t even get a choice about, the further emergence 

of a service called “Siteserv” to which Mr O’Brien was also attached, would bring him back to 

the public fore again. 

A business front or ‘business vehicle’ called “Millington” was used by Denis O’Brien to further 

buy Siteserv for the princely sum of €45.42 million. This deal like others remains again highly 

questionable. Siteserv was like others Mr. O’Brien would obtain, was bought also from the 

IBRC at what is judged to be a serious price ‘haircut’. Not the first ‘haircut’ that Mr. O’Brien 

would remarkably get from the IBRC – between one venture and other, the IBRC would save 

Mr. O’Brien over €600+ million eventually.  As regards Siteserv, the March 2012 deal saw 

IBRC alone write off a massive €110 million of its €150 million debt. This would be effectively 

a 70 per cent haircut, for Mr. O’Brien. Not a small amount by any measure to be sneezed at! 

In April 2012 an unsuccessful under-bidder Altrad would raise concerns about the purchase 

by Mr. O’Brien came about. They went on record as stating they offered more for the business 

to IBRC. Mr. O’Brien and a further Millington shareholder would later reject claims the sale 

process was flawed. 

Was it indeed possible that a friend of Mr. O’Brien, a man called Hugh Cooney who just 

happened to be the Chairman of Siteserv and also just happened to be the Chairman of 

Enterprise Ireland, have any part to play? Mr. Cooney also happened to be on an Advisory 

Committee of the National Treasury Management Agency, which is also closely connected to 

NAMA, the states national management agency. Questions about that remain unanswered. In 

fact Fine Gael and other older established political parties are mysteriously unwilling to further 

instigate investigations in to the whole matter. It’s not as if there is not enough reason as we 

shall soon see.  

After listing itself on the Dublin and London stock exchange in May 2012. Just over a year 

later in July 2013, Siteserv (and thus GMC Sierra, it being a subsidiary of Siteserv) would be 

announced as one of three business that would gain state contracts for the installation of water 

meters across the Irish country.  How this contract itself also has come about has been very 

highly questioned by many people! It could also be odd that in May 2012 the then 

Communications Minister Pat Rabbitte would claim that reports suggesting a firm recently 

acquired by Denis O’Brien had been awarded the contract to install domestic water meters 

was in fact incorrect. Two months later those reports would prove to be right and Mr Rabbitte 

inaccurate. Also strange was (thanks to Irish researcher Liam Deegan) GMC Sierra /Sierra 

GMC, a further service that O’Brien had interest in, was not even supposedly a registered 

company at the time of the water meter tendering process.  

 

Yes, you read that right. The following was pointed out by Mr Deegan a number of times across 

social media and brought tried to be brought to the attention of Irelands newspaper media 

(with the latter, sadly to no avail however because Mr O’Brien and friends also owned so much 

of it national?) 
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Mr Deegan pointed out the following: 

 

1. 26th July 2013, Irish Water announced the appointment of GMC/Sierra as one of the 

main regional contractors engaged by Irish Water to manage the Meter installation 

Programme. 

…But GMC/Sierra (Company Number 530230) applied for registration as a new 

company with Denis O’Brien as a director on the 11th of July 2013.The company was 

formally registered ON THE SAME DAY! From experience of many thousands people, 

it always takes weeks to get formally registered and to receive the certificate stating 

that you can trade. 

 

2. After a one day registration however, two weeks later GMC/Sierra were awarded Irish 

Water contracts… Serious questions remain as to how this happened so fast! 

GMC/Sierra was apparently not even a limited company or in existence at that point, 

yet it was awarded a government contract to put in water meters. GMC/Sierra would 

have had to tender for the contract under EU law and would have had to tender 

documents INCLUDING A TAX CLEARANCE certificate. The question then has been 

asked “How did a company that did not exist formally get a tax clearance certificate 

or produce insurance documents or any paperwork at all – to then get a contract?”  

Was Irish Revenue or someone within its department knowledgeable about such 

matter and if they were not – why not? Were they told what to do by others above? 

3. Denis O’Brien bought the liquidated assets but not the name or debt and therefore he 

had no choice but to start a new company with the same name but no legacy. Why, Mr 

Deegan asked, did mainstream media/journalists not picked up on an anomaly? 

4. Another operational processed apparently used was a differential in the registered 

address they supplied to the Company Registration Office. Why were they doing this? 

What was the quiet notion for the sleight of hand change? According to a possibility 

put forth by Mr Deegan, the answer is apparently simple. They had two companies 

using a variation of the same name: GMC/Sierra Ltd & Sierra GMC Ltd. This it’s 

suggested was done in order to eventually make the holding company legally speaking 

(SIERRA/GMC LIMITED) an unlimited company so that it don’t have to file accounts 

for interested parties to inspect! What certainly is also odd is the line-up of additional 

names & addresses that criss-cross each other. 

 

GMC GROUP 
GMC HOUSE 

MILLENNIUM BUSINESS PARK 
CAPPAGH ROAD 

BALLYCOOLIN 
DUBLIN 11 

 
 

 
GMC GROUP 
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GMC HOUSE, 
MILLENIUM BUSINESS PARK, 

BALLYCOOLIN, 
DUBLIN 15 

 
 

G.M.C. HOUSE 
MILLENNIUM BUSINESS PARK 

CAPPAGH ROAD 
FINGLAS WEST 

DUBLIN 11 
 

The supposition suggested by Mr Liam Deegan as a possibility, one supported by other public 

citizens, is that GMC/ Sierra – Sierra/GMC were awarded a contract knowingly or unknowingly 

illegally by the then Minister Phil Hogan AND The Department of the Environment. It was then 

and still is to date, by many seen as possible corruption at the highest possible level in 

government departments and yet again might involve Mr. Denis O’Brien with possible Fine 

Gael Ministers, ex-Ministers – for another time! 

Again, even with these facts that stand found, were stated, to date there is a clear political 

unwillingness by certain parties to delve deeper into what was going on – and might be still 

continuing to remain as such? Why an unwillingness exists still is also a very good question 

other in the public domain is asking too! Would there be people in certain parties unwilling to 

investigate strange goings on, knowing or deeply suspecting that some of their own might be 

involved? There are citizens that think so. They are certainly noting who is the unwilling. 

 

Doing The Courting. 

From the very outset of Mr. O’Brien’s entry into the world of business in Ireland and beyond, 

it becomes very clear that he along the way built up a great collection of friends and business 

associates in many places that oft times too, would be of use to him in possible profit terms 

also. From running shoulders with Presidents of America (donating big money to their 

foundations), to courting many a top ranking bank official, having on phone speed dial any 

number of leaders of Ireland on the political front, Mr. O’Brien had the ability to rub shoulders 

with the lot of them, talk to them and possible get their advice. 

Assuming that Denis O’Brien is a very shrewd man and we can jump to this easy conclusion 

that this is the case given his unerring ability to turn any given opportunity into cold hard 

monetary profit, though also further networking of people it might be estimated that the people 

that Mr. O’Brien doesn’t know personally or can’t reach out to might be very small. Certainly 

such is his powerful reach into many areas of Irish society via businesses, it might be rare 

thing that people would refuse to take his call or not return one. A pictorial web search of Mr. 

O’Brien throws up mass of well know faces or names that many appear to be more friend than 

stranger to the expanding business mogul. Many of these faces are Irish based across a wide 

range of business and political areas within the island of Ireland they don’t stop at the border 

of the republic. It’s now known that Mr. O'Brien is also a member of the Bilderberg group and 

Trilateral Commission. No small fry indeed to be ignored! 

Not content in placing money towards the Fine Gael party direct and towards an Irish politician 

(or more?), it could be said that Northern Ireland political parties started to reap rewards of 

friendship of Mr O’Brien. At a New York dinner in 2006, Mr O’Brien and a Belfast-born 
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developer, Paddy McKillen, put up $750,000 to help the SDLP establish a presence in New 

York. SDLP leader Dr Alasdair McDonnell said the party at the time, drew about $400,000 of 

the $750,000 to establish the New York office, which was run by businesswoman Sheila 

O’Malley. 

“The Assembly wasn’t sitting at the time and we wanted the office to try to help bring 

in jobs investment into Northern Ireland and also to promote the interests of the 

party,” he said. “It was also very useful for networking.” 

Later Norther Ireland rules would kick in and limit financial amounts that could be donated and 

limit some of the ways that it could be done. The SDLP New York office would run for two 

years approximately but when more laws later on donations was introduced it was decided to 

close the operation. That path for getting money to aid the SDLP closed.  

Mr. O’Brien’s willingness to give money to many political heads extends beyond Irish borders. 

His reasons for doing to have certainly been questioned time and again. A desire to network 

court many heads of business would seem obvious in reason. It’s a common tactics amid 

many millions of similar business people around the world. When it comes to networking amid 

politician’s, Ireland’s own Denis O’Brien appears to have a particular skill at it also. Why the 

need to be court so many political heads when they themselves are not often in the same area 

of business or as in the case of Enda Kenny (as a school teacher), not at all, could be 

questioned. When it wasn’t done directly it was seen to be done indirectly as could be seen 

by Irelands country leader since 2011, Enda Kenny speaking at the public launch of a book 

put out for sale by a man just working under Mr. O’Brien. 

Certainly the much courting of politicians by Mr O’Brien might be questioned in the context 

that ordinary citizens don’t do so as much and that being the case, if Mr O’Brien is extensively 

doing so in far greater quantities – what is he gaining form it all? After all, Mr O’Brien is as we 

have ascertained, is a very clever man and most likely does not waste his time on useless 

people, events or political parties - unless there is some advantage to be further gained by 

such an ever growing series of friendly connections? What those advantages are, if they exist, 

has long been questions and as he further reaches into more and more aspects with 

governments running the Ireland state, more people are doing the asking! Answers coming 

from those that associate with him, are very few. As we shall see shortly, they even say nothing 

at all. Some possibly even vanishing for a while even when thing get hot? 

 

IBRC and RTÉ Go Head To Head 

The actions of a government set-up IBRC has repeatedly come in for questioning by many a 

journalist and not just ones in Ireland. IBRC in relation to Mr O’Brien would see him save €650 

million alone in the buying of further businesses. It would be through their intertwined 

relationship that matters would come to a head. 

One of his now infamous companies, working through “Irish Water” 

through yet another government obtained contract, had been bought as 

mentioned already, from IBRC. The company Siteserv. The company had 

been bought through financing gained from another now infamous set-up 

called the “Anglo Irish Bank” – before this later became the revamped 

state controlled IBRC. After the financial collapse of the Anglo Bank, 

many deals it had arranged or was part of began to get questioned. One 

of these deals was in relation to the purchasing of Siteserv and IBRC. 

Dail Independent TD Catherine Murphy in April 2015 would raise the matter repeatedly, asking 
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questions of government politician’s as to what if anything they knew about certain aspects of 

the deal that Mr O’Brien’s company has gotten itself into. Many in the Irish Dail and beyond it 

might have suspected where her line of questions was going. Certainly the Ceann Comhairle 

Seán Barrett (who himself has been questioned as to impartiality a number of times) tried to 

silence her and called her Dail spoken contributions "out of order". Undeterred in being tried 

to be silenced, Catherine Murphy TD then raised the matter again the following day to better 

success. 

During one of these later Dail sessions where she would speak yet again, she through retrieval 

of documents under the state Freedom of Information act, revealed a level of official concern 

over deal. Not only that but she went on to state on Dail record, within the building where she 

and others could legally do so, say that (edited for brevity and clarity):   

“We are now aware... that the former CEO of IBRC made verbal agreements with Denis 
O’Brien to allow him to extend the terms of his already expired loans... 

 
I understand that Mr O’Brien was enjoying a rate of approximately 1.25% when IBRC 
could, and arguably should, have been charging 7.5%. 

 
Given that we are talking about outstanding sums of upwards of €500 million, the 
interest rate applied is not an insignificant issue for the public interest. 

 
We also know that Denis O’Brien felt confident enough in his dealings with IBRC that 
he could write to Kieran Wallace, the special liquidator, and demand that the same 
favourable terms extended to him by way of a verbal agreement be continued. 

 
We now have Kieran Wallace, who has been appointed by the government to conduct 
the IBRC review, actually joining with IBRC and Denis O’Brien in the high court to seek 
to injunct the information I have outlined from coming into the public domain. Surely 
that alone represents a conflict”. 

 

As soon as she stated the above, especially the financial rate supposedly obtained, Irish 

newspaper media, Irish social media (Facebook and Twitter) and even radio media went ‘nuts’. 

The matter as much as it had slightly got attention before, blew up into a much larger issue. 

In part this was not only due to the so called ‘special rate’ that was alleged but also in part that 

Catherine Murphy had stated something that Mr Denis O’Brien’s instructed legal team had 

stopped RTE, the Irish National TV station, from wanting to state in a programme that was 

meant to air on screens across Ireland. Mr O’Brien would immediately make a number of 

threats of legal litigation against Catherine Murphy and the even the Irish state. 

In arguing that the special rate revelation and his relationship with his bank was an invasion 

of his privacy, Denis O'Brien had previously successfully applied for an injunction against RTÉ 

preventing the state broadcaster from airing a documentary programme report on how O'Brien 

could have been allegedly receiving, on foot of a claimed verbal agreement, a special interest 

rate with a former CEO of the Irish Bank Resolution Corporation/Anglo Bank.  

It was to be debated by RTE on air via researching journalists that a possible rate of 

approximately 1.25% when IBRC "could, and arguably should" have been charging 7.5%, saw 

the state (thus the public) lose out to the tune of large financial amounts.  
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The alleged rate applied to "outstanding sums of upwards of €500 million", or "over €300 

million" according to an RTÉ producer's court affidavit. The producer spoke while trying to 

gain back permission to air their researched and edited prepared programme that was by court 

order (thanks to O’Brien’s legal team objecting) stifled from being broadcast previous to 

Catherine Murphy’s Dail statement. Mr. O’Brien didn’t wish such possible information getting 

into the public domain. The official reason was that it would affect his ability to do further 

business. The outcome was that RTE was made to ‘shut-up’. Mr O’Brien and his legal team 

might have thought that was the end of the matter – that the Irish people and possibly others 

in the business world would not get to hear the possible revelations – however one lady 

wishing to not let our national station be possibly bullied into silence and not let questions go 

unasked, put paid to all that!  

The Fine Gael political party (that Denis O’Brien appears to favour in courtship and in financial 

amounts) later strangely appointed the same Kieran Wallace to conduct a review into various 

IBRC transactions, including the sale of Siteserv to Denis O'Brien – while Kieran Wallace had 

been possible involved in the IBRC previously! The man was called by Fine Gael and Labour 

to also possible investigate himself. Very odd indeed. 

 

RTE First …Then The Rest! 

Acting as IBRC special liquidator, and in order to protect the confidentiality of IBRC's relations 

with its customers and of any legal advice given to it, Kieran Wallace joined with IBRC and 

Denis O'Brien to seek an injunction in Ireland's High Court to hide this possible damaging 

information from the public. High court judge Mr Justice Donald Binchy granted O'Brien the 

injunction asked and told the court that certain elements of the judgement would have to be 

redacted. The Irish media therefore could not report on details of even the injunction. As soon 

as instead, the matter was stated in the Dail under house legal free speech privilege, Mr. 

O’Brien quickly stated that "claimed the information was false and that it was an abuse of Dáil 

privilege." 

More high priced lawyers piled into the foray working for Mr. O'Brien immediately forcing by 

pressure of possible greater legal action, much of the country's media to censor its own 

coverage, with some media outlets confirming they had received direct warnings from 

O'Brien's lawyers. This happened despite it being perfectly legal for any media outlet in the 

country to report what was said in an Irish Dail, at any time, supposedly unhindered. The 

pressure of Denis O’Brien’s legal team however managed to stifle more however.  

RTÉ reporter Philip Boucher-Hayes at one stage tweeted that “Drivetime” (an RTE radio show) 

would play Murphy’s speech. This did not happen sadly. Catherine Murphy's speech was not 

broadcast and Philip Boucher-Hayes tweet was later mysteriously vanished too.  

TV3’s “Tonight with Vincent Browne” (rival station to RTE) moderated by one Ger Colleran, 

editor of INM's Irish Daily Star (also owned by Denis O’Brien) featured Mr. Colleran reading a 

statement from TV3 management asserting that no discussion about Murphy's comments 

would be allowed following letters from O'Brien's lawyers.  

One foreign commentator Alex Thomson (Article - Denis O’Brien injunction: what damage to 

Irish democracy?) covering ongoing events for international media suggested that in Ireland 

"the bedrock of any society claiming to be democratic" had been "wiped away at a stroke". 
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Public Outrage. 

Between the silencing of RTE, the bulling of radio stations, national newspapers and even 

rival news networks other through the strong-arm legal people from Mr. O’Brien, there was a 

massive deal of public outrage. Where the legal white collar suited enforcers of Mr. O’Brien 

could ‘shut-up’ those in media for profit – the social media of Twitter and especially Facebook, 

took up the call to see that right to report Dail free speech could be maintained and defended. 

Remember too that Ireland was approaching its 100 year 1916 centenary! 

Oddly enough around this time, the same party that had benefited by Mr. O’Brien’s financial 

contributions and continuous courting, its Fine Gael leader went completely quiet for a full 

week on the matter. Not once did Enda Kenny speak up for seven days in defence of a Dail 

TD’s right to speak and/or defend the legal right of Irish media to legally report such speaking 

unhindered. Enda Kenny for seven days to many, had mysteriously gone to ground with few 

or no public appearances at all during a very crucial time when those that did not fear the 

threats of Mr. O’Brien did report on what was going on!  

Among these that did bravely oppose the demands put out by Mr O’Brien’s legal people was 

the Irish Magazine “The Village” and later the “The Phoenix” (a magazine that was used to 

legal threats from Mr O’Brien). They would report the words of Catherine Murphy in full. They 

did not necessarily do so as a show of support for the woman seeking answers but more so 

in defence of the nation’s right to know more about what was going on and for journalists to 

be able to report what they can, unhindered in the face of those trying to silence them.  

It was Irelands own “Je Suis Catherine Murphy” moment – except that this time (unlike Paris), 

government Fine Gael and Labour politicians to their shame, were not around to defend their 

own elected, their right to express themselves and ask questions as legally allowed do in an 

Irish Dail. People looked for leader Enda Kenny to do this - but his silence was deafening!        

To say that Facebook went crazy with the sharing of not only Catherine Murphy’s words spoke 

but the describing more so many an action of Mr O’Brien’s legal enforcers, would be an 

understatement. Probably in the history of the Irish state would they be such an outpouring of 

support not just for Catherine Murphy but also a ridiculing of Denis O’Brien to Mount Everest 

levels. If Mr. O’Brien was looking to keep his name out of the Irish eyes and ears, he had failed 

spectacularly. If he had been disliked much beforehand – now he was perhaps the most hated 

man in the country. This was something people said they through was not possible as other 

political heads had previously been awarded that unofficial title and had kept it for quite a long 

time. Mr O’Brien’s actions put paid to that and he became top most vilified man in the state. 

With every action to try and make himself melt into the public background, this chasing and 

threatening of others time and time again would push him more to the foreground. He clearly 

not learning by continuous previous threatening mistake?   

Ordinary Irish people carried out extraordinary acts of defiance. Some citizens went to the 

expense and bother of printing Catherine Murphy's speech from the reporting of them through 

thousands of Facebook posts and foreign media coverage. They handed copies of her words 

to passers-by on the nations streets. It was done in part to inform people what they were being 

tried to be kept in the dark about and in part an attempt to say to Mr O’Brien’s legal enforcers 

that “we will not be silenced”. Ordinary Irish people had risen again. 
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Out Of Their Foxholes. 

Slowly but surely seeing a public reaction and also doing their own legal checking other media 

took a greater better stance on the matter. They began to become less afraid of the wrath of 

Mr. O’Brien. The Irish Times went on to state that: 

"it is an unprecedented development that the mainstream media have been prevented 

from publishing privileged remarks in the Dáil due to the threat of legal action" 

The Irish Times also added that Deputy Murphy's Dail speech was still available on the 

Oireachtas website and that the website Broadsheet.ie had (bravely) ignored a request by 

solicitors to remove a copy of her speech. Broadsheet.ie rejected the request by referring to 

Article 15.12 of the Irish Constitution. The section of the Irish constitution states:  

"All official reports and publications of the Oireachtas or of either House thereof and 

utterances made in either House wherever published shall be privileged." 

Former Attorney General Michael McDowell indicated that parliamentary privilege does not 

grant "absolute impunity", but that he expected it would apply in this case. 

In the face of much public and to some degree, international outrage and exposure, 

backtracking started. In the High Court the following Tuesday (June 2, 2015), Mr Justice 

Donald Binchy stated it was:  

"never intended nor could it have been intended that any order of this court would 

impact upon entitlements of deputies to speak as they see fit or the entitlement of the 

media to report on those utterances", Adding that it was "entirely understandable" that 

RTE had sought court clarification on this. 

RTE was still at the time sticking to the silencing demands of Mr O’Brien. 

On 17 June 2015, RTÉ published what it called: 

"A curtailed version of the story RTÉ sought to publish last month. Two paragraphs of 

the original planned story cannot be published as they are still covered by the 

injunction granted to IBRC against RTÉ in May."  

 

The ‘cat was out of the bag’ though. By this stage those that was political aware (and those 

numbers was ever growing daily for previously for a long time due to the Irish Water fiasco 

alone) and those that were business aware, knew what the hell was going on!  

Many knew the details, they knew the financial numbers, they knew the special rate that was 

supposedly tried to be kept quiet, they knew about the hundreds of millions that Denis O’Brien 

had saved in questionable IBRC dealings, they knew about his ever growing special political 

relationship’s, they knew about his hiring of ex-country leaders and awarding them company 

board directorships, they knew about his continuing buying of services across many areas 

connected to government departments, they knew about his many contracts awarded by other 

government contracts and they knew a hell of a lot more besides. All possibly much to the 

dislike of Mr Denis O’Brien.  

RTE, a national service some say is too often the voice of the Fine Gael and Labour 

government, continued to remain to silent on various aspects of many a Denis O’Brien matter 

– and many a connecting government matter too – but through the usage of other forms of 
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quick mass communication including social media, Ireland’s people was not to be lied to or 

kept further in the dark if they could help it.  Over one hundred separate Facebook anti-water 

charge groups alone saw to that including one group of near five thousand called “The Irish 

Water Scam Information Page”. There like others, items RTE and O’Brien would rather not 

get out, was and still continues to be exposed, getting passed on further in mass instant 

communication. The people finally had a service a corrupt government couldn’t stop! 

 

In a case of irony, such was the extent that Denis 

O’Brien was yet again threatening to sue people 

but this time – at same time – also mass 

threatening magazines, TV stations, radio and 

newspapers, across the width of the Irish nation, 

the threats became a bit of a joke as could be seen 

for example of a news report May 1st on a satire website called “Waterford Whisper News”. 

Their article “Denis O’Brien To Sue Everyone” would be shared over nine and a half thousand 

times via Twitter & Facebook beside being mentioned far and wide beyond Ireland. 

Quick Facts: Mr. O'Brien is estimated by Forbes magazine to be worth $7 billion. The Clinton 

Foundation has listed Mr. O’Brien as donating between $5 and $10 million. He holds a 94% 

stake of Digicel: a mobile phone network operating in 31 countries across the Caribbean, 

Central America and the South Pacific. In 2003, he said he had doubts about investing in his 

home nation again. He told the Irish Times “there was too much shite going on in Ireland,” 

which he said was “turning into a communist state.” Mr. O'Brien has previously injuncted or 

initiated defamation proceedings at least 24 times against 42 media outlets. The Moriarty 

Tribunal, a public inquiry that took a crazy 14 years (why?) to conclude, found that Mr. O' Brien 

won the Esat contract due to three separate payments, totalling IR£1m, he made in 

“clandestine circumstances” to then-communications minister, Michael Lowry – to which Mr 

O’Brien still denies any wrong doing. Mr. O'Brien is still officially a resident of Malta, where tax 

rates are considerably lower than anywhere else in Europe. 

 

Re-appearance. 

After somewhat the media attention had died down over Mr O’Brien also legally threatening 

Catherine Murphy for speaking out, would TD Enda Kenny more public emerge a week later! 

His appeared subdued public appearance would be at the opening of a bottle-bank. Speaking 

there, he said very little in some topics, avoided others and what was said would never be in 

defence of Catherine Murphy and a TD’s right to speak and be reported later in mainstream 

media. He again failed to defend an elected TD and defend the rights of people.     

=================================== 

Where Next! 

Such is the extent of Mr Denis O’Brien’s business interests, rumour’s evitable float around just 

how powerful and how intertwined he is with governments of the day and of their departments 

separately or co-joined. If you were to have faith in rumour’s you would be led to believe that 

he is interested in buying up Ireland private water leak sourcing companies, that he owns 

through a separate company, the Dail barricades that are used even against people protesting 

against the existence of the Irish Water extorting charge, that Denis O’Brien is the Irish political 

equivalent of Chuck Norris when to comes to kicking into touch and keeping control of 
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politicians in order to get his way… Certainly not all these rumours are true – many pray they 

are not. What is clear though is that for many in Ireland, an every growing weekly number, his 

business reach has extended beyond what many see as fair and non-intrusive. The more that 

becomes known into the public domain, the more that governments attempt to hide, the more 

that they fail to do anything to stem the tide of one man having a grab of every opportunity to 

profit make and sometimes even appear to monopolise, they, the public growing increasingly 

worries over (a) political parties unwilling to do anything substantial to change this situation 

(why?), (b) what will be left in Ireland not within the reach of a man clearly attempting to extend 

his business hands into every possible aspect where public money is involved – and finally 

(c), just how far was present government parties be accommodating still to their friend and 

allow him to grab more of Irelands media?  

 

The Control of Media Raised. 

Certainly alarm bells have been sounding – for those that are willing to hear them. Former 

Tánaiste and TD Michael McDowell in June 2015 expressed: 

“I don’t understand why Minister for Communications Alex White is so averse to 

legislation to clean up past media ownership deals that are strangling freedom of 

speech. In the past Mr White has vigorously defended openness. But he is guardian of 

an industry where Denis O’Brien has been allowed a controlling interest in media from 

Antrim to Kerry, in print and on the airwaves.” 

“Diversity is obviously necessary in media ownership. But both the Competition 

Authority and the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland have been remiss in protecting the 

public interest on this issue. Why? It seems to me that corporate power speaks loudest 

in the ears of each of these bodies.” 

Mr McDowell was raising media matters of deep concern in light of rumours about a possible 

merger between Independent News and Media (INM – O’Brien owned) and TV3.  

Irish Times editor, Kevin O’Sullivan, at the time said he agreed with Mr McDowell’s comments 

(in the Sunday Business Post) that it: 

“did not make sense to establish criteria by which any future merger or concentration 

of media power would be judged while at the same time leaving all existing 

arrangements untouched”. 

Mr Alex White was viewed at the time when challenged upon the matter of turning a media 

ownership tide, to be espousing that retrospective legislation could not be used against a 

media mogul, to bring about greater media ownership competition and a break up even in part, 

of Denis O’Brien’s media holdings.  

However as was quickly stated elsewhere, the Irish nursing home charges in 2004 were 

installed under a retrospective law. This being the case, maybe Mr White had suffered an 

unfortunate timely memory loss? Mr White previous stated there was a “labyrinthine 

commercial issues” to be dealt with. He added that constitutional property rights mean it would 

be impossible to introduce a law on media mergers with retrospective effect.  

So far there has been no willingness or sign of action by him or the Denis O’Brien donated to 

party, to do anything substantial in this area. Could this be down to memory loss or an 
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unwillingness to do what is required? The public is left wondering and daily drawing their own 

conclusions. Can you blame them? 

 

What is worrying many that are astute, is that we seem to have political parties quietly 

capitulating with non-action, allowing a select shrinking number of individuals directly or 

through family and business acquaintances, to grow a monopoly looking control over many 

aspects of Irish citizen’s lives! 

This own writers organisation “UnitedPeople” would certainly like to see a greater change in 

the laws of Ireland as regards not just media control but other areas too that seems to be 

suffering from a growing amount of takeovers by a select usual few individuals. The call of 

UnitedPeople to do this is not on its own. Many Irish citizens are thinking same and expressing 

their thoughts through very active social media.  Before we rush to just knock social media as 

a communication and news tool, we must take into account that Facebook alone dominates 

social media usage in Ireland at 71 per cent and usage as a news source at 46 per cent with 

the Irish public. Both of these figures are above international averages. They come via Reuters 

Institute Digital News Report 2015 (Ireland). 

What is clear to a new growing generation of voters and an already settled more aged 

population is that older established parties are acting very suspiciously in regards to matters 

involving state assets, state businesses, public services, who they are hiring, who has a 

growing control to spoon-feed the masses with their one sided PR while not telling fuller 

cleared versions of events. What is clear to a growing number of people is that greater 

legislation is most seriously required also in relation to (a) protecting the rights of people to 

speak and (b) stronger laws like Canada that better call for greater balance in regard to 

accuracy of matters reported and stated by anyone on air – be it TV or radio. 

There is a growing elephant in the political arena that is Denis O’Brien’s ever-extending control 

over a lot more things related to people living in Ireland. The question has genuinely been 

asked time and time again “Where does the reach of this one man (or his front people) end?” 

So far older mainstream political parties are unwilling to answer. Some fresh new younger 

ones though, are however willing to tackle the issue. 

Amid other issues that have to be dealt with more honestly is the fiasco that is IBRC, NAMA 

Siteserv and other related interconnecting enterprises that have again serious matters to 

explain. It’s no good government putting in people that are originally connected to the previous 

enterprises, investigating themselves in part. Who are they kidding? Do they seriously think 

the whole public of Ireland is stupid? Some still complacent certainly however in regard to 

greater awareness of what’s going on and how then they will even every five years place their 

vote – there is a possible slow tide changing. Those that don’t account for the coming more 

political aware, are going to be further left behind in a political wash. 

Like it or not (the answer is more “not”) for unwilling political parties, social media has since 

the start of the Irish Water fiasco alone, highly educated many, many thousands of people in 

political terms.  They in turn have gone further away from their PC’s, laptops and mobile phone 

screens and greater updated or informed people orally even further down the family, friend 

and neighbour line. The days of keeping a complete Irish (or any modern) nation in the dark 

are gone. They are over. Out of date political parties has better grasp this notion quick because 

as their generation of own older base support dies physically off, those coming behind will be 

more aware and able to refresh through new alternative media ways, the memories of those 

still around as the antics of parties and individuals – besides exposing new antics also. All 

done at a much faster rate, greater public networking and organisation.  
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As regards what’s required now not just in relation to Mr. Denis O’Brien and areas that he has 
encroached upon, is greater fundamental system regulation control so that at the end of the 
day, it’s the public that gain in defence of their rights, their wish not to be further exploited by 
growing monopolies and the protection of operating government departments to tender out 
social related contracts through a greater clearer and more accountable assessment system. 
The present one has been judged to be weak at best and at worst, still open to possible 
ongoing corruption and abuse from outside and within as political heads stack inquiries in their 
favour and/or load up quango’s with their friends that are then equally placed upon 
investigative structures.  

Regulatory impact assessments (RIAs) care certain something that need to be looked at again 
and possibly changed or re-designed from scratch.  

Conclusion In short: Ireland’s legislation rules and departmental regulations regarding 
monopolies, regarding business individuals to have influence over political issues and social 
protection initiatives/policies needs to change for the better. Irelands legislation rules and 
departmental regulations regarding accountability of those that are open to corruption from 
external factors need to be better improved if we are to see our democratic system of 
government build itself a defending wall against a growing national and international business 
community that is gaining through greater own finances, stronger attacking, powerful lobbing 
abilities to demand – even maybe soon - sue their way into undermining government policies 
that put a nations public first over private individuals aims to grab more! 

Mr O’Brien currently continues to operate in Ireland and beyond it. He is currently involved in 
an ongoing court case where matters exposed, at times are not placing him in good light. 
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Chapter Seven - Media Games. 

 

  The media games played by the government direct, via RTE, Ireland national TV and radio 
station, and by many newspapers owned by their money giver, a media mogul they helped in 
part create, were previously frankly outrageous. As you will read in this section and in others 
later, the ways that they played tricks upon the nations viewing people was varied, sometimes 
clear obvious, sometimes cleverly professional and subtle - and sometimes frankly downright 
underhand. The media games was carried out by the two party coalition across news 
broadcasts, shows immediately after news broadcasts and even on so called evening family 
entertainment shows. Even the use of the phrase "media games" could be considered to be 
of frivolity and fun. However the Fine Gael and Labour party took their PR games as entirely 
serious. They had much to lose otherwise - and still do! 

In the art of national physiological warfare upon viewers (Fine Gael, Labour and even RTE is 
never going to admit to this. They will probably complete deny it.) There is an old rule of thumb 
that is often applied. Most of us know it but then when seen or heard in operation, don't think 
about it immediately.   

The rule of thumb is: "if you repeat something often enough, people will start to think it must 
be true or at least there is something to what is being said." 

It is a turn of phrase and practise carried out often by governments akin to: "If you throw 
enough muck, some of it sticks!" 

Keeping in in mind then the two above lines of long established thought, this is what many 
RTE broadcasts alone tried to do. For example, on TV, countless RTE news broadcasts tried 
tainting people that was objecting to the latest actions of the government in their reporting. 
Video footage also voiced over by a state reporter would reinforce many a government view. 
Then the news broadcast would return to a TV studio where yet another government 
representative (but no opposition to contest what he/she was saying) would repeat again in 
alternative words the same basic notion of good versus bad. The government of course being 
good. They were the saints. Select video footage would often be even replayed while 
government ministers or even their supporters would try reinforce a notion that they were right 
and that those objecting were completely wrong, were just trouble on whole and that very few 
at home agreed with them. This would be an often nightly occurrence across RTE airwaves - 
even on radio too.  

Back on TV, once this repeated (within a single news broadcast) messages was tried to be 
espoused, soon after the closure of that broadcast, there came yet another RTE show. It would 
often consist around reporting on important matters of the week or month. A supposed fact 
based programme reporting on the latest controversies that had been raised in public 
awareness. Here again, state RTE journalists would replay very select video footage repeating 
the same earlier message as of the six or nine o'clock news - and once again tirade of 
government ministers would appear yet again to reinforced a similar pro-government message 
of they good - protesters bad! Time and time again when this happened, no opposition was 
allowed to appear to direct contest a government TD what the previous had been saying. On 
the rare occasion that a member of the opposition did manage to confront a government TD, 
they were continuously interrupted by RTE presenter while either trying to get a clear point 
across and/or while trying to confront a lie or miss-direction being tried on by a government 
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minister or supporter. The latter of course earlier in the programme (or later) would be allowed 
to talk more freely with less interruptions and in less aggressive tones.  

It was and still is recognised tactics being used. These tactics are however not just prevalent 
to RTE. Even local news stations around the country through radio show hosts have been 
considered to operate in the same fashion. I, myself, had come up again this very tactic on a 
local radio station in my own home town. The radio presenter  who had been previously 
chastised  by the Broadcasting  Authority  of Ireland  for the matter  in which  they operated , 
was considered by many to do same, depending on who the guest of the day was. National 
and  local  radio  stations  its  claimed , would give  an  easier  'touch ' to pro -government 
elected or supporters . Everyone  else? If they are lucky enough to get on the radio and let 
people know they even exist, are far greater lashed into!
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Chapter Eight - The Final Straw. 

 
 
It would be wrong to say that just under the Fine 
Gael and Labour government, elected in 2011, that 
a lot more of Ireland's citizens have awakened 
more. Many in fact were awakened by others or by 
previous media as they quickly or slowly discovered 
what elected politicians were up to in their name, 
over time. Indeed, under a previous coalition 
government consisting of Fianna Fail and The 
Green Party, more and more details emerged about 
what elected representatives had been doing to line 
not just their own pockets and the pockets of their 
quiet connected business friends, but the pockets of 
their extended family also.  

In 2014 Ireland ranked 17th out of 174 in Transparency Internationals annual Corruption 
Perceptions Index. This was found to be worse than the average for Western Europe 
countries, ranking 12th of the Western Europe and/or EU member states. During the years 
before the Celtic Tiger (1995–2007), political corruption was seen at least to be at its worst 
with many politicians suspected of corruption, while financial corruption was at its peak during 
the Celtic Tiger years. The corruption would continue later - but as speculated by many, it 
became more professionally hidden or carried out in such a way that it was legitimised through 
further acts of law rammed through by disreputable government action. The current attempts 
to press-gang an entire nation into commercial contracts with a private registered company, 
Irish Water, is an example of this. 
 
Prior to Irish Water, the bullying of Fine Gael and the Labour Party, Prior to their ramming laws 
through the Irish Dail so that they could get their way and not the people's actual way, there 
was a serious amounts of scandals that to this day remains a lot unresolved. Why a lot remain 
unresolved is also something we shall come back to! 
 
The previous years of Irish Government were certainly filled with serious antics from an elected 
representative. Serious antics that in any one normal day, would certainly give any citizen a 
reason to despair while looking for an honest politician. One not only un-tarnished but also 
fully willing to clean up continuing corruption within government. To be fair some did try this. 
Sadly however very few, if any, bothered then to instigate further genuine effective safe-guard 
procedures to ensure that similar could not happen again. 
 
 
Corruption And Irish Scandals - A Few Examples.   
 
1970s 

• Arms Crisis 
• Dublin and Monaghan bombings collusion controversy 

 
1980s 

• Journalist phone tapping scandal 
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• Kerry babies incident 

 
1990s 

• Iraq beef export credit insurance controversy 
• Hepatitis C contamination of the blood product Anti-D controversy 
• Infection of haemophiliacs with HIV and Hepatitis C from contaminated blood products 
• Planning corruption (Mahon and Flood tribunals) 
• Ben Dunne/Ansbacher controversy, see also: the Moriarty tribunal 

 
2000s 

• Shooting of John Carthy by the Garda ERU 
• Army deafness claims 
• National Irish Bank 
• Haughey/Lowry corruption allegations 
• Payments to Bertie Ahern controversy 
• Bertie Ahern & the Drumconrda Mafia 
• The Golden Circle 
• Ansbacher secret accounts 
• FÁS expenditure controversy 
• Anglo Irish Bank irregularities in loans to directors 
• Anglo Irish Bank circular transactions controversy 
• Corrib gas controversy 
• Aer Lingus 
• Irish Water 
• Others still continuing... 

 
Individuals 
 

• Denis O’Brien 
• Alex Spain 
• Phil Monahan 
• Kevin Cardiff   
• Seán FitzPatrick 
• Michael Fingleton 
• Willie McAteer 
• Pat Whelan 
• Liam Lawlor  
• Larry Goodman? 
• Charlie Haughey 
• George Redmond 
• Denis Foley 
• Ray Burke 
• Michael Collins 

The above example listed incidents is just some of the antics that came about due to those 
that was and to some extent, is still, operating in Ireland. The individuals listed certainly also 
have questions to be asked in relation to matters that have become public interest as regard 
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questionable work practices, money moving strange around and/or other antics which has 
raised more than one eyebrow across the breath of Ireland.  
More names could certainly be added to the above list - if not for having been very found to 
be guilty of something that could be assessed as legally wrong - but maybe also morally 
questionable too against the best interests of the general public.  
 
For example, in the last few years the very questionable "Irish Water" company rented an 
office from a business part-owned by a Fine Gael councillor and very close key ally of Enda 
Kenny without a public tendering process. The company moved into the property on Breaffy 
Road in Castlebar, Co Mayo, after signing a lease with Malbury, a partnership jointly owned 
by Cyril Burke, a local Fine Gael councillor and company director. Cyril Burke, brother of a 
Seanad FG cathaoirleach, Paddy Burke, is a former chairman of Mayo County Council and 
accompanied Kenny on a visit to Cleveland to visit the city's Irish Cultural Gardens in 2012. 
Further to the Irish Water connection alone, Enda Kenny's former ADC, Michael Treacy, took 
early retirement, jumped on what we must consider he thought was a good thing and went 
into a private contract as Irish Water's regional communication manager in the Mid-West. 
 
The latter part of the above was slightly reported by Irish media - even RTE, Irish national 
television had to mention brief details of the latter, if they liked it or not. It was a topic hard to 
be avoided - but avoid it many tried doing. However as regards Enda Kenny's close pal getting 
a Irish Water contract under very questionable circumstances, that went hugely un-reported 
in Irish media back home even though it was front page news, big main headlines in the 
English Sunday Times. RTE certainly didn't dare mention it and (mass media owner/money 
donator to FG) Denis O'Brien newspapers in Ireland certainly too, didn't make the mass public 
aware of such goings on either connected to their national leader. The Irish public was kept in 
the dark. Not for the first time and it still continues. 
 
"Secrecy" is the main word when it alone comes to finance. The last thing Fianna fail, the 
Green Party, Fine Gael and Labour want people to know is - for example - just how their 
massive tax contributions are being shoved towards a seemingly untouchable elite in Ireland. 
Case in point: one David Doyle, the man that was secretary general of the Dept' of Finance - 
who was the head when the Irish economy suffered its major collapse - so much so that 
government departments could not borrow money on the open market. Well, he got to retire 
from his job thereafter with a gold-plated pension package made up of a €343,000 lump sum 
and a €115,000 severance 'gratuity' payment. His annual pension now (regardless if he is 
working elsewhere or not) is worth alone €115,000 per year from the state (thats you paying 
that in tax).  Under the previous FF/Green Party government and a system they use (which 
FG and Labour still use - wonder why?) which means paying out big time for a select top elite, 
if they scree-up or not - three general secretaries who had retired for the Dept' of Finance 
since 2005 had been paid a combined total of €386,478 in 'severance gratuities'. These 
payments are on top of large retirement lump sums of between €260,000 and €343,000.  The 
Dep't of Finance in one period alone paid out €2.5 million in lump sums and other pay-offs, to 
eight other high-ranking civil servants who retired around the same time.   
 
Then there was the case of one Kevin Cardiff... 

Mr Kevin Cardiff was still running the Dep't of Finance when for quiet reasons best known to 
themselves, Enda Kenny and Eamon Gilmore wanted their man shifted to another job. 
Because of the Dept's still poor operation with Kevin at the helm, this was not going to be easy 
to make happen to say the least - but happen is what they wanted to be done. Part of the 
process to ensure it happened was to therefore railroaded his nomination to the Court of 
Auditors through the cabinet without even a smell of a debate with others. 
 
The perk for such a position they wanted to give to Mr Cardiff? Over the initial job period, 
wage/perks would be €1.6 million. Apart from basic salary of €203,000, there was also a 
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monthly housing allowance of €27,000 a year. There was also a family allowance of €5,400. 
Add to that, he was given an allowance for each of his school age kids, that being €6,564 per 
child. On top of that, Cardiff would be in line for €30,000 'installation payment' for just taking 
up the job. Also on top of that was further travel expenses, insurance expenses and more...  
 
One Labour rep Nessa Childers objected. She was quickly told to toe the line or else... Kenny, 
Gilmore and Noonan eventually got their way by bending ears, favours were spoken of and 
more... The man whose department happened to possible make a three billion Euro slight 
error in their maths for the country, got the job... 
 
The general public of course never gets to hear about all this - and more... They are instead, 
kept completely in the dark and time and time again, just asked to cough-up more in taxes, 
levies, charges and whatever other name a government can put on its next bill placed down 
on public heads. 
 
As another example, did you know that in Feb 2012 under the government of Fine Gael and 
Labour, at table 23 at a Dublin Chamber of Commerce dinner, there was a quiet meeting 
hosted by Goodbody Stockbrokers? So what? Well, what are stockbrokers in the business of? 
Answer: the buying and selling of companies, the buying and selling of assets ...etc. At the 
table was members of Goodbody's corporate finance team. Also there was representatives of 
the Dep't of Public Expenditure - yes, the people who was assigned the task of selling off our 
state assets of Bord Gais, Coillte (forestry), ESB and someone representing the shareholding 
of ...Aer Lingus. Why a stockbroker firm was hosting such a meeting? You can draw your own 
conclusions... 
 
Meanwhile, what has now happened... Bord Gais has been sold off to a foreign country 
company, Aer Lingus? Well thats going for little or even very little... ESB - open question still 
on that ...And Coillte? There's an interesting thing now... The government tried to sell of the 
nations state trees (and thus land). Such was the public protest about this over a lengthy 
period of time, they had to officially back down. Everyone now thinks that matter is resolved? 
Some suspect not. Why? Maybe its because the government now rather than openly selling 
the whole thing off - in one go as an open privatisation effort - are instead giving parts of Irish 
forestry land away piece by quiet piece. They are giving it away to builders on the excuse that 
it will create jobs. They are giving part of it away to Irish Water as they go on a supposed land 
grab as well. If the 2011 government couldn't do something by the front door - they are now 
trying to do it by the back? By the way, a month after the meeting, Coillte gave Goodbody 
Stockbrokers a contract to advise it on 'strategic options'. All above board of course... Should 
we assume any different? 
 
Enda Kenny's words on his first day as leader of the FG/Labour government again echo in this 
authors mind... 
 
 
 
 
 
Election Of A Leader. 
 
On March 9th , 2011, Enda Kenny was elected leader of the Fine Gael & Labour government. 
His own family was there in the Dail, sitting in the public gallery to see Mr Kenny rise and then 
speak. At 2.05pm in the afternoon, Mr Kenny spoke the following words: 

"Our lives and our futures are predicated on one thing, that’s the truth. That’s why today I enter 
into a covenant with the Irish people, in this current (economic) crises, still full of many 
unknowns, honesty is not just our best policy, it is our only policy."  
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His government promised to do many things. One of them was to: 
 
 "...sever the links between politics and business once and for all and, in doing so, stop the 
further pollution of our society; re-establish a moral code and order regarding public life; and 
through that, restore public confidence in politics and government." 
 
Whatever his intention was, it sure as hell didn't happen. In fact, things seem not only continue, 
going in the opposite direction but at times get worse. Whatever his intention was, it sure as 
hell didn't happen. In fact, things seem not only continue, going in the opposite direction but 
at times get worse. Call me blind - but I am finding hard to see where he has stuck to his own 
very words...For example, questions, if not eyebrows, have been at least raised over the 
following just under the Enda Kenny government: 
 

• Darragh Loftus (neighbour of Enda Kenny) to the board of Solas, state agency. 

• Mr Loftus’ sister, Jennifer, being appointed to the board of An Post by then-
Communications Minister, Pat Rabbitte. 

• John McNulty, a Donegal businessman, appointed to the board of the Irish Museum of 
Modern Art (IMMA) - a situation involving again Enda Kenny which resulted in him 
actually taking the blame for something he did wrong – and then denying it the next 
day. 

• Henry Minogue to the board of Bus Eireann. Minogue was recently selected to contest 
the local elections as a Fine Gael candidate in Castleknock, Leo Varadkar’s own ward. 

• SIX positions were alone made by a Minister Jimmy Deenihan. Some in contravention 
to an established formal application process. They were Dr Ciara Breathnach, Mr Ted 
Creedon, Ms Catherine Heaney, Dr Fidelma Mullane, Mr Michael Parsons and Dr 
Kieran O’Conor. Some of those chosen must have earned their place without question 
- however neither former Labour Party press officer Catherine Heaney or Fidelma 
Mullane, a close friend of President Higgins, submitted formal applications but were 
nevertheless were strangely chosen to sit on a Heritage Council board despite other 
76 people doing the right professional thing and applying for the available positions 
through the proper procedure’s - only to be overlooked for all their good efforts. 

• John Moran and his appointment to Secretary-General position, €85,000 was spent 
meanwhile on an official headhunt. He later resigned. (Was he the fall-guy for how the 
government managed to overstate its debt liabilities by more than €3.6 billion?)  

• Carol, wife of recent Labour party leader and coalition partner, Eamon Gilmore, 
becoming a policy specialist on further education in the Department of Education. a 
job that came with a massive €92,000 instant wage and nice pension to further boot. 
No tendering of the job, no advertising of the vacant position. Just slotted in quietly.  

• Patrica Ryan, hired by Labour junior minister Kathleen Lynch, position "Special 
advisor". Ms Ryan who was forced to previously resign from her €120,000 wage role 
as CEO of a Limerick project after a series of exposing articles raised certain issues, 
later gained another top job without even an interview, at a time when even the board 
was being chaired by former PD (Progressive Democrat) TD Pat Cox. Ms Ryan having 
also worked for Mr Cox and for then PD TD Mary Harney too. For less than a year in 
the later job, she was paid €83,250 in wages. Initially €700 per day. 

• Fine Gael TD Phil Hogan even hired his own brother to the board of Irish Water. Prior 
to Mr Hogan himself being later rewarded for his "Irish Water" efforts and more, then 
himself being given a massive plum job/wages/pension rights over in the EU 
Headquarters in Europe! 
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• Heather Humphrey's appointment of a fellow Fine Gael councillor to the board of IMMA 
also raised a few eyebrows. The appointment was judged by some to be an attempt to 
improve Seanad chances!     

The list could be continued on. More names and positions awarded under questionable 
circumstances, have been related to this author - but just with the above alone, I'm sure you, 
the reader, get the picture in regard to what has really not changed under the many promised 
words of the Fine Gael and Labour government, headed and strict directed by Enda Kenny. 

Former FG strategist Frank Flannery said that cronyism in Ireland was "the Ebola of Irish 
Politics". It seems still that the disease is not only existing and even worse, allowed exist - but 
as of this publication being released, still continuing with little or no genuine efforts to combat 
the whole situation.  
 
To quote Journal.ie on January 24th, 2013 - article "Column: Scandal over state board 
appointees shows there is reform in name only": 

"Although board positions are open to all citizens, 74 per cent of board members surveyed by 
the Institute of Directors feel that the appointment process is still unfair and not transparent. 
One anonymous respondent described the advertising as ‘total window-dressing’, which ‘so 
far, has made no difference’." ...and... "At time of appointment, 40 per cent of current board 
members say the skills requirements of the position were not discussed with them." 
 
From the 1990s was the Tribunal of Inquiry into Certain Planning Matters and Payments 
(Mahon Tribunal). Its final report included the following: 

"Corruption, and in particular political corruption, is a deeply corrosive and destructive force. 
While frequently perceived as a victim-less crime, in reality its victims are too many to be 
identified individually. Political corruption diverts public resources to the benefit of the few and 
at the expense of the many. It undermines social equality and perpetuates unfairness. 
Corruption in public office is a fundamental breach of public trust and inherently incompatible 
with the democratic nature of the State." 
 
 
In 2012, the Edelman Trust Barometer (www.edelman.ie) found that seven in ten Irish people 
didn't trust the Government leaders to tell them the truth. The report also noted that: 
 
"Trust in Ireland is at a critical inflection point. Citizens seek leadership, clarity and solutions 
and don’t believe any institution is delivering on these expectations. The clear message for 
government is that it is perceived not to be getting its message through or listening." 
 
So it was then under the above suspicious circumstances and far more, that many more 
citizens of Ireland became not only aware of the goings on in Irish political circles but that they 
also grew increasingly weary of placing any trust with a local or national politician. Seriously - 
who could blame them?  
 
 
On They Went... 

Fine Gael and Labour meanwhile continued on its reign of power, doing whatever it felt like 
doing. They operate regardless of what the public actually wanted - despite of what they say 
in PR spin. A small example of the cracking down upon their very people that elected them is 
the following that you see listed below. Besides this list and more, Fine Gael and Labour are 
not only allowing the following to happen - but also without lifting a finger to stop other matters 
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also. Remember, the following only mainly applies to the years of suffering inflicted upon the 
people since 2011, the election of Fine Gael and Labour: 

• Fuel Allowance Scheme CUT.  

• Rent Allowance CUT 

• Clothing & Footwear Allowance CUT 

• Disability Allowance entitlement age changed and not in a good way 

• Disability Allowance rates CUT 

• Carer's Allowance CUT 

• Telephone Allowance AXED completely 

• One Parent Family Benefit CUT 

• Child Benefit CUT - at three times under FG & Labour.  

• Illness benefit qualifying period RAISED - so harder to gain. 

• Invalidity Pension CUT 

• Bereavement Grant AXED completely 

• USC Charge Imposed 

• VAT RAISED 

• College Fees RAISED - remember Labour election promises on this one? 

• Unemployment benefit for under 25s CUT 

• Medical cards taken off the sick, elderly and terminally ill 

• Insurance Levy imposed 

• Local Property Tax introduced 

• Local services starved of finance - LPT proceeds donated to starving bankers 

• Now even gift card tax sneaked quiet in. 

• PSO tax levy introduced (increased this year),  

• DIRT to 41%  

• Capital means test more than halved,  

• HSE disability mobility allowance - axed.  

• Increased taxes on bank admin and usages 

• End of 2014, 482 cases for home repossessions. 608 others forced to give away their 
homes. Today? (June 2015) 8,000+ further civil bills for more repossessions - so far!  

• Allowing ONE man alone to have mass control over our newspapers, magazines, 
radio, TV, water services, national petrol contracts to our Garda/army/ambulance 
services, reported even owns barriers used against protests, has an air flight company, 
Esat contract and how that came about? Bungs money towards FG and individuals 
within it, buying hospitals, water related companies, threatened and intimidated over 
18 national journalists.  (What has happened to Irish laws, never mind also additional 
European, regarding monopolies? Enda Kenny, Eamon Gilmore, Joan Burton, Fine 
Gael and Labour continue to do NOTHING to turn the tide here alone or address such 
matters.) 

• Trying to ram TTIP as quiet as possible down the throats of the Irish people. 
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• Trying to ram their 'internet tax' down our throats. Currently delayed only due to bad 
PR about it and other antics. Some things they wish to stall prior to a general election.  

• Trying to ram forced water contracts down the throats of the Irish population with a 
single private registered company. 

• Trying to ram forced health insurance business contracts down our throats. 

• Trying to ram more privatisation of our public services down our throats. An agenda of 
the TTIP by the way, they are also co-joining?  

• Selling or give away more of Irish forestry, fishing rights, gas, oil, bus services, health 
care, water services. Its roads, the national flight industry (at a crazy dirt cheap price 
to boot), even the national lottery service and on and on… All to private individuals 
and/or enterprises instead of keeping them for the Irish nation and long term gaining 
from their full invested capital and eventual greater positive return. Many people have 
seriously asked "Where is the sanity in all this?" Fine Gael and Labour are certainly 
not telling and continue to even duck the question? Playing deaf and avoidance? 

• Jobsbridge (or Scambridge?) Using that alone to (a) play around with unemployment 
figures (b) cheap labour for big business again. Meanwhile also bringing in private 
business to further bully people into more job scam schemes of cheap labour! (Would 
later become "JobPath")

 

•

 

TOTALLY avoiding the 83% MOST called for thing at the national constitution 
convention. What was it? Participatory Democracy to be re-introduced. The Fine Gael 
and Labour parties COMPLETE avoided that and instead gave the nation (at 50%) an 
issue, the age of president candidates to be lowered! That alone turnout out to be a 
farce. Over one million turned out on the day of that referendum to vote, to also chose 
on the improvement of

 
Irish marriage laws. Over one million voted for a "YES" to the 

change of Irish marriage laws yet only over 500,000 even bother to vote for the 
president age question. This is amazing when you take into account that all voters 
were given the two ballot papers at the same time on the day, to vote on! With the 
complete ignoring of the top 83% matter wanted by the Irish people, the question that 
had to be asked and still being asked is:

 

 
"Where currently in Ireland, is there true democracy when a two, three or more party 

government  are total  avoiding  what  the people  really  want  and mass  constitution 
convention voted for?"

 

...Especially when Fine Gael & now a more right-wing supporting Labour party go and give 
them something else instead, while playing deaf to to the calls of

 
a larger 83%. Could Fine 

Gael and Labour really claim that they are listening to the people of Ireland. Judge for yourself. 
To many in Ireland the answer is obvious. It remains also to be seen of the incoming next 
government and other parties will do same

 
and duck the

 
Participatory Democracy demand -

 

or will they for once, give the people what they really want in this direction? If they don't, that 
too and they will be exposed by growing mass numbers, for also ducking the matter, playing 
deaf and/or unwilling to give the people what they want.
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The Camels Back. 
 
Amid all the above and far more. A lot of people had it up to their eyeballs with the stuff that 
was not only going on at national level but at local level also. This author alone would regular 
be informed in detail of matters going on around local communities, right under people's noses 
that was being got away with at local level. Some of the items retold, made more than on one 
occasion, the hair stands on the back of a neck because of the level such things reached, the 
people involved and the departments such things extended to. 
 
A media that has been bought in bulk and controlled by a select few, however still continues 
not to choose to cover such items or dig further. They don't continue to report about the elected 
TD's that are unable to be at their work positions, their desks due they actually being away 
somewhere on more than one occasion, at dry out clinics for their reported drink or drug 
problems. It’s not as if they don't know a lot of the time.  
 
On one occasion while campaigning to save services at Crumlin Hospital Dublin, under a 
previous government of Fianna Fail and Green Party, I had the good fortune to come in regular 
contact with a particular journalist. The journalist, after a certain amount of trust was build up 
(and I was probably background checked out) was able to off-record speak of elected TD's 
that were treating their marriage partners very badly. The journalist was able to name and 
detail, person and places along with times, when certain elected people were regular to be 
found falling out of taxi's, not able to be at their work places due to intake of drugs or when 
they had to quietly disappear to deal with other self-inflicted issues that the public at large was 
unaware of and was kept completely in the dark about.  
 
Now we have to be clear here. If are to be decent, we should have some sympathy for people 
that have problems and are trying to resolve them. They sure might not be able to do this in 
the glare of a media spotlight and that should be completely understandable to any fair thinking 
person. When however, they refuse to deal with their problem(s) and/or continue do a same 
road repeatedly to to the serious detriment of government office or department that they are 
assigned to, someone has to step in and say at least "This shouldn't continue!" sadly under a 
consecutive government, this is appearing not to happen. No one is willing to take a stand, act 
professional and do the right thing which is as an elected representative, put the mass people 
first ahead of a single person who after many chances, is still unwilling to change and is frankly 
unable to do their assigned job properly. 
 
I had seen it myself at times. There was a once a two-day debate regarding allocation of 
money in the Dail under a previous government. It was at the time a topic that I was closely 
following for a number of reasons. One elected TD was entirely missing in the Dail chamber 
itself for the two days. They were to be fair, able to watch and listen to the debate if they 
wanted to, from the screens that were in a Dail bar - which is where they were for the two 
entire days. After the second day of debate was finally over, there had to be a vote in the 
matter. The TD managed them to emerge from the bar, entered the Dail chamber and sat at 
their allocated seat. Once there, they when the time arose, pressed a button on one arm of 
their seat, to vote "yes" or "no". This they did do, performing their elected duty, stayed and 
chatted for another five minutes’ maximum - then headed out again of the chamber to where, 
we can only guess at. Of the two-day debate, they spent in total, at most, fifteen actual minutes 
in the Dail chamber itself with their fellow party members. It struck me at the time as to if this 
was really Irish democracy in action and to this day it is still fresh in my mind as I continued to 
hear of others operating in a similar light.  
 
Be it for one reason or many, a lot more people of the last few years alone - besides longer 
-  have become more acutely aware of the goings on of Irish elected officials. Many don't 
actually say anything on a regular basis. The reason for their silence being "what’s the point?" 
or "I'm not listened to anyway!" They still listen and even at times watch however. In many a 
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quiet conversation in trusted surroundings, then they do finally open up, they re-confirm what 
others have been doing also like them. Watching and learning what’s really good and bad. 
There is of course those that do become more vocal in what they see, know and learn daily or 
weekly. They too have become more and more physical active in trying to either expose 
wrong-doings and/or contest such antics further by protest in the face of government 
opposition. 
 
This is what has happened in the case of the Irish Water issue, the use of meters and the 
charging again of Ireland’s water (for which many are already paying for more than once at 
the same time). They, the long aware and those that have become recently more aware, have 
for personal reasons said at some stage to themselves that the water issue was 'the straw 
that broke the camel’s back'. If it was because they were tired of being generally exploited, 
tired of trying to keep ahead of the latest invented tax/charge/levy, tired of the latest attempt 
of a government to give away more of what under the Irish constitution says they have a right 
to, tired of just struggling to pay previous already mounting bills or just wishing to take an 
ultimate stand again two political parties that appear to be working against them and not for 
them... the end result was the same in the second half of 2014. Over 100,000 came out on to 
the streets of the nation’s capital in protest.  
 
As mentioned earlier, this was seriously not expected by some in Dublin. Within a short time 
there came a serious swelling of support for opposing the Irish Water racket the Fine Gael and 
Labour party rammed down the throats of the Irish public. Even some political parties in 
opposition were caught off guard. One opposition party was busy concentrating their political 
efforts on a cause that was beyond Ireland's own borders. To their credit, they were showing 
concern for another group of people in another country - not just looking out for themselves. 
The opposition party was so busy with this that they either didn't see or access fully the 
groundswell that fast happened. Soon after the 100,000+ however strode down the main 
streets of Dublin in protest, they quickly got their act together and joined in the effort.  
 
The government parties were seriously caught off guard. They had expected to easily walk or 
rather ram though again what they wanted - or what possible EU masters wanted. When the 
100,000+ went back home and rather than dying off saying "job done", instead continued 
onward again and again monthly in effort, the light finally dawned upon them that they had to 
do something. So the government then after a while started to backtrack and appear to do u-
turns. While doing so they also quietly dropped water allowances that was originally allocated 
to the public and more. This of course was not advertised or mention in the media that was 
owned by their media mogul supporter. Heck no, the last thing the Fine Gael and Labour 
government wants is to be exposed not just for what they were not doing (protecting that which 
was constitution given to the people) but also what they were also suddenly, quietly not doing 
- including the disappearance of water allocations to families.  
 
The little backtracking that was done, was carried out with the next general election in mind. 
A lot of elected government TD's feared for their individual seats back home in their own 
counties. Overall however, the water charging racket continued. The PR game was just 
changed and more was not told to the public as either to their rights or what exactly was going 
on with water related companies including Irish Water, Siteserv and others. What the public 
didn't know about, the government thought, the public couldn’t protest about! So it was best 
to keep them in the dark as much as possible - and this is what was tried on the Ireland's 
people.     
 
While the two party coalition was backtracking, changing its PR, telling public only what it 
wanted them to hear - advantageous to further scaring them into accepting a private contract, 
they upped their antics to completely blacken the name of those protesting against them. 
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All of a sudden their very own people were slandered carte blanch as "a mob", a "fringe", 
"trouble-makers" and even compared by one TD to a head-chopping ISIS terrorist group in 
the national Dail. The TD that carried out this latter slanderous stupidity, was not even public 
chastised by his party for gross and tasteless name calling. It all served to instead, as far as 
the government was concerned, another change to tarnish a mass group of their very own 
people.  This tactic of tarnish, divide and conquer continued for some time - and today still 
does to bad extent. The now more political awake and aware, even the silent ones who have 
not yet marched out on streets, however have recognised such tactics for what they really are. 
Desperate measures by now desperate parties realising that they had truly screwed-up and 
had been caught with their pants down. They had been exposed for what they were attempting 
to do, bully a nation and even now, continue to be exposed by good people in the Dail and 
beyond it. 
 
If we are to tell the truth here, it has to be stated that some elements of those protesting against 
the government, didn't do themselves any favours either. Their actions while technically 
peaceful, played right into the hard of the government and its PR machine, trying to sell itself 
as a victim or as the good guy in all that was/is going on. There was of course those that joined 
huge large peaceful groups and just frankly caused slight trouble (such as their alone 
temperament) from the get-go. National state media, RTE and the newspapers owned by their 
media mogul and government supporter, jumped upon this also and deliberately made a 
mountain out of a mole-hill.  
 
What was seen by many, consider to be attempted tarnishing of all because of actions of a far 
less number, was blatant once sided biased reporting. Indeed, when RTE alone ran regular 
news items across its airwaves they always homed in on a small crown of irate protesters and 
while showing them on camera (often on regular replay too) as an indication that the rest out 
marching was of the same nature. Orally through voice-overs on studio microphones, RTE 
reinforced their national physiological warfare upon viewers by also by referring to them in 
derogatory, negative terms. Many times, over many, many months, RTE continuously would 
refuse to actually show the rest of the protesting thousands on camera, that was genuinely 
greatly behaving themselves. Such peaceful protesters carried out their constitution backed 
duty while being fully law-abiding and amid other things, with banners and whistles blowing in 
a peaceful and party atmosphere every time they emerged onto the streets of Ireland. The last 
thing state media (in other words, the government) wanted, was to have the nation's viewers 
at home through the six or nine o'clock news see that there was indeed many out there, across 
the nation, standing up for themselves in peaceful protest and doing so in mass law abiding 
ways. No, that real larger picture too had to be kept from the mass public remaining at home! 
 
There had been and continues to be regular protests by the nations people. These protests 
rarely get media coverage by RTE. This situation was made even worse by a government TD 
(annoyed that the protesters was getting coverage at all?) raved that RTE was actually biased 
towards the government opposition. Nothing could be further from the truth - and its suspected 
Fine Gael, Labour and even other parties that espouse more water charging quietly, know this 
to be more true.  
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Chapter Nine  -  The TTIP Picture  

 
 

 
 

  The Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership treaty – better known as the TTIP treaty 

currently being wrapped up extremely quietly, under the highest forms of security possible 

since the formation of the CIA or MI6, is perhaps the greatest danger to 500+ million people 

across Europe since the start of the first world war. This is not high concocted conspiracy stuff 

the type you see invented within an episode of X-files, the American TV series.  

 
If TTIP doesn’t scare you – it bloody well should! 

 
 
One Irish health organisation, Cancer.ie alone brought out its own explanation in text format, 
as to why TTIP should be complete rejected. Their version just from their cancer point of view 
was over 150+ pages thick backed by evidence of specialists, doctors and more just in regard 
to the health of the people of Ireland should this abomination of law weakening construct be 
allowed shoved down the throats of hundreds of millions – never mind also Ireland people!   
 
Irelands very representative system is currently under threat from the TTIP treaty. As within 
the Cancer.ie report, it is stated: 
 

 “A counties ability to pass laws… is the core to a democratic process in most 
developed countries.”  

 
In particular, the inner legal subsection section of TTIP called ISDS (Investor-State Dispute 
Settlement) or its now attempted rebranded name ICS (Investment Court System) could very 
undermine Irish democracy also. We shall come back later to the previous just mentioned.  
 
Ireland’s democratic system now needs be both strengthened and given a further jolt of 
sustainable public activity to get it not only back to a previous sovereign point – but also a 
position where it can have greater support/defence against knocks such as TTIP. We should 
have a better willingness to retain our principle governing system with defending politicians. 
 

- Also later reworded into CETA -
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Sadly, TTIP instead is being shoved down the throat 
of the people of Ireland. Fine Gael, Labour, Fianna 
Fail, The Green Party, Renua and some 
independents that are still masked FF/FG fans, are 
saying little or nothing on the matter around the 
2016 general elections. The silence is deafening. 
 
They want to avoid the issue like it’s a dose of the 
black plague. They don’t want the issue to become 
more out there with the Irish public. They don’t want 
the people to see a much bigger picture – one where 
they get even more completely screwed over and 
robbed in far larger scale. 
 
Enda Kenny hoped to have the TTIP treaty all 
signed before he left office. Thankfully he failed. 

 
The dangers with the TTIP treaty are so immense that its firstly absolutely ridiculous that its 
being written up in massive high security away from the eyes of the hundreds of millions of 
people that it will directly effect. It’s even more absolute nuts that many stupid traitor politicians 
are going to sign their name to it without ever reading the damn thing but just swallowing the 
PR being spin by over 4800 business corporations who are direct involved in writing the thing! 
 

It’s such a massive effecting topic that to 
fully cover the TTIP treaty and its 
ramification in thousands of areas, the 
likelihood is that you would be long dead 
before all areas could be covered in 
explanation. It’s no exaggeration to say 
that there are hundreds of organisations 
in Ireland alone opposed to the TTIP 
treaty. There is hundreds of thousands 
organisation in Europe opposed to the 
TTIP treaty. There are more millions 
upon millions of people opposed to the 
TTIP treaty across Europe.  
 

Why haven’t you heard all about this? Two reasons to really to start with.  

1. RTE is that is a complete and utter farce as regards telling the people about what’s 
really going on (don’t get me started on how they have buried the telling of news events 
in Iceland where their politicians were held far more accountable for similar practices 
to that done in Ireland) and  

2. Then we have the Denis O’Brien (DOB) massive monopoly on Irish media by the front 
and quiet back door. DOB who of course is massive supportive of Fine Gael and Lowry, 
who in turn could be said to be scratching his back while he is looking out for theirs? 

 
In short, the Irish public have been absolute massive kept in the dark as regards the TTIP 
treaty, its real implications and that’s just the way traitor political parties want to keep the 
people. Keep them total unknowing, distracted and oblivious to what’s going on in their name. 
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What are the basic point to why Ireland people should be opposing this so called TTIP treaty? 
Here are a few for starters. 
 

1. THREAT TO IRISH DEMOCRACY. 
When rammed through, TTIP will give big corporations the power to sue our 
government over decisions that could harm imaginary future profits while complete 
undermining ability to initiate policies for common good! 

 
2. PUBLIC SERVICES UNDER ATTACK 

TTIP intends to crack down public services for private profit - so that “investors” can 
gain quietly while more & more public facilities are watered down and broken up. 

 
3. FOOD SAFETY 

Quite simply, higher EU safety standards will be lowered to recognised poorer US 
levels. It would mean removing EU restrictions on genetic modified organisms 
(GMO’s), pesticides and hormone-treated beef. You will actually left be paying more 
then for actual natural products!  

 
4. THREAT TO ENVIROMENT 

TTIP treaty would allow again US regulations to take over EU ones. This in turn will 
allow further fracking and possible windfarms invasion and disruption of our great, 
beautiful natural Irish environment we still possess. 

 
5. THE CLIMATE REALITY! 

With stronger investment rights and way make elected cower, TTIP would allow 
corporations to sue state for bringing in new policies to protect or leave fossil fuels in 
the ground - or till they can better be extracted from a natural environment with less 
harm to our climate. 

 
6. THREAT TO WORKERS RIGHTS 

Rights of the Irish people would also be reduced to those of the US worker. Businesses 
could easier relocate back to US states and EU countries where lower labour 
standards persist with even cheaper wages at times. 

 
7. THREAT TO YOUR PRIVACY 

TTIP will see central elements of the Anti-Counterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA) - 
previously rejected by EU Parliament after mass popular protest - sneaked back in by 
quiet hidden treaty detail. End results will be that internet providers will legal be forced 
to spy on customers and hand over data to a government spying on people. 

 
8. THREAT TO FINANCE CONTROL 

The TTIP treaty is aiming to remove more Irish financial regulations such as existing 
banking safeguards - or even stopping their further introduction by government. 
(Threat? “Investors lost possible profit - let’s sue”) Laws that are being tried introduced 
or wanted to prevent yet another finance crash public would be left pay for again! 

 
9. ORGANISED IN MASSIVE SECRECY. 

Out of 5,000 direct people involved in writing the TTIP treaty, 96% (4,800) of them are 
big business people & only 4% (200) are actual elected representatives. Public has 
been complete shut out (why?) & all involved secret planning has been made sign non-
disclosure agreement. Even elected has been silenced from talking about it. 
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10. THE DOMINO EFFECT 

If TTIP rammed through, other countries will equally be forced to accept lower 
standards - in order to compete - which in turn leads to lower standards elsewhere! 

 
 
Ireland has had governments that have said one thing and then done another. While it tells 
the Irish public to stick to their laws regarding their imposed water charge racket, they at 
European level are breaking laws in regard to VRT and the generating of a monopoly. Under 
Article 82 & 86 of the legal binding European Competitions Treaty, it is illegal for any 
government or private company to oversee a revenue generating monopoly. Fine Gael & 
Labour would rather you not know all about their own antics. 
 
While it continues to draw as much money from its very own people, it with others is secretly 
participating in the secret economic deal that will see Ireland weaker regarding its very 
democracy, quality and safety regulations. The Transatlantic Trade & Investment Partnership 
(TTIP) like the water charge, is a burden too far on citizens. 
 
 

• One of the main aims of TTIP is open up Europe’s public health, education & water 

services to US companies. This could not just lead to privatisation of Irish services. It 

already has! Quietly council services have been run down and put out to tender. Same 

with social services work, health care work, basic utility department work and far more. 

It is privatisation by a sneaky back door so that private investors can further profit 

quietly via the public continuing to roll over and cough up in more taxes and charges.  

• TTIP’s ‘regulatory convergence’ agenda seeks to bring EU standards on food safety & 

environment closer to the USA but US - regulations are much less strict!  

• There will be a considering loosening of US banking regulations - which in effect 

will effectively lead to handing greater powers back to the exploiting bankers. 

• EU has admitted TTIP could cause unemployment as jobs go further to the USA. 

Labour standards and trade union rights are lower. These too come with TTIP. 

• TTIP will see Investor-State Dispute Settlements (ISDS) to allow companies to sue 

governments if those governments’ policies cause a loss of profits. In effect it means 

unelected businesses to dictate to democratically elected governments.  

• Irish Water, the water charges and the TTIP secret deal are all part of a larger picture 

that will see Irish citizens lose out yet again - this time in many ways at the same time. 

 

You of course are NOT meant to know all this and sure as hell, your traitor politicians are not 

telling you in a hurry.  

For supposed good Irish governments that are meant to be speaking over concerns about 
food safety, the detrimental changes that can be further down the road with TTIP and lower 
standards pushed by business and individuals beyond our border, does not bode well for such 
standards to remain high in Ireland.  
 
TTIP will affect the ability of the agriculture sector to compete also. If we refuse to lower our 
standards, the undemocratic TTIP and its bullying introduced court system could further be 
used to ram competitors and thus the courts edicts down the throats of Irish farming 
community – along with its eventual lower quality end products. If Irish farmers are then even 
to try competing in that area, also having to lower standard to just reach a par with low quality 
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cheap imports, then the agriculture industry in Ireland will be without question severely 
weakened. The efforts of many over the last few decades to raise standards will have been all 
for nothing. The situation is nuts and present Ireland politicians are supporting this craziness. 
 
 
The Quiet Lobbying? 
 
During the first six months alone in office, Enda Kenny’s government met at least three times 
(that is known) with drug executives from Elan and spin-off Alkermes, a company that certainly 
has a colourful history.  
 

 
 
As regards Elan and spin-off Alkermes, keeping the TTIP Treaty in mind, it should be noted 
that the US Chamber of Commerce (by the way, advised by an Irish PR firm MKC which is 
more once Irish politicians, former Progressive Democrats) also immediately saw the new 
leader that year in May. Google (also advised by MKC - Google also standing accused of 
questionable tax affairs) didn't waste any time either. Dell, more drug companies, the CEO of 
GSK and more piled in - and not always through an elected office front door.  
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Private dinner meetings like that set-up at "Old Head Golf Club" (Kinsale) between elected 
and example: drug company Eli Lilly, happen across the country in quiet corners and locations 
all the time. What was discussed there, why the meeting had to happen in the first place and 
what came from that singular meeting, we have never been told about! These type of 
gatherings are continuing to happen all the time and in lobbying secret. They are not 
happening just to check up on the health of a politician’s family! 
 
 
Clear Questions. 
 

• If a person stood at your door and asked you to sign a blank cheque – would you? 

• If a person stood at your door asking you to sign at a blank page bottom – would you? 

• If a person stood at your door asking you to support those doing the above – would you? 
 
This is what elected politicians in Ireland are going to do. Many in Fine Gael, Labour, Fianna 
Fail and other parties are saying they will sign our nation, its people (you and your children), 
up to the TTIP treaty. 
 
You will not ever get a chance to even a vote on the matter unlike other national treaties. No, 
because they are clever making it a “trade agreement” you won’t get a sniff of a democratic 
vote. Like it or lump it. Let’s not kid ourselves, suffer you and your future generations will. 
 
 
Greater Detail. 

 
The TTIP treaty is following on from the 

WTO which previous had been brought in so 

that the United States of America could gain 

more power and control over world markets. 

Eventually in time however India and Brazil 

spoke up, becoming formidable powers 

themselves and the USA lost control. Along 

comes the TTIP where the USA feels its needs 

a new strategy to slip in and gain yet another 

foot hold into having its eventual way. A way 

to maintain its global dominance. 

For entire nations to buy their treaty, for the 

USA to get their way, the treaty of course has 

to be given (rammed in really!) to the people 

of nations by a sales pitch that PR says it will be good for them. Nothing could be further from the truth 

– but nations of people were not meant to kop this. They did! 

All this is part of a quiet geo-political economic war on nations’ economies. Again, the people of 

involved nations were not meant to notice this but they did! 

The United States of America is very scared of China, Russia and others. With China alone it should be 

noted that militarily terms, it has already actually encircled it. “The Pivot to Asia” within their grasp. 

People were not meant to kop this either but they did!  

At the centre of it all is 1.6 BILLION people (a massive two thirds of global GDP) that the USA will 

attempt to quietly control by political, military or economic means. To integrate many countries away 

from others and toward the USA especially. People were not meant to kop this either but they did! 
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ORGANISED IN MASSIVE SECRECY. 

Out of 5,000 direct people involved in absolute secret writing of the TTIP treaty, 96% (4,800) of them 

are big business people & only 4% (200) are actual elected representatives. 1.6 Billion people have 

been complete shut out and all that are involved in their ultra-secret planning, has been made sign non-

disclosure agreements with severe penalties. Even those elected has been silenced from talking about 

it. Does this seriously sound very democratic? When signed, it will affect every European state and over 

half the world’s GDP. In spite of all of this, European elected have having extreme serious problems in 

actually seeing what they are supposed to sign their nations up to! What craziness is this? 

We’re talking about a TRADE agreement – as Jean Lambert, a member of the European Parliament, 

says when talking of its mega secrecy: “We’re not talking about even a matter of life and death in terms 

of security where maybe you can understand some restrictions but for a trade agreement!”  

Elected are not even allowed to make notes about the few bits they sparingly are allowed to glimpse – 

after serious much hassle to get to that point of examination. There is no access to the key documents, 

the most important ones because as many opponents have explained “The devil is in the detail” and 

certain elite corporations do not want their real agenda exposed thus proved as many see it really as. 

European governments will be give the massive treaty and told to sign. Completely stupidly, leaders of 

same European countries are already saying they will sign to it – and they don’t even know what is 

actually detailed in it in serious part or bulk! Again we ask… What form of absolute craziness is this?   

If European elected want to try even see part of the TTIP they have to call to a particular USA embassy 

and make an appointment. The appointments are only available two days a week for two hours. Only 

two elected are permitted at once. They go to the USA embassy handing in every electronic device so 

they cannot even make a copy, they must agree to keep everything completely confidential and then 

and only then are they allowed go to a secure reading room in which they are not even allowed writing 

pens and paper to make notes. Two USA embassy guards then watch everything that they do. How in 

anyone’s name can anyone understand what there are signing their country up to in any of these 

circumstances? How in anyone’s name can Fine Gael, Fianna Fail, Labour and every other Irish party 

sign Irelands people undemocratic up to this absolute craziness? Is this or is it not simply madness 

beyond belief! How many of Irelands elected is willing to do this two at a time under daft conditions 

before then later crazy saying “Where do I sign?” 
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The world’s mega corporations haven’t had this denial of access or hassle of access since day one that 

it started out. They have had total VIP access to come and go as they please. They have had massive 

influence in the making up of the treaty on an hourly basis. 

Ordinary people have been excluded, government to massive extent have been excluded but the mega-

corporations? You got it. They are in there reading, directing and creating the additional legal loop-

holes that they later will use again those stupidly signing up to this madness without studying it – and 

again- they are not allowed to study it under any conditions that can be conducive to proper 

understanding and formulate then a counter-balance again even any suspicious aspect of it!  

 

Let’s Be Clear 

This treaty will affect every aspect of Irish society and its laws.  

“Every critical issue that involves a solicitor or barrister. Everything a 

community would care about. Health, education, the environment, privacy, 

access to medicines – the list could go on…” 

Claire Provost – Centre for Investigative Journalism. 

 

 
INVESTOR STATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT (ISDS) 
 
Included with in the TTIP is the ISDS – which now is being attempted to be rebranded as 
Investment Court System, or ICS. 
 
ISDS allows as previous mentioned in brief, big money backed corporations to sue national 
governments in the EU (at any level, including local government). It can sue anyone or 
anything that limits a mega-corporation’s future profits. They can sue for the loss or (too 
widely) even claimed ‘expropriation’ of its future profits. “How long is a piece of string?” As 
long as they wish to paints it as if they like it seems according to this treaty madness! ISDS 
will allow them to sue anyone over anything that they feel like. End of story! 
 
ISDS cases will be heard by a panel of trade lawyers, in a jurisdiction that a corporation will 
get to choose – not the judges and certainly not the government being sued. The panel will 
only take account of ‘free trade’ values, disregarding values of public health, human rights, 
environmental protection, or labour or other social rights. All the previous are thrown out the 
proverbial window. 
 
The following is from STOPTTIP (https://stop-ttip.org). 
 

The justification for introducing ISDS was for trade deals with countries where the 
judicial system was not developed or robust enough to protect foreign investors. This 
is not the case with either the EU, EU Member states or the US. 
 
So the reasoning now is that national courts, and even the European Court of Justice, 
which has tended to rule for corporations anyway, may be biased, thus ISDS, with 
arbitration panels, is required. 
 
ISDS is place in other trade agreements around the world, for instance in the North 
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). There have been many ISDS challenges. 

https://stop-ttip.org/
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The outcomes show that ISDS frequently leads either to big pay-outs to corporations 
from the public purse, or, perhaps more seriously, a chilling of legislation, with 
regulators afraid to act for fear of being sued. The sorts of regulations most likely to 
negatively affect future corporate profits are those supporting health and safety, the 
environment, workers’ and other social rights. 
 
This is an international ‘trade’ agreement so this remedy is only available to foreign 
corporations or transnational corporations using a cross-border subsidiary. ISDS is the 
enforcement means to hold the rest of the agreement in place., regardless of, for 
instance, changes of government. 
ISDS is included in the Canada/EU free trade agreement (Comprehensive Economic 
Agreement – CETA). However, although this was signed ‘in principle’ in mid-October 
2013, it is still being negotiated and the text of the agreement is still secret. 
 
As at January 2014, there is growing civil society resistance to ISDS and its inclusion 
in TTIP negotiations. The commitments that the EU is making about ‘transparency ‘of 
arbitration panels, the exclusion of ‘post-box’ companies and of ‘frivolous’ claims 
(undefined), these do not change the basic structure of ISDS provision and it is to this 
that organisations are objecting. 
 
In the EU’s previous trade agreements, including in its engagement with World Trade 
Organisation agreements, the dispute settlement has been state-to-state, and the 
remedies only about trade sanctions by one state towards another. Private 
corporations are not able to sue governments under these conditions, even though 
disputes are generally brought by a government on behalf of one or more corporations. 
 
E.G. the Australian government’s plain cigarette packaging legislation, introduced as 
a public health measure, was first tested in the Australian High Court in a case brought 
against the government and its legislation by British American Tobacco and Japan 
Tobacco, supported by Phillip Morris International. 
 
The Australian High court judged for the Australian government and the legislation.  
Immediately after (5 hours later) the government of The Ukraine lodged a dispute 
against Australia at the World Trade Organisation, in relation to Australia’s 
commitments under the WTO Trade Related Intellectual Property agreement, TRIPS.  
 
The Ukraine has no tobacco trade with Australia but does have a Phillip Morris 
International subsidiary based there. Although Australia did not respond the first time 
the dispute was brought it has to the second time. In parallel to this Phillip Morris 
International is bringing a case against Australia under its Bilateral Investment Treaty 
with Singapore. BITs have included ISDS provision.  
 
Now Australia is not signing up to any more ISDS in trade deals and wants to be 
exempt from ISDS in the negotiations on the Transpacific Partnership (TPP).  

 

INVESTOR STATE DISPUTE SETTLEMENT (ISDS) or the now attempted rebrand name 
“Investment Court System (ICS)” is an absolute danger to every European nation. Any 
politician that signs their nation up to this madness does not have their county at its best heart.  
 
Certainly signing us all up without having read the complete document, not having time to take 
it in and thus not understand it, not being able to challenge many aspects that will be open to 
question and its (we can be sure) cleverer hidden sections, is certainly a danger to not just 
this generation but our children’s generation as well. 
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NOTE: Russia, China, Brazil, India, South Africa all excluded as those are emerging 

economies – so it’s not about enhancing their opportunities – rather exclusion and 

safeguarding that the USA gets to ram its items down upon nations included, to safeguard 

private profits and have bullying power. 

Ireland already has plenty of working trade agreements as does other European countries. All 

are continuing to do the job they were designed to do. All are working to great degree or at 

constant levels which are consistently checked. Why then the ramming down of TTIP? It’s 

simply all about mass control of people, their spending power and sway over democratic 

European systems.  

Irelands unions, the ones that are genuine about looking after their workers, completely 

oppose this treaty. I will state n record that I do Not support the TTIP treaty – but from my 

writing of it I suspect you might have already got that message. 
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Chapter Ten -  Social Media Catalyst.  

 
When you hear the term “Social Media” it’s a term you 
might think refers to something else, someone else is 
using. It is however you using Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and more. It is you talking away not just to one 
person but to many, many thousands or millions with a 
single comment. In one way it’s a politicians dream – but 
when things go bad, it’s a politician’s nightmare. A double 
edged sword that swings different directions by the hour! 
 

 
When used right, as in the elections that got America Obama to the president office and the 
money needed to fund his campaign, it is a massive effective tool. In the case of old 
established Irish parties who still don’t have a clue a lot of the time, it is their downfall. 
 
New parties are faster getting to grips with the social media concept. The old dogs who are 
finding it hard to get their head around new tricks, are relying on others to do their work for 
them. They are having to rely on hired agencies to do the social media work for them. This 
sounds fine in theory and sometimes they get it right – but there is still the disconnect from the 
people a lot of the time due to a middle party operating for the politician or their party. 
 
Newer more successful politicians are finding that if they more direct connect with their voters 
though social media, although they might not win a supporter every time, they are at least 
seen to be out there connecting with the people – and this alone blows then big favourable 
comments and support. Their news is faster shared. The lives can be judged easier and their 
good acts can be delivered to everyone’s eyes within minutes.  
 
24-hour old newspaper stories that is stated the next day in ink, has become a thing out of 
date big time.  People themselves have become instant reporters when events happen. If a 
politician says a wrong word on phone camera or they even fall on the ground on an ice patch, 
five minutes later that can be read about on Twitter, Facebook and seen on Youtube by the 
many thousands. The likes of biased at times RTE, who might not want to expose to the nation 
their favoured party person saying something wrong, is already playing catch-up in their desire 
to make sure such events don’t get widely known.  
 
Like it or not, social media in many forms is here to stay. The politicians know this reluctantly. 
If they cannot own or heavy influence the beast (like RTE), they are now trying to find ways to 
control it better under their terms. Thus in the last few years – maybe months, law changes 
have been talked about in regard to what can be said and posted about politicians and their 
activities. In an era of politicians of old playing catch-up in PR words of transparency, they are 
quietly supporting also crack-down on free speech across social media. What they do not want 
reported is their outdoor activities, their drug taking, their falling out of too many bars, their 
fraternising with the opposite sex (or same sex for that matter) or frankly anything that if the 
public could judge was immoral or wrong, could lose them subsequent votes. 
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When Knowledge Is Dangerous… 
 
Another factor that current politicians hate, is that across social media, a lot of the public has 
been able to become far more massive aware of issues that’s daily effecting them. Not only 
that but they are becoming aware of who exactly in person, is behind the specific issues that 
effecting their daily lives, their financial pockets and who is stabbing them in the back by u-
turning on previous stated positions for example. 
 
A politician’s lie years ago might, hit or miss, be reported in a national paper. The day after it 
would become chip paper for a greasy burger joint. Today however with social media, once 
their lies and more is out there on social media, it can be re-shown up again and again, many 
times by one person – never mind by hundreds and thousands of others, per minute – per day 
– for years on end. Again, a bad politician’s nightmare. 
 
Matters over Irish Water (the private company amid other things), the installation of monitoring 
meters and the giving away of Ireland natural product that’s supposed (by Irish constitution) 
to belong to the nations people, is one typical example of knowledge is dangerous,  
 
For politicians, dangerous in the sense that their public – voters – are able to educate 
themselves massively via the internet, use of its message services and on-line sources of 
professional material to back up their points of debate. 
 
Years ago, when a politician stated something, when their literature spewed out their PR pitch 
or a newspaper that favoured them, only gave their side of matters, there was little a mass 
public could immediate find or use to challenge such material. Now, when a politician spouts 
any rubbish, those that oppose them can in minutes find loads of material from various 
sources, to challenge their often lies and u-turns. Such challenging material can in minutes be 
shared to an entire countries people in contest to a government establishment or individual. 
 
This is why in countries like China they have complete invented their own social media 
applications that are more state monitored or in the case of North Korea, allow social media 
to be only accessed by the elite. Phones cameras are not allowed be used in public and even 
laws have been passed stating that anything said in opposition to a government party or 
person, could be deemed illegal with serious consequences for the law breaker. 
 
The world has seen a number of recent uprisings. When they have happened, the first thing 
to be shut down is the countries internet service or the mobile phones system. Usage of 
Twitter, Facebook and more instantly blocked or banned. A single message from one person 
reaching out to thousands – before its even copied and shared even more – could have same 
thousands turning up in bulk at a particular spot and time – for a particular cause. Again, a 
politician’s ultimate nightmare?  
 
If the politicians can’t own it or influence it, they must (a) slow it down, (b) make it harder to 
use (c) make it illegal or (d) remove it altogether. State governments are now trying to do this, 
openly and covertly. They say it’s for the good of the people. Is it really? I don’t think so. 
 
A little knowledge is a dangerous thing when in the hands of opposition to politician’s alone. 
The use of social media has far made their job of opposition, speaking up and talking to many, 
far easier. A little knowledge or a larger part, can now sway thousands or millions of votes in 
an hour – never mind a three-week election campaign cycle. Used with social media to forward 
that information, bad politicians are on a near absolute instant loser the minute they go bad! 
Social media is a true way to return power to the people - and bad politicians and worse Mafia 
style, bulling governments hate it. Good politicians should have less to fear in the long run.  
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Dog Eat Dog 
 

 
 

When it comes to social media in Ireland one 
thing is sure, it is being used also by opposition 
parties and their people, even to attack their own 
left or right side. 

 
The local election in 2014 was a classic period 
when of a growing number of on-line antics 
increased. Individuals came out many times like 
a pack of hounds when they smelled blood.  
 
 

• They attacked for themselves because they got a warped pleasure in it. 

• They attacked because they supported an alternative party. 

• They attacked in order to diminish any good idea an opposition party was saying. 

• They attacked because they simply saw a ‘golden opportunity’. 

• They attacked because they created an opening in a debate. 

• They attacked because they successful riled someone up – further making them 
purposely say a wrong thing in the heat of a moment – then went on to exploit it. 

• They attacked in order to hide a real truth stated about their own party, trying to bury it 
amid false crap they were trying to spin in misdirection and dilution tactic. 

• They attacked, changing topic direction sometimes too, because they wished to 
distract a reader away from a direction where they own debate point was weaker and 
open to more exposure. 

 

Those doing the attacking would often phone text their friends to say they ‘got one’. They 
would personal message on the forums/Facebook, each other, providing something the URL 
link to a particular debate that has been deliberate made more heated. They would let their 
clique know that a discussion was worth checking out so their too could join in and in support 
of their friends (no matter what the topic) they too would nip and pick at anything good. 

The politics section of Boards.ie and Politics.ie is infamous at times for the above. Such is the 
low quality at times to which these on-line boards are moderated. Time and again the boards 
have been watched over by those that allow some insulting because it comes from friends or 
the insulter supports their own political party or direction. The two boards are infamous for 
pushing the lines of defamation and outright lies. How one of them in particular hasn’t been 
court ordered closed due to the harassment of a lot of people on it and lying, has left others 
who ‘walked away’ from such boards, in genuine puzzlement!  

If you are into serious politics, the best advice maybe to take is, not to venture near these 
boards. They are full of keyboard warriors, trolls, clear biased fools and liars. They are there 
not to do you any favours and when they smell any weakness, they immediate go in for a kill.  

Put simply, what you don’t know is posted on such boards, won’t upset you and this allows 
you to concentrate on more important matters. It might be tempting to wonder what others are 
saying about you or your party on such forums but you are far better off talking to the public 
face to face than to people more often than not, cowardly hiding behind anonymous names. 
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The keyboard ‘political experts’ that trawl such forums mostly in the real world, wouldn’t get 
up off their backside to start a political party based on their own ideology or ideas. They spout 
loads of stuff, regurgitate others stuff but ask them for an original positive idea? Allow them at 
least a few minutes so they can at least go google something and then pass it off reworded 
as their own original thoughts. That or they will change topic direction…  

 

 

Facebook Level One 

Facebook is not much better. A group of friends and myself had the occasion to be debating 
over a number of a reasonable calm topics in Facebook with others. We were all at times 
having a positive, ongoing serious round of discussions on a number of important matters. As 
the local elections began, more and more aggressive party others quickly came out and in 
order to (a) diminish what we were saying and (b) actually weaken us for the sake of local 
votes, they waited till they saw or created an opening in move in within seconds, in order to 
undermine any positive message being put out.  

One Drogheda chap, a notorious town fool by any standards, a man well known to Dublin and 
local town Garda, with his even more idiotic friends, over months would be nothing but insult 
and slander at every opportunity. It was all he could just do. Positive politics for his party? Not 
a chance. His equal idiotic (few) friends often would join in with vulture hovering glee. 

Same chap was (and still is) notorious for operating using a multitude of Facebook names and 
hiding behind Facebook title page names also. Rarely does the man post the more malicious 
stuff, lies and defamatory items under his own name. he would take the cowardly way out and 
change his on-line identity. His actions however then and now continue to become exposed 
though a number of reasons. 

1. Due to others giving him away, people he thinks are friends and  
2. He makes some regular ‘mistakes’ that eventually build up into an on-line form 

of personal signature. 

 
Some of those that operate as a pack or lone wolf, repeatedly fail to kop that they are in fact 
doing their own cause or party no good whatsoever. For all the constant negativity, lies, 
slander and frankly acting like a bunch of teenage pricks, they were allowing the party or group 
they were a supportive member of, to be seen in the same light. Third party people looking on 
and reading their crap – even if they had any modicum of truth amid their predatory behaviour, 
were more put off by their underhand antics and aggressiveness than coming out in any sigh 
of support for them. 

The only support they would really get was from their own ‘clique’ who in patting each other 
on the back (through text posted messages) sometimes in successful driving away another 
forum or Facebook poster, would all congratulate each other like a bunch of sycophants.  
 
Meanwhile the reading others, looking in – seeing that the idiotic wolves were attached to a 
particular party, made up their own minds if they were going to lend such a party their vote or 
support. The thinking usually was that if their org was completely stupid to allow its 
members/supporters to behave in such a constant low public viewable fashion then more 
votes for that party/org, was not deserving to it. More votes al local level were far lost by the 
idiots than was gained – but they were too stupid to realise this – and their party was too stupid 
to do anything about it. Why? In some cases, because the attackers were also their friends! 
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Facebook Level Two. 

The cleverer trolls and Machiavellian characters with an agenda in mind, operate at another 
more professional level. Some have complete false on-line personalities from the start. 
 

• They operate through proxies that mask their exact I.P. address. 

• They create complete false Twitter, Facebook and forum I.D. personalities that have 
absolute nothing to show who their family is, who they are affiliated to, who their friends 
are or where they might work and in what line of work.  

• They make themselves as anonymous as possible.  

• They operate from non-contact phones that distances themselves from giving their 
name to a phone or internet service. 

After they have achieved what they think is a ‘success’ they disappear and re-invent 
themselves yet again.    

 

One person I personally came across was a reporter using what they thought would remain 
an anonymous name for their devilment. On-line under their own name, they were the 
modicum of decency and public appeared to be fair and wise. Under their own name they tried 
keeping friends with everyone and in that thinking, would be able to extract more information 
from people while appearing to be friendly chatting. A tactic making perfect sense given the 
line of work they were in. 

In their other more online anon’ disguise, they were a bitter, vicious, malicious twisted 
character that would also at times, join in with others acting like a pack of wild dogs moving in 
a for an on-line kill. It took some time to track down who the person really was in real life but 
through a process that was carefully thought out by professionals at tracing such online 
deviants, their real identity was in time exposed. One roman name they operated under, had 
previously become much known due to an evil streak the real life person in public hid away. 

The person still operates as a reporter but not a very successful one. This perhaps is why 
deep down they might be so bitter towards the world and then lash out and continues to post 
under more invented subsequent anonymous names though Facebook.  

 

NOTE: Troublemakers come from all aspects of life. Don’t be mistaken into thinking it’s just 
teenagers up to no good. Web surfers have come across teens behaving badly but more often 
than not, it is 20 year olds, 40 year olds and even those pushing and actually in mature age.       

 
 

Twitter. 
 

For better on-line debating and taking about topics, I have found that Twitter is far more useful 
and professional. Of course it’s not perfect – but by far for many, there is less bad behaving 
characters around. The way Twitter is set-up generates this better state of affairs.  

Twitter has a posting ability, limitation of 140 alphabetic characters. This means that anything 
posted has to be far clearer, accurate, careful thought about and short.  

Long prevaricating posts, sometimes full of innuendo, insults and trolling are just not possible 
given that you can only post so much shorter text. You would think this would limit discussion 
– far from it. Millions of top professional far prefer Twitter because: 

• It allows them to instant see a good post from a bad post.  

• It instant allows them to see who might be just stirring things 
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• It allows them to see to the point information 

• It doesn’t allow long useless blocks of time wasting text that one has to Facebook try 
wade through, to finally get to what’s supposed to be relevant points of a debate. 

• Posts can be read in seconds – it its valid, they answer – if it’s not, they move on 
within a second or two. There is no patience for online wankers or time wasters. 

 

Elected, business professionals, medical, security, workers with little spare time and even 
entertainment personalities use and prefer Twitter far more than most people realise. More 
business is chatted through twitter in one day than Facebook possibly in a week for example.   

If you are serious about interaction on-line, a free Twitter account is a definite must have.  
 

My own Twitter account name by the way is: @jeffrudd31 

 
 
Dealing With Internet Crap. 
 
The thing about the internet is that is also brings a lot of stupidity. Buckets of it sadly.  If the 
contents of the internet into your home would just stop there though, it would be a blessing. It 
doesn’t. There is stupidity and there is those that is outright to cowardly anonymous insult you, 
bait you, trap you, re-word you and more. The internet line into your home if you are not careful 
can be a curse just as much as a blessing if you are not extremely careful.  
 
The best tip anyone might give you when dealing with the just mentioned, is to walk 
away - or in the case of a net site, turn off or click onto elsewhere. 
 
Basic Rules: 
 

1. You CANNOT in the end win against genuine stupidity. 

2. Those that are going to lie, will do so, most likely has done so previously and 
sometimes they have an agenda behind their deliberate lies. 

3. Whatever you put on the internet will be one way or another, be on record somewhere. 
This can be used later against you and/or twisted in meaning. 

4. Stay on target. Don’t get side-tracked. Don’t get baited. Recognise these situations. 

5. Try not to fight fire with fire. You are lowering yourself to their standards and be seen 
to by others, maybe also watching/reading on your posts. 

6. It far harder to remember your own lies which you can then be caught up later on – so 
your best bet is to always stick to the truth as much as you being security cautious, 
can allow yourself to share with someone. 

7. Stupidity, trolls, insulters and baiters are ALWAYS watching your posts even if they 
don’t always reply to you. They can turn up later quoting something earlier posted. 

8. Anything you post could be used to further mine information from you. 

9. Keep your good sense of humour. You maybe be able to defuse tensions by making 
(at appropriate time or topic) a joke etc. 

10. Remember there is usually a report button. Sometimes it’s worth pressing. Sometimes! 
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11. Trolls, insulters, baiters, etc. need a victim pool, a public forum of some kind, and they 
usually want an audience. Sometimes they need from their page fan club/clique to be 
looking for a form of “well done” from their equally twisted supporters jeering them on. 
It happens and it’s basically an ego trip thing with these idiots. 

12. GENUINE quiet people who are on looking WILL see who the real idiot is by how they 
post and what they post. Quiet readers might not respond – but they are often there 
and most recognise stupidity/trolls/baiters when they see them. 

 
Number 10 above says “…there is usually a report button”. Facebook as well as other pages, 
sites or forums have this. Sadly, in the case of Facebook and its report button, even pressing 
it and reporting something, the result of that action can take many days to become a response 
– and even then it’s often not favourable towards yourself. 
 
Facebook, the company, sadly is ridiculously slow in responding to serious lies or defamatory 
material. If you see something that is downright a lie, personally attacking you or your family, 
in poor taste or more, their help back-up reporting service is a lot of time, a snail’s pace joke. 
 
Try looking up a phone number for Facebook to report something? Good luck with that internet 
search. On-line in your search to find someone you can actually contact on a one to one basis, 
and your efforts will take days - if not weeks. In the meantime, the absolute crap that’s been 
posted maliciously, is allowed remain more often than not, for all to read including your 
personal family and friends. Facebook is not your friend when the agenda filled, vicious attack. 

If you are in politics and further raising aspects of that on social media more, you are going to 
need to become very ‘thick skinned’ indeed. If you are just starting out in politics generally, 
best advice is for a whole keep a low profile just to begin with unless you are posting far more 
comfortably within a more closed section or internet forum that has only fellow real friends and 
org members in support of you.  

Those out to insult, undermine, lie, twist and more, sense fresh blood fairly quickly. Once they 
do, they are more likely to quicker attack and run a person to ground or off a discussion forum 
if only to stop any political opposition from further emerging that might in time successfully 
challenge them and their party too. Usually there is an agenda in their attacks, not just spite. 

 

Needed Change. 

For certain, the legal laws of behaviour need to be looked at again, as regards social media 
usage. The likes of Facebook and other similar companies offering large group on-line chat 
services, also need to be called to order. The ability to direct contact them when critical matters 
arise needs to be addressed. Their response times are absolute rubbish a lot of the time. Their 
ducking and diving from providing a direct human to contact, to assist, needs to be resolved. 
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New People And Parties. 

In Ireland there is a number of new parties and political groups emerging. It is relatively easy 

to form a group of likeminded individuals and collect them together as a unit. Social media has 

made this task far, far more possible than was able to be done even fifteen to twenty years 

ago. After that, the next stage of then progressing into a political party, is a development that 

can be done – even as some has found, a state department possible trying to make the 

process as awkward as it can be! Rules and regulations have to be adhered to and just when 

you think you have done all that is required, more is asked but that’s a tale for another day… 

New parties/people are up against two major factors today and this applies not just in Ireland.  

 

 

1. The present parties at election time and 

beyond, offer a multitude of choices 

regarding policies they espouse and ask the 

public to follow. Today there is far more 

choices that is given and sought from any 

one party alone. Add to this, the existence 

of other established parties and then more 

alternative choices – some that criss-cross 

with similar thinking others, things really 

start to get more complicated. 

 

2. Life styles has generally got more hectic these last forty years. Definitely in the last 

fifteen years’ things have really ramped up. Thank about it. Today’s society while 

managing kids (food, health and school etc), work (to and from), general social activities 

such as sport and meeting with friends face to face, television or radio usage, has to 

combat now with phone texting, Playstation (or similar) gaming, Instagram, Twitter, 

Facebook, Google Plus, Youtube, Pinterest, Tumblr and Linked In, to name a few. 

People’s personal time has 

become shorter regarding any 

one matter in a lot of cases. 

USA TV has already noted 

this and deliberate dumbed 

down a lot of their TV shows 

as they knew the viewing 

audience is trying to keep 

track of a plot while also 

texting on phone or internet 

surfing at same time for 

example.  

There is only so many hours 

in a day and a block of that is lost to sleep, drink and stuff we most cannot avoid. In the 

remaining few hours, our time available is shorter there too. 

So as regards politics, you have already from older parties a chain of complex time 

consuming decisions and positions to be waded through and decided upon. Then add into 

this mix, the emergence of yet another political grouping or party that wishes to add more 
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decisional options and asks for people’s time too over everything they too put forward, you 

are looking at an even more time consuming, more complicated political cooking pot. 

In short, people have far less time to already decide upon present existing options – and 

new groups or parties want to add more. Anything further new, trying to gain the public’s 

interest and their possible physical energy, are already before they start out, up against it. 

This is not to say it cannot be done. The emergence of new political parties has shown this 

to be indeed possible. The real quest for new political parties is not how to ‘sell’ their own 

version of ideas but how to first initially establish themselves into the minds of already time 

pressured individuals, possible already swamped with older alternative choices.  

We are entering now into the realms of professional marketing strategy theory and usage. 

How new political parties operate further within this field of expertise in order to just exist, 

besides further continue and grow, is a whole possible book, not just chapter, in itself. 

For the moment, the main thought is this. People’s time is severely more limited. They 

really don’t wish to give more of their time if they can help it, to more decision making with 

new alternatives if they see the old alternatives are offering something similar.  

Social media here can either be an extremely useful tool to make a dent in this predicament 

or it can be seen as a further time consuming pain in the ass by people that just wish to 

continue on with other previous activities. How new political parties and their members use 

social media to best effect, will more make or break the future of trying to exist new ones! 

 

Any new Ireland rising further, has a whole lot more factors to content with than any 

political party starting out fifty years ago. Social media can be its best friend if used right 

or it can be a political party’s worst enemy if used wrong or not at all.  

Presently for the older established parties, social media is part burden rather than a gift to 

them as their consistent bad activities repeatedly becomes exposed across it. They are 

trying to get to grips with a tool that was not of their generation and not even a factor that 

helped form their ideology. Today’s new parties however with their more modern 

ideologies, factoring in a greater social media aspect, using what it’s been born into more 

naturally, have an extra edge. It’s up to those new parties however to use it right otherwise 

the older parties won’t be long snapping at their heels too in trying to gain best advantage. 
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Chapter Eleven -  Conclusion.  

 

In life there is around us many, many things are seem to operate on a random chaos theory. 
Everyday items that come into our lives, sometimes with a crash, sometimes slowly seeping 
up on us all till we become aware. Sometimes too late in awareness for effectual measures to 
be taken. The diversity of it all appears to say that life is like that and that’s just the way it is - 
get used to it! With a bit or work though, this doesn't have to be always true.  

Amid all the chaos of social, environmental and even political life, we can make constants that 
can always be there for us. We can create ever growing structures and systems in modes of 
actual operation that can provide structured constants that will at least help give us guidance, 
sometimes be our rock when one is needed to be clung to or sought out. These constants we 
create sometimes even be taught how to give a person some hope and real ability to expand 
one’s own horizons - while still been protected from a distance by a still same constant 
somewhere in the background, ever present, looking out for us. Doing a job that it was 
designed to so. 

That’s what a good system of Participatory Democracy can be. While being an additional 
constant amid life's chaos, it can also be our teacher, it can allow us to be teachers, and it can 
be our political road map. One that others can follow. It can be growing too and adapt along 
with us. It can be a modern hope for the future as it too sets out as we too age, to manage our 
future and the futures of next generations to come.  

Participatory Democracy if implemented, designed and structured right with the right people 
at the helm, can be ground breaking for modern Ireland. It can take its people to places that 
they thought before, was out of reach. It can reach down into the very corridors of power and 
better control it. It can allow the good to further rise and the bad to be quicker removed for 
better replacement. 

To do all this however will take work. Be our own participatory role be small or large, each in 
our singular way can help shape our social and political constant. To better design our future 
will take people to be more genuine in their future choices. They will have to lay aside the 
parochial thinking of supporting a person based on personality rather than the actual 
organisation, history and ideology they represent.  

In the end if we are again truthful, Participatory Democracy may or may not be the perfect 
answer to the question of what political system is the optimal best for a society. With its 
existence however, it is hoped that even the best vestiges of it hopefully can at least contribute 
to an always growing social, educational and economic system that will always be best 
adaptive and fairer towards groups of citizens that are within its reach. Participatory 
Democracy might not be the solution to end all other solutions - but I hope that it too contributes 
something to an eventual way or method that sees the life form called "Homo sapien" or 
"human" evolve into an always more decent society for all. 

 

Transparency Where? 

There is four people right now really just in control of the country, Ireland. Four that through 
"The Economic Management Council" (made of persons: Kenny, Burton, Noonan and Howlin), 
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they make all major decisions for the people of the state. In effect, they constitute a silent 
shadow government. There is no transparency about this - this is no revealing how decisions 
are made, who quietly gains (but you can bet there's sure to be an "O'Brien" in there 
occasionally) and why such people/businesses were selected over others. With out rehashing 
the whole transparency section, its clear under the present ageing parties that transparency 
is going nowhere fast and they are in no hurry to change things. We have to turn the tide on 
this matter. 

 

 

Knowledge Is Power. 

If "Knowledge is power" then Ireland has shown in Enda Kenny government years that this 
truly is the case.  It has been (for reasons greater stated in section previous) through a nations 
people becoming more informed, able to quicker contact each other singularly and just as 
easy in group format, that so many have come together in so short a time. By doing so, they 
have created a unifying force that out-dated parties thought (a) would not happen and (b) 
would not be as effective so successful in longer terms of time and continuous effort 
maintained for well over a year. It took a lot to get the Irish massive to the streets - but when 
they got there, by heavens they won't be going home with just a brush off as certain politicians 
have liked to already try doing. A new rising Ireland could be here to stay to some degree, for 
the foreseeable future in regard to present cause and maybe further ones to now come. One 
thing is for sure, all safe bets are off when it now comes to a politician thinking they can all 
ways expect to get away with everything. 

At the end of the day this writer with his thoughts and ability to see things that others have 
seen, with his ability to possible see a large picture in part hidden through media spin and 
whitewash, is only one citizen. This writer is currently unemployed. Like many that has and 
continues to pay a hefty price for the terrible (and un-held accountable) antics of others, this 
once twenty year barman, is left with one ability still at least like many across Ireland. He can 
put one foot in front of another and go out and protest peacefully within the law.    

I can talk with now more equally well informed others. I can see the unfairness of many a 
larger picture others would rather I not see. I can communicate faster with others and share 
information. I can unite numbers and do that too quicker. I can find like minded individuals and 
groups. I can do a lot, I can learn a lot and I can stand up a lot more. I am one example of 
many in Ireland today that can now do the exact same, has been doing so and is willing to 
continue to do so.  

Corrupt and questionable elected politicians only see an unemployed ex-barman. They only 
see someone on the dole and in mocking or belittling terms is thinking "We are the polished 
professional politicians!" They certainly have in previous years and treated us all like 
something to be directed and herded as and when they see fit. They continue to treat others 
and myself domineering arrogance attitude of "Well what the hell would he know anyway!" 

A risen people got news for today’s politicians and the ones to come. Others and I now know 
actually quite a lot - and we are digging far more of what others would rather remain hidden. 
We all will not go quietly into the night. We all will not just roll-over in continuous capitulation. 
We will not always just accept any old crap from even older parties that refuse to exactly 
address and seek what we are defined looking for. We will not accept their ducking of matters 
because it don't suit their quiet self-interest agenda.  
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A new Ireland again has arisen and they, the bullying mavericks and two-faced elected now 
must cop on fast, change their ways, bend more so to the will of their employers, the public - 
something  that they are supposed  to do anyway from the start of their elected term - or get 
simply  out of office they cannot  fulfill  through  defiance  of their voters . A people  when they 
are irked enough  from their slumber  box, is very hard to be placed back into again. That’s 
what this unemployed twenty-year ex-barman thinks - but then "What the hell would I know?"   

That remains to be seen, read and heard!  

I will be quite  clear . I consider  the Fine Gael  party  to be bought  or influenced  one way or 
another  by a business  man. A business  man that has been allowed continue to buy up big 
chunks of Ireland's media - and Fine Gael are not only doing nothing to stop this monopoly -

 but in further  incredible  action, now possible  producing  more laws to facilitate  this. Ireland 
has a political party that at its head, goes and lies on a European stage to a Greek head of 
state. 

A man that on record for history ever more, has gone down in record as telling Greece that 
Irish suffered not in taxation from austerity measures brought in -

 

but as we know (and they 
are listed here) the Irish people had to additionally suffer a massive forty-five tax increases. 
Either  Ireland 's national  leader  has  some  sort  of delusions , is believing  in his own  hired 
agency PR or the man lied. Fine Gael and the Labour party can spin excuses all they want 
but the tax increase  facts are also on record so they have stood by a man this is willing  to 
stoop so low or they are willing to stand by a man that had  personal issues to say the least.

 

These issues however would not be the first that the Fine Gael and Labour party stand by. A 
previous  one  would  be where  Enda  Kenny  allegedly  heard  voices  in his head  and  then 
passed them off as real.

 

 

The Labour Party today is a complete disgrace. They, alone, backed incredible barbaric 
legislative actions of Fine Gael. Even worse, they are even further inventing more crack-
downs of their own nation in order to try screwing the people of Ireland over (they of course 
fiercely deny this but their actions are on record -  when they were too, also not trying to 
silence them with more incoming laws to try shutting us all up.  

We are living under a complete corrupt government that is giving of our Irish resources away 
to private investors and to the EU which at the same time is financially screwing the people 
into the ground through economic slavery.  

For some time now I have sensed real serious trouble coming - and I don't mean for the public 
- but for the very institutions of Ireland that’s facilitating the Irish people to be further exploited. 
Those that are personally facilitating the exploitation and sell off of Ireland’s services and 
nature given commodities, better kop themselves on fast.  

 
   

We are not all blind. 

 

We are not all stupid. 

 

We are not all going to be distracted. 

 

We are not 
going to be silenced.
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We are not going away. 

 Message to the corrupt Shape up or be shipped out.

 Jeff Rudd.
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There are 86,400 seconds in any one day.

 

 

You can make a difference to somebody in just one of those seconds!
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